2. ECSTATIC READINGS IN SYRIAC METATHEOLOGY'

2.1.

TIIE ENABLING CAUSE

2.1.1. Ascetic Prectices

Syrian asceticism, r¡s we saw in the introduction, is rich in seve¡e methods of
mortification. It is probably not an exaggeration to consider the Syrian tradition as
the most rigorous of all Christian disciplines,2 yet the most extreme manners and
the cruellest exercises are not a general standard but rather belong to the domain
of exceptional cases. This is pointed out in the unitings of the official hierarchy,
from the oldest to the latest sources: the canons of Bishop Rabbula (d. 435), a
rigorous ascetic himselt do not allow all monks to carry iron chains, and Ba¡hebraeus (d. 1286) opposed the practice of binding oneself for the night in a
standing posûrre.3 These and other severe fonns of mortification continued to be
practised until the early 20th century.4
However, if we wish to classifu various ascetic practices as specific "ecstatic
techniques", it is to be admitted that the results a¡e somewhat arbitary, due to the
total character of ascetic life. The concept of totality here indicates that the chosen
mode of life is constant and unbroken: the stylites, for instance, never stepped
back on the ground afrer having once ascended their columns. Totalþ also means
that ascetic life, seclusion into silence, is both an outer and inner puzuit in which
prayer and recitatior¡ as well as reading and meditation, intermingle in order to
constitute the acn¡al r€ality of the ascetic's life. Abstinence in the inner dimension
means warfa¡e against selfish thoughts and evil intentions.
The outer aspect of Syrian asceticism simply means abstinence in eating,
sleeping, social relations and all sensual pleasure. These can be covered by the
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Translations ofthe quotations from lsaac ofNineveh's Perfectione Religiosa (ed. Bedjan) are
my own (thougb ofien following Wensinck), but those from Isaac's Second Part follow
Brock's translation unless otherwise ind:cated. The tanslations of the texs published by
Mingana follow his translations with some alterations, the most noteworthy of which I point
out in the foohotes. All English uanslations of Jobn of Dalyatha ¡re my oìvn.
For details, see: AbouZay d,1gg3,231260; Vöitbus 1960 Hßtory of Asceticism II, lg-33.

B-h.brr.ls: Ethil<on,sfsl (r.43);
chai[ot 1998, 129.

Vööbus:

$triac Dæaments,2l.
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general term nezîrûtã, 'abstinence', literally 'Naziritehood'. The external exercises include silence (ietqã\, fasting (sawmã),vig1l(íahrã) and practices connected with prayer, the most important being prostrations (búrãkë), the daily number
of which might surpass 300.5 These exercises can be refened to as 'works'

('amlQ, 'labour' þulþãnã\ or dubbãrë, a term sipiSing, in the singular,
'course', 'order', 'rule', 'custom' or 'manner of life'. In a general sense these
practices function as a cause that enables the mystical experiences to occur, even
though the actual causality is hardly ever expressed explicitly. Isaac ofNineveh
does state that compulsory works ('amlê de-'epyãnã) cause a buming fervour
(retþã) to be born in the hea¡t.6
It is noteworthy that in spite of the great admiration of fasting shown by the

it is practically

never connected with the achievement of certain experiences, either as a prerequisite or as a cause, in the sources ofthe present study.T
Isaac of Nineveh does mention in passing that "va¡ious beautiful things originate
from it".8 The basic function of fasting, however, is on the prerequisite level. As
soon as a man begins to fast, "his mind will yeam for intercourse with God".9
According to Isaac of Nineveh, fasting is inevitably the actual starting-point for
all struggles against sin and sinfi.rl passions.lo Accordingly, fasting receives special attention only in the beginning of the way, as it slowly becomes a natural and
obvious mode of life. The connection benveen experiences and fasting is perhaps
mainly in the category of motivation: the one who is motivated to fast is eager for
authors,

the higher experiences as well.

in complete solitude can be perpenral or temporary. In the East
Synan tradition a period of seven weeks was favoured.ll The cha¡acter of the
Seclusion
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S"e, for example, Mingana 1934/Dadi$o', lla p.207 (r. 85); Brock: John the Solitary, On
Prayer,98; Vöðbus: S)triac and Arabic Dæaments, 105-108; Barhebraeus: Ethikon,39 (n.
43).

Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosø l2?. (Wensinck Fanslates "From works performed by
compulsion, in solitude there is bom a blazing and immeasurable heat." Mystic Treatises,
E7.)

Accidentally, there may be indirect correlations between fasting and mystical experience, as
in the anecdote in which John the Seer, presumably speaking of himself, notes that a brother
had gone two days without food or sleep when he was suddenly filled with unspeakable
light. Olinder: A Letter of Philoxerus of Mabbug to a Friend,2l (lSa).
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Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,239 (cf. Wensinck:

lltyst ic'Treat ßes, | 6 l).

Perlectione Retigiosa,239 (cf. \üensinck lþstic Treatises, 16l).
of all the virtues, the beginning of the struggle [-'.] the
beginning of the way of Christianity, the father of prayer, the fountain of placidity, the
teacher of quiet, and the forerunner of all good qualities". Bedju: Perfectione Religiosa,
Be-d¡anr

Isaac calls fasting "stengthening

238; Wensinck: lulystic Treatises, 160-161.
The East Syrian tradition in general used to favour monasticism of the laura type, in which
the monks lived in separate cells like hermis. The practice of seven weeks is connected with
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exercise is shown by the recommendation by Dadi3o' of Qatar that a beginner
@þþã iArõyã) undertaking the period of solitude of seven weeks "should never go
out of the door of his cell, even one step, from the beginning of his solitude till its
end, and should never converse with anybody,"l2
Since fasting and seclusion are not exactly methods but rather characteristics

of ascetic life, they fi¡nction as the basis from which the mystical attitude grows.
The textual material in fact gives the impression that solitude is a basis that r¡navoidably causes one to reach the sphere ofmystical experience. Indeed, the silent
eremite life (ialyütQ is said naturally (læyãn71t) to raise impulses in the soul that
cause it to remain in wondrous ecstasy (temha).r3 But if we wish to locate more
specific methods, does the mystical literature relate certain ascetic practices to the

specific mystical experiences? Compared with, for example, the ecstatic Kabbahh,l4 the lack of specifìc methods is striking. Perhaps surprisingly, breathing
techniques or recommendations to use a particular Ch¡istian mantra seem to be
absent from the Syriac metatheology.

Of all the external "methods" of mortification described in Syriac literature,
the one that is mentioned explicitly most frequently in relation with mystical experience, seems to be, perhaps unexpectedly, seclusion in silence and solitude
(ielyã).ts Barhebraeus, for example, in his systematic presentation gives as the
first and most important advantages of silence "spiritual joy" and "Eue knowledge
conceming the divine nature".l6 It is to be stressed, however, that in Syriac metatheology the concept of silence (ielyã),like the Greek i¡ou¡íc, means much more
than absence of sound: a way and attirude of life free of all restless and vain
thoughts, i.e. calmness of soul.lT The semantic field of ielyã also includes a slight
nuance of secrecy, which in turn is closely connected - and etymologically identi-

cal

-

with 'mystical'. The breadth of the concept makes it diffrcult to consider

silence a method or technique.

the East Syrian liturgical calendar which consists of periods of seven weeks, of which the
most important is the Great Lent (Mingana 1934,76,78; Seppålä 1999, 362-363). For details
of the calendar, see A. J. Maclean: East Syrian Daiþ Ofrces (Eastem Church Association,

London 1894).

l2

Mingana 1934/DadiSo', 9b, p.207 (tr. 85). He does not say here thar this is how
happens, but this is his ideal as to how it should be.
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Bedjan: Per{ectione Religiosa, 127; Wensinck, lrþstic Treatises, 87.
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Seeldel 198E, 13-54.
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Selya has atso been translated as'rÊtreat' (Widengren 1961, l7 4).
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E.g. John of Apamea in Brock: John the Solitary,98, 90. For silence in its basic sense the
word Jergã is usually used.
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However, the connection between silence and the mystical-ecstatic phenomena is explicitly presented in the texts as a causal one. According to Isaac of
Nineveh, for example, the pacification of hea¡t from the recollection of extemal
things enables one to receive the mystical (or ecstatic, depending on the choice of
translation) understanding of the words of Scripture.¡8 Moreover, "to get drunk at
all times by ecstatic impulses [...] is grearly promoted by solitude (Íelyã)."rg According to John of Dalyatha "the area of wondrous visions is an a¡ea of ecstasy,
and it is surounded by the fence of silence".20 John of Apamea proposes 'ecstasy
ofsilence' (tahrã de-íetqã) as the highest and purest form ofconsciousness, and
he even decla¡es that "God is silence".2l
Isaac ofNineveh goes on to describe ecstasy as an inevitaåle consequence of
full seclusion in solitude.22 He admonishes the hermits against scrutinising or
sentimentalising about uncompromising solitude, for even the commandment
"Love the Lord your God with your whole soul and with your whole heart" is
fulfilled in solitude, for the latter part of the commandment implies that God must
be loved more than the nannal world, and this can be realised only through withdrawal from it.23 One way of explaining the great admiration of silence as an ideal
would be to pay attention to the culnnal backgronnd whence it derives: the social
values and customs of Oriental culture have much room for (idle) talk, so that
withdrawal from the world may be stimulated to some extent by a certain
psychological counter-reaction.
Account idleness (åe¡lãnrã) the beginning ofpsychic darkness; verbal contacts ('etryãnã
de-mamlã)as darkness beyond darkness; and. the taner as the cause ofthe former.24

Even after making all these unambiguous statements, the stictest preacher of solitude seems to be Dadi5o' of Qatar, who even goes on to claim that real spiritual
experiences "have never been given and will never be given outside the cell and
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Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,

52; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 37.'
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Bedjan: Perþctione Religiosa, 254; 'lilensinck: fufystic Treatises,
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Brock 1979, 90-91, 98-99 (Brock tanslates tahra
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'wondrous awe').
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(r<J:.). And those who, in service
and observance, have abided within absolute solitude, must necessarily know it (literally: it is
not possibte that they do not know)." Bedjan: Perfectione Religiose 490; Wensinck: l,Iystic
"This first gift (i.e. ecståsy) is tasæd through solitude

Treatises,329.
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Bedjan:, Perfectione Religiosa, 312-313; Wensinck: Mystic Treârises,
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Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 329. (Wensinck: llþstic Treatises,220, ranslates
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solitude (ielyã)".zs Only those who withstand the solitude and "tecte its bitterness" are able to "appreciate the savour of the sweetness of solitude"26 and
receive 'the overshadowing of the Holy Spirit, and the gift of spiritual
treasures".27

It

seems, therefore, that the ideal experience of the Syriac metatheologians is

something like the absolute opposite of mass hysteria. The authors are fully unanimous that the purest experience is the one experienced in the life of solitude and
silence and without methods, it might even be added.28 This, in fact, is a
considerable obstacle to a psychological understanding of the phenomenon, for

-

there is little material of equivalent conditions for comparison. Nevertheless,
solitude creates a general background for all other "methods" that enable the
experience to emerge.

Another factor which has a strong effect on human consciousness is the vigil,
practice
the
of staying urn ¡s th¡s¡gh the night in prayer and meditation. The
asc¿tic texts unanimously represent a general feeling of repulsion towards sleep,
as a result of which any sleeping happened in a sitting position, on the bare
ground or otherwise, as uncomfortably as possible. The best Syriac expert in this
field is perhaps Isaac ofNineveh.2e
According to A Letter sent to a Friend (attributed to Philoxenus of Mabbug,
but most likely by Joseph the Seer), the ideal nightly vigil consists of one third
reading, one third recitation of psalms while kneeling, and one third meditation on
theological topics and singing of hymns. The author of the leüer promises that the
monk (ihidãyã) who keeps this noctu¡nal vigil, has no struggle in the da¡ime
since his thoughts Ílr€ upon the good of the world to come, and decla¡es that he
who has prepared himself for this occupation has become worthy of "those unspeakable blessings" which a¡e given in the vigil of the night.3o
Vigil does not mean observance of a general, standardised rule. It seems that
each monk might make his own rule for prayeß and recitations þresumably under
the direction ofhis spiritual father, even though this is not explicitly stated).

25
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Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', I lb, p. 209 (tr. 87) "...but all those who love solin¡de and endure its
trials will receive them without diminution."

rû!.r r<hal' éu\ ¡o r:r r(ça t...1 mhoLÞr\ ùs\

Mingana 1934/Dadilo', 124 p. 209
27
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Mingana
p. 208 (tr. 87). Mingana tanslates maggenanûã'visitation'; see p. 129-
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See Mingana
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Some spent the whole night reciting the Psalter, others used liturgical texts or

Sacred Writ, singing hymns of praise, perhaps with moumfr¡l melodies, while
others prayed the whole night with kneeling and prostrations. Most were accustomed to set themselves additional physical limitations by spending the night,
for example, in a standing position without kneeling or genuflections - others
mæ<imised the number of thei¡ movements by kneeling and prostrating themselves. An ideal resting posture was to sit with one's back against the wall and
face eastwa¡ds - and even while asleep the mind was not supposed to be 'idle' in
relation to the spiritual pursuit.3l
On account of these kinds of labour performed in wisdom, the holy ones a¡e deemed
worthy of the ecstasy (tenhã) of divine rerælation (gelyãnã allõhãyã), which is high
above fleshly thought (Isaac ofNineveh).32

It is important to note that sleep,

when it occurs, is by no means considered as
leisure in relation to the ascetic struggle: drearns can in fact be used to measure
the actual spiritual stage ofthe ascetic.33 In A Letter Sent to a Friend it is stated
that "even when the hermit is lying in sleep [...] his mind does not cease reciting
the psalms."3a Simeon the Graceful mentions a kind of half-sleep meditation,
where the one who falls asleep is recommended to
throw sweet spices of prayers, psalms and spiritual theory on the censer of your hcart
and meditate (høog) upon them while you are half asleep. When you wake you will
feel the happiness (harni'útã\that has wañed througb your sout all the night.r)

According to Simeon, this is also a way of being liberated from bad dreams.
Isaac of Nineveh, obviously speaking about himself in the third person,
mentions a case in which meditation (theoria) on the things read in the evening
continued during sleep and led to ecstasy (tahrã) that overwhelmed the sleeper so
that suddenly he woke up "while his tears dropped as water and fell upon his

3l
32
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Bedjan: Perlectione Religiosa,548-549; rùþnsinck: lvlystic Trearises, XXI, 3ó&-369. See
also Barhebraevs: Ethikon 5l (tr. a3); Vðöbus: Slriac Documents, 106; Bedjan: Perfectione
Rel igios a, 54&-549, 55 I ; Wensinck: Mys t ic Treat is es, 368, 37 0.
Bedjan: Perfectiote Religiosa,549; Wensinck: I4lyslíc Treatises, 369.

Mingana 1934/Simon, t 9l b, p. 3 I I (tr. 54) On dreams, see Barhebraeu s: Ethiltan,52-53 (tr.
44 '15). The idea in question is a basic feature ofEåstern Christian monastic thinking, in both
the Oriental and Greek Onhodox traditions, up to the present time. For instance, the very
same thought can also be found in the writings ofPope Shenouda III, the 2Oth-century leader

ofthe Coptic Church. (Shenouda 1990, l3).

34 Olinder: I Lener of Philoxenas of Mabbug to a Friend, 39 (29j).
35 ..¡¡oi:r rúior(lro r<lL'.-ù.h r(ho\r:r r(b-¡r<:roîrn r(:rir(
.. hrr< i-¡-lrlgrr r<> qflrr i-.'5-¡oirn - Qmlo ,,rr=lr m>i--s \-*
mL r<-\I
hi\..r ¡(hol(*¡cn¡ hJr(¿iÞ¡ Mingana 1934/Simon,
I 7 3 a"

p. 292-293 (tr. 26).
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breast".36 Ecstatic experience may also take place during the night while one is

between sleep and waking, "asleep though not asleep, and awake though not
awake."37

It seems that the ascetics' nightly exercises were not completely subject to
certain rules at the expense of intuition and inspiration. Isaac of Nineveh criticises
those who concentrate in their prayers on the mere forms of words and on counting the number of prayers in order to observe a mere fixed programme. He considers the following of details to be a slavish rule that is utterly alien to the path of
true knowledge, because it does not make allowance for divine activity. This is
contrasted with the "rule of liberty", which consists in "unfailing observance of
the seven offrces", but every office can include va¡iation in the number of Psalms
and in prayers.3s
One does not set a time limit for each of these prayers, nor does one decide upon
specific ìvords to use- Rather, one spends on each prayer as long as Grace provides the
strength, asking whatever the pressing need of the moment may require, using
whatever prayer one is stirred to use.39

According to Isaac, the illumined (nehlrQ and those endowed in insight (yãd'ty
suktcãlë'¡ are not concerned with the sequence and order of words.4o
From the modern point of view, however, excessive wakefulness is an
obvious explanation at least for the hallucinatory experiences, traditionally ofren
atfibuted to demonic influence. The reports of ascetics' hallucinations include
human voices or sounds of knocking hea¡d in the empty cell, a sense of the walls
and ground quaking, or even apparitions ofdragons.al
On the other hand, it is worth pointing out that the ascetic Fathers were surely
not nalve in the understanding of the emotional forces behind the mental movements. On the contrary, it seems that sometimes they were even over-critical of
their own motives, seeing vice where we would see weakness and weakness
where we would see prudence. Due to their constant self-examination, they were
well aware of the psychological processes functioning in the conscious and sub-
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Bedjan: Perfectione Religion,492; Wensinck: tiystic Treatises, 330.
Bedjan: Perfectione Retigiosa, 4S6aWensinck: trþstic Treatßes, 326.
Brock: Second Part, 14.34-35 (ed. 67-{E, F. 77-7E) Yet this freedom is far from the kind of
individual spirituality where one freely follows intuitive emotional impulses alone. Isaac
does not mean that there was something wrong with the traditional forms of spirituality in the
Church. According to him, those who "abandoned prayer's venerable outward forms, tuning
instead to their own rules and special customs" have gone astay because they have neglected
Holy Communion, and the tcachings of the Fathen (Brock: Second Part, 14:42).
Brock; second Parr, la:35 (ed. 6?-6E, tr. 7E).
Brock: Second Part,14:38 (ed. 6E-ó9, tr. ?9).
Olinder: A Letter ofPhiloxenus of Mabbag to a Friend, 47,49 (35., 36*).
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conscior¡s mind. To name the favourite example for modem readers, the desert
Fathers did underSand the surogate effect of sexual energy, the burning of which
functions in the psyche mixed with spiritual fervour, taking on the disguise of
righteousness.
The lust of fomication hides in disguise, it does not appear distinctly, as passion is
mingled with passion, and fervour with fervour, and love with love, and the pious
brother cannot æll the love of (spiritual) labour from this other love."¿

2.1.2. Recitation

Prayer (çelõta) is ofcoruse a necessary prerequisite for spiritual experience, but I
have preferred to include it under the category ofrecitation, since the recitation of
the Bible, especially the "Psalm seryice" (teSmeítã de-mannõrQ, is the basic
element of prayer in the entire Eastern Ch¡istian tradition, and one of the most
essential monastic activities. It was a common practice to read the Psalter through
daily,a3 so it is no wonder that it was customary among the Syrian monks and
clergy to know the Psalms by heart.
The whole concept of praying in Syriac often in fact refers to the recitation of
the Psalms, and the meditative (non-verbal) forms of prayer are preferably to be

called by other names than prayer.s Therefore, it would be diffrcult and somewhat arbitrary to draw exact distinctions between recitation and prayer. Prayer is
described explicitly as one ofthe causes behind the experience.
At the time of prayer (selõta) it [= experience] is granted to those who are worthy. And
the cause proceeds from praye¡ for this glorious (gift) cannot be granted except at that
moment.45

42

43
44
45

Olinder: A l¿ner of Phitoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend, t3 (9r). A Greek parallel can be
found in John of Climacus(Ladder, 15:45, pp. 177-178): "During the singing of the psalms
we should examine, consider and observe what kind of swetness comes lo us from the devrl
of fornication and what kind comes to us from the words of the Spirit and from the grace and
the power which is in them. Know yourself well, young man. For in fact I have seen men
pray earrastþ for their loved ones, men who thought they were fulfilling the requirements of
love, when in realþ it was the sprrrt offornicationlhatwas slining them."
Barhebraeus: Ethikon,5s (tr. 47), As a curiosity I may remark here my own observation that
the recitation ofthe whole Psalter takes about four hours.

Namely, herga, renyã

(lúhusually

Be-djan: Perfectione Religiosa,

translated as 'meditation'), the'oÌya ('contemplation').

l?1. Wensinck ( trtystic Trentises, I ló) ranslates

r<h\t
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'<\-oi.lsaac infactJo
connadicts himself (see p. 121126), but here he argues that
of the quotation
prayer is the time when a man is prepared and concenFated to look unto God.
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Sahdonq a diligent utiliser of biblical discourse, states explicitly that the "work of
reading the Scriptures"ff frlls one with joy and causes one 'to be illuminated in
prayer".47
Anyone whose soul, after having laboured in reading and been purified by spiritual
meditation (hergã rúlãnãyõ), is fervent (rãtrá) with love for God (åe-fzåbõ d-alhhfl,

will pray in a luminous

manner when he tums to prayer and the Ofüce'48

In the dynamics of recitation \ile may diflerentiate between two comPonents, one
positive and the other negative. On the one hand, during the reading one may
depict before one's eyes "the lovely beauty of ûre saints'way of life" so that one
becomes "feryent in spirit".ag On the other hand, continual meditation upon the
Scriptures makes one also "feel ashamed of oneself'. How do these relate to each
other? Sahdona's answer is, not surprisingly, that the aspect of rePentance,
strengthened by the comparison with the ideal self as reflected in the Scúptures,
leads little by little to purification and illumination. The latter is described by
Satrdona as the ability of the "eye of the soul"5o lo gazn upon God at all times,
which in turn enables one to approach the essential light of the divinity.sl
The vocal recitation could be acaompanied by beautiñrl melodies, especially
in the case of chanting the Psalms.s2 Since a melodic way of recitation is a source
of pleasure, the danger of pride is present. One is advised to bewa¡e of the
"demon of vainglory" while chanting, for the beauty may distract one's concenfation away from praise.53 Evagrius's advice is to read more slowly during
moments of dejection, and faster when pride is threatening.sa Reciøtion is to be
perfonned irrespective of one's mood. According to Baûebraeus, this is to be
done "with understanding" but also without attention because "it leads to recitation with understanding".5s
Ba¡hebraeus analysed the general structure of musical experience so that
musical enjoyment (hanni'utã) consists ofpain (baSJA) caused by the disappear-

ance

of

beautiful sound and comforting pleasure brought by the following
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Sahdona: Oewres spirituelles, 8:51.

47

Sahdona: Oewres spirihrclles, E:5

48

Salrdona: Oewres spirituelles, E:5 I . (Translation from Brock 19E7, 223.)
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Salrdona: Oewres spir iaelles, 8:51.
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Sahdona: Oewres spirituelles 8:52, 8:55.
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E.g. Barhebraeus: Ethikan,5¿f-56 (fr. 4647).
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See below,
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Barhebraeus: Ethikon,54
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sound.56 concrete ecståtic musical methods, however, are out of the question in

the ch¡istian contexf, due to the lack of instuments in the early church and the
suspicion of worldly music.57
Isaac of Nineveh states explicilly that recitation in solitude is a factor that
enables mari to be drawn into ecstasy (tahrã).s8 Dadi5o, of
eatar tells of old men
of prayer who in their vigils could recite hardly ten psalms ..on account of the
wonders that happen59 to them through divine grace: weeping, tears, sighs, spiritual thoughs,m divine consolations and revelations of the spiri1."6t According to
him, spiritual joy has been blended with the psarms by the Spirit, and consequent-

ly one is encouraged to concentrate on their recitation:
this, the life of solitude will not be tiresome for you.',62

"If you become worthy of

The mere possibility of varying experiences and ecstatic occrxrences
indicates a readiness to adapt one's practice of recitation according to circumstances. Isaac ofNineveh advises one to change the order ofreading or to con-

tinue repeating the most signifìcant verses for some time in order to preserve the
meditative cha¡acter of the recitation rather than mere mechanical repetition: .'I do
not wish to count milestones, but I seek to enter the Aparùns¡1."63

2.13. Medit¡tion

under the category of meditation I include the speechless ways of prayer, not
called by the name of prayer in the syriac tradition, and va¡ious intentional,
reflective and introspective meditations that are an important factor behind the
experience. Instead ofseparate practices or exact techniques ofmeditation, however, the stress in the discourse is on a permanent meditative attitude of life,
'continuous remembrance', one of the basic ideas of Isaac of Nineveh. This is
approximately what we called 'mystical attitude' in chapter 1.2.2- The following
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Barhebraeus: Ethikon, 75-76

57

For a clear synopsis and bibliography on music in the early church,

(r. 64-65).
see

Ferguson

lg9ï,7g7-

790.
58

Bedjan: Perfectione Religiasa, 43; Wensinck:

59

Literally'visit'

60

Mingana translates as 'spiritual visions' (nú-rroi <l-ra.ol. sul.kãlã is a general term for
any mental movement, usually an 'act of understanding'. In our mystical contexts it is
usually something given; perhaps a 'ray of understanding' migbt be an appropriate Fans-

lþstic Treatises,3l.

(- !rho>r).

lation.

6t
62
63

Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', 52b--53a, p.245
Mingana 1934/Dadi5o',21b, p.219 (tr.
Isaac

368.

(t

139).

l0l).

of Nineveh in Bedjan: Perþctione Religiosa,548; Wensinck:. Wstic Treatises, 367-
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extract from Sahdona illusüates an ideal case of the one living in a contemplative
attitude:
The stirrings of his soul are meditating (rtuën) on God continuously, and his heart is

carried away (fre¡fl towards Him. His body is sojouming on earth, but his mind
(madde'ã) is living in heaven with Chrisr His body has died away from this world and
his soul burns with love ofthe heavenly ones. He stands aûridst corporeal beings, but
his mind (re'yana) is moving swiftly among spiritual ones and is sanctiSing (i.e.
chanting'Holy holy holy'¡.ól

The practice of meditation is usually not described in great detail, but the number
of topics for meditation seems to be abundant. The recommended ones include the
words of Scriptue, the Cross and other key events of salvation history, the
tribunal th¡one of Christ, sin, death,65 God's creative and dispensive powers, the
sufferings of the martyn, the writings of the Fathers66 and the lives of the saints

-

or simply, God. Also, the use of imagínation to approach the divine realities, often
suspect in the Greek Orttrodox tradition, is encouraged by Isaac of Nineveh, who
refers to spiritual meditation by the term ieragrdgtãtã, the basic sense of which is
fantasies and mirages. Isaac urges one constantly to practise Seragrãg/ãtã of the

divine things for their fiery and purifring effects.67
Isaac of Nineveh portrays a living picture of the meditative consideration of
deatl¡ presented as resulting in a silent state of ecstatic sh¡por. The meditation is
rwofold: in the macrocosmic dimension the focus is on the beauty and order of the
creation, its sudden determination and the appearance ofthe new order; as for the
personal level, one considers "how long the bodies remain mixed with dust, and
how will that mode of life be, and in what kind of likeness that nature will rise".ó8

64
65

Sahdona: Oewres

Spiriaellesl, 3:151.

According to Isaac of Nineveh, 'the fulfilment of life is mediøtion

(rú-¡om, lit. 'study')

upon death for the sake of God. This brings our mind near to union with God

(r<m\r<: o$-h>¡\)."

Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,462; Wensinckl luþstic Treatises,

3t0.

66 Mingana 1934/Simon, l69a-169b, pp.28S-289 (t.20).
67 r<h;m\r<
r<h--a\lr. Bedjan: Perfectione
J-r
*tfrinking

68

Religiosa, 122. (Wensinck
banslates
of divine things": lulystic Treatises, 82.) According to some Greek
Orthodox claims, 'contemplation' in the Wesrcrn sense is a "quasi-spiritual exercise" based
on the "creation of images in the imagination", while the Eastern theoria is seen as a purely
imageless operation of the Holy Spirit. These polemics can be seen in the Introduction of the
Asceticd Homilies of St. Isaac the Syrien þ. cxi) where the expression in question is
translated "forming of vivid conceptions of divine subjects". Accordingly, the use of
ktagr4glãr7 often seems to be negative in Syriac authors under Greek influence; e.g.
Philoxène de Mabboug, La lettre à Patricius,90,92, 105 (E34-E37, E4E-E49). However, my
impression is that the benefìts of the use of imagination seem to remain somewhat obscure in
the Greek tradition. (Logically speaking, the problem would have been avoided if Westerners
had used the term 'meditation' instead of 'contemplation'.)
Bedjan: Perfecrione Religiosa,257;Wensinck: lvlystic Treatises, 172-173.
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The most noteworthy aspect of meditation in the East syriac tradition,
however, is the mysticism of the cross (seliåã). one is recommended, especially
when beginning to pray, to concentate one's thoughts and meditate on the cross.
There is a rich field of ideas associated with the cross, which as the sign of the
death and resurrection of the Son of God symbolises the culmination of salvation
history, and it is therefore an apt symbot for the whole of christianity. In the
synan tradition the understanding of the cross, however, is developed even

firrther, the cross being considered not only as the means of redemption of mankind but also as the prototype of mar¡ and even the foundation of the universe.6g
The eternal creative power is said to reside mystically in the cross, the a¡k of the
new covenant.To
The aim of the meditation of the cross is to strengthen panicipation in both
the Passion of cbrist and the victory over death and sin accomplished by it.7l To

put it briefly, since in the divine economy all things have been accomplished
through the cross, it is through the cross that all things may be acquired. when
Dadi5o' of Qatar issues insûuction to recite prayers in front of the cross, he also
outlines an explicit connection between the cross and the mystical experience:
Kiss our Lord on His Cross, twice on the nails of His right foot and twice on the nails

of His left foot, and say at each kiss: 'Let me be healed with your wounds," until your
heart is stirrcd (or'awake') and bums in His love.Ti

A Letter sent to a Friend includes a detailed description of an attack by the demon
of distress and its expulsion by means of genuflection before the cross, followed
by a mystical experience.
I only saluted the cross and made a genuflexion before the cross. After a short time he
was urged by the power ofthe cross and let loose my tongue, and I began to praise
God. [...] I was filled with ununerable joy and gladness.Tr
Much more detailed descriptions of the methods, howeveç are not available.
The difference between the concepts of meditation and contemplation is clear
in theory but obscure in practice. we may consider "meditation" as psychological

69
70
7l
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Yousif 1990, 38. See also P. Yousif, Le symbolisme de la croix dans la nature chez saint
Ephrem de Nisibe,.þnposiwn Sltriactm I976,OCA 205, Rome 1978, pp. 207-227Isaac of Ninev eh, Second Part, Chagter I t ied. 43-52, ù. 53{2). According to Isaac, rhe
sane shekhinaùtat was in the Ark of the Covenant resides mysteriously in the Cross.
For Dadi$o' on the cross, see Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', pp. 136-138; for Stephen bar Sudhaile,
see Marsh: Book of the Holy Hierotheos, 35, 45-59; for lsaac of Nineveh, see Bedjan:
P*fectione Religiosa, 16; Wensinck: nþsfical Treatises, ll1, Second Parl, Chapter
(ed.

43-52,t.53-42).
Mingana 1934/DadiSo', 52!53a,p.2¿14 (ù. ¡38).
Olinder: A leuer of Philoxerus of Mabbug to a Friend, 32 (24.).
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activity direcæd towards spiritual realities with the help of the imagination and
other psychic faculties, and "contemplation" as a higher state that is more passive
and less intentional by nature, perhaps also more or less exceptional. The Syriac
terms mainly rerryõ, hergã, të'õryA refening to meditation or contemplation
are usd quite hyponymously, however, and the authors have no desire to differentiate between them by assigrring technical definitions to them.74 Moreover, in
the metatheologiars' perspective, contemplation is not an actual method to produce experiences but on the contrary, a state resulting from the experience iæelf:

-

-

according to Dadi3o' of Qatar, the Lord Himself fills the soul with numerou¡i
spiritual visions, so that one's mind rejoices in a mediøtive-contemplative operation consisting of

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Meditation (renyã) on the greatress of the divine nature
Contemplation(hergã ) of rhe glorious Trinity
Continuous suppoft (udrãnã) of the Love of Ch¡ist and of the light

of

his divine glory
Meditation (renyã) on the hierarchies of angels
Cogitation (uhdanã\ on Pa¡adise and on the 'spirits of the perfectedzs
Cogitation on the apparition of the Lord from heaven and on the ascension of the holy ones to heaven.76

Another main object of meditation is Holy Writ. In St. Ephrem's Paradise Hymns
there is a vivid, detailed and psychologically accurate description of the meditative process between the reading ofthe Scriptures and the spiritual rapture resulting from it.
Scripture brought me to the gate ofParadise,
and the mind, which is spiritual,
stood in ama:æment and wonder as it entered,"

74

7s
76

Of these concepts, renyã ß the most ordinary one ('anxiety', 'thought', 'reflection', 'mediation'), hergã refers to active meditation (or 'snrdy'), and lë'õryã is clearly tl¡e most abstract,
due to its wide use, and therefore potentially the most mystical. The dictionary of PayneSmith gives for tleoria (rüior<lr , the Syriac form of thc Greek 0ecopía) the following
basic meanings: (a) philosophical speculation, (b) spiritual contemplation, ecstasy, (c)
conc€pt, idea" view, (d) theory, inner meaning hypothesis, argument- Simeon the Graceful
deftnes theoria as an "intelligible vision of the eyes of the soul" (Mingana 1934, lEEbl89a), but he does not try to differentiate it from hergã or renyã. The main point in
contemplation, according to Simeon, is not wåal is seen, but åow it is seen.
Mingana:'souls of the just departed' (oi>r¡.\r(r É.¡tÉi:r dr.roir ['..] rÛrrnor )
Mingana 1934/DadiSo', 23a-23b, p. 220-221
praycr and meditations, see pp. l36-14l).

77 ìrnho cn>h \"- :r-
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the intellect grew dizzy and weak
as the senses were no longer able to contain its teasures,
so magnificent they were,
or to discern its savors
and find comparison for its colors,
or take in its beauties so as to describe them in words.78

It is important to realise that just

as there is an organic connection between prayer
and reading, so there is one between reading and meditation. A monk is supposed

to read meditatively, not necessa¡ily in large quantities. Attention should

be

concentrated not on the form of the words but on thei¡ content. According to the
Letter sent to a Friend, a word perceptible to the senses is empty without one conceivable by the mind. A brother is advised not to let his extemal tongue advance
ahead of the mental tongue of the intellecq the application being that one may
even be occupied with "one word of a psalm for seven nights and days".?g simeon
the Graceful gives a pithy definition of the contemplative approach to reading: ..if
the eyes of our mind a¡e opened, every word contains a volume".80 But on the
other hand, the outer verbal constructions are a necessary framework of spiritual
insights: "a hymn perceptible to the senses is the prerequisite for the incorporeal
chant",8l
Isaac of Nineveh also gave a vivid description of ttre meditation on saints, in
which the mind of the meditating peßon follows the holy men through the deserts
and forgets itself; it seems to him that he is penonally in the company of the

saints and sees them manifestly. By remembering their tales and meditating upon
them sleep is driven away, the spirit is strengthened and fears disappear. The mind
is concentrated and it smoothly slides into the sphere of ecstatic phenomena: tears
begin to flow, the hea¡t bums with heat and the mind is intoúcated.82
One of the basic psychological characteristics of meditation is concentration
(kenîíätã), but even this is not seen as a psychological exercise or "method" but
rather as a result of total withd¡awal from the world. It is emphasised that the
mind must be free of distraction caused by worldly things before entering the
realm ofmystical experience. This teaching is in fact characteristic ofall Eastern
Cbristian traditions: mystical experiences are seen to belong almost exclusively to

78 Ephrem: Hymnen de Paradßo 6:2. Translation according to Brock 1990, 109.
79 Ofinder: I Lener oÍPhilúenus of Mabbagto a Friend,zz(16]).
80 Mingana 1934/Simon, 169b, p.289 (F.20).
8l r(rs-:r-Ig¡ ¡d\orn om:r r(h\ ú¡{i\1:l
ñi:¡or Thetranslation by Olinder
misses the point here: "emotional song is the prercquisiæ for the s¡¡died hymn". Olinder: I
Leaer of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,22 (16+).
82 Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, Sil;Wensinck: I4þstic Treatises, 372.
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the world of the spiritual elite who have first abandoned the world and worldly
thoughts.s3 The positive side of this "elitism" is that the intellect (hawnã or
madde'ã), after preliminary difficulties, "can easily be brought to concentration
(metlønne$ and be collected in the store-house of the heart after a long period of
time, when it receives solid taining."84 Moreovet, concentration is said to be
facilitated by the occurrence of (the first) mystical experiences, indicating that the
causality between them is understood as taking place in the reverse direction to
what we might expect.85
Finally, we m¿¡y quote the tbree prerequisite components tllat enable one to
begin to gain experiences, as given by Isaac ofNineveh:

l.
2.
3.

Good

will directed towa¡ds God

Various exercises in solitude
Freedom from perversity (la-me'aqqemûtã) caused by total rentmciation
of the world.86

The first one is the most important since all the others are inevitably based on it;
since the will is seen (especially in the Antiochene tradition) as the most central
fi¡nction in the inner man, it could also be given as one definition of "mystical

attitude". According to John of Dalyatha" the basic cause of all mystical gifts, and
of purification, is constant yeaming for and beseeching of the love of God. He
calls this a "mother that gives birth to the new secrets of the new world".87 The
second one has been teated above, and the third corresponds to the idea of
concentration.

83
E4
85

Concentration in the sense of abandonment of worldly thoughts is in fact a prerequisite
prayer in general, and applies to all Christians; see Barhebraeus:. Ethikon, 10-14 (û..9-12).

Barhebraeus: Ethikon,ll (ù' t0).
'Especially, when it receives a small part ofthe sweetrtess ofprayer, then, it clirnbs higher
than anything on earth and heaven and [they know] that it hurries to wonder only at its Lord
and to converse with him." Barhebraers: Ethilcon,l I (t. l0).

E6 (l)r<mlr<

r<)rL ¡r
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Bedjan: Perlectione Religios4 l2E; Wensinck: llystic Treatises, E7. The basic meaning
lã-me,aqqemútã, albeit translated as 'uprighûress' by wensinck, is 'non-perversity'.
Beulay: Lettres,4:9 (pp. 318-3t9)'

of
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2.2. EXPRESSION
2.2.1. Analytical Expression
Blessed is tl¡e man who has been found worthy-of this gift" the workings of which
cannot be expressed with a corporeal tongue.SE Indeed rhere will then be made
manifest mysteries and revelations which only a mind can receive spiritually ûom a
mind, because having no pou,er over the!^a corporeal tongue is not able to express
them (nemallel ezaôa) ('AbdiSo' the Seer¡.89

lffhen the inexpressible experiences are to be expressed verbally, there a¡e in
principle two different ways of approaching the problem, and these constitute the
two methods of describing of the indescribable: the anal¡ical and the symbolic.
Due to the indefinite character of indistinct inner experiences in the hazy mental
field, however, there r¡re no exact descriptions in the absolute sense of the word.

only negations can be anal¡ical in the strictest sense, since they alone contain
clearly propositional statements of the experience. Therefore, the anal¡ical
approach infers an analytical intention.

\ile may define here the analytical description as focusing of the concept (x)
by the signs (4, B ...) whose concepts (Ax, Bx ...) a¡e better known. In practice
this results in a variety of diferent expressions. The problem is not unfamiliar to
the Syriac Fathers themselves.
The one who has never seen the sun with his eyes is not able to inagne (la-nhaggãgú)
its light in his mind or to receive any kind of image in his soul, or to perceive the
beauty ofits rays on the basis ofhearing alone. ln the same way the one who has not
perceived the taste ofspiritual sewice Qa'mã palhãnã rúhãnã), and whose cou¡se has
never brought him the experience (nesyang of its mysteries, and who therefore cannot
receive in his mind an image [=X] bearing likeness of the tue one, is unable to find
real conviction in his soul through mere human æachings and exercises in writings
(Isaac ofNineveh).9o

The problem of verbal description is iltustrated in the fact that an ideal ecstatic
experience is wordless and silent. This applies to both its "methods" (especially

if

we consider at least some phenomena under the name of 'pure prayer', selõtã
dekltã, as such) and generally to its manifestation, too. Isaac of Nineveh makes a
clea¡ connection between ecstasy and silence, the order being that the soul is
actually silenced by ecstasy; here 'silence' (ietqã) is clearly something much

Ér.l¡

Jb\:, <h

88

r<-¡ilo:r

89

Mingana 1934/'Abdi3o', 1454p.263 (tr. 150).

90

Bedjan: P*fectione Religion, 54; lüensinck:

cñh¡--=¡-

lþstic

Treatises, 38.
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deeper and more total than mere absence
Simeon the Grac€fi¡l,

of physical sound.9l According to

Prayer does not consist in leaming þttlpãnã), in knowledge or in words, but in an
emptiness of the mind (sefiqila de-nndde'ãl and peaceful and rational intelligcnce
(havnã behîlã ve-hø,nãnãy6), which is collected and quietened (neíqyen) by the
stillness (letqd) of the faculties (zaw'Q and of the senses, resulting in a completc
destuction (;oloyã) ofthe thoughæ anC a complete rejection ofall cares.92

All

peace and consolation which a tongue is able to describe to others is imperfect a
mind (åawarã) ûeaches another mind in silence (åe-tetqã).93

Since even the most analyttcal positive description of the indescribable
always contains symbolic components, the two ways cannot be separated with
absolute accr¡racy. This becomes evident when looking for the most reduced possible anal¡ical descriptior¡ the word 'ecstasy' itself. If a lariguage lacks a word
for ecstasy, one mr¡st be produced by adopting a symbolic sigrr in a somewhat
technical use. (A good example of an "anal¡ical sign" is provided by the word
hurma and its derivatives in Finnish since it does not seem to be derived from any
natural phenomenon, and therefore is not a symbolic but a 'þure" way of signifying an unusual state ofconsciousness,)ga
If we consult the Latin-Syriac dictionary, it offers two terms for EXSTASIS:
heffr4 derived from HlP,'to take by force', and þzäqyã madde'ã, 'departure of
mind', an attempt to reach approximate to the idea of Ëx - orcot5.95 In the
sources of this study, however, I.teffrt is quite ra¡e and þezúqyã is practically
impossible to find in the context of mystical experience.
Instead, there a¡e two Syriac words which are very widely used as an
equivalent of 'ecstasy': tahrã and temhã.96 They are translated 'ecstasy' by Min-

9t

"The soul [...] has no more no idea (r(*ri) of itself, but is muzzled

(r<m>h)

92

((¡h¡),

(rû-l¡)

by/in ecstasy

nor it is allowed to retum unto the means of knowledge."
Bedjan: PerÍectione Religiosa,360; Wensinck: Mystic Treatßes,242. "When man has been
deemed worthy to receive this power within his soul, he abides only in ecstasy and silence."
rbid,489 (328).
and silence

Mingana 1934/Simon, l93a-193b, p. 312-313 (tr. 5?). Mingana's translation above may
give a linle too tough an impression. 'Emptiness' (r<hcr-o-s,co) is not to be understood as

it is also used in the sense of 'freedom'. Accordingly,
'quietened' (..:-:l¡ could also be translated 'calm' or'pacify'. 'Destn¡ction' is perhaps a
little too aggrissive a term, for Payne-Smith gives 'cancelling' and 'abolition' for rQr.
Mingana 1934/Simon, l9óa, p.315 (tr.62).

a negative term, for in Syriac

93
94
95
96

Toivonen 1981,90.
Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, pp.225b

&228a.

Vocalised tehrã n the West Syrian tradition. The adjective (passive participle) form remihõ
occasionally appears synonymously with tenhã. The etymological background offers a
functional possibility to tftinslate temhã as both 'ecstasy' and 'astonishment' when rhey
appear twice in the same sentence, as Wensinck does: "The mind absorbed ín ecstasy
(r<rÊrh), the senses being at rest" is soon followed by"astonishment (<rn>h) atthese
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gana and lffensinck; 'stupeur' and 'émerveillement' by Beulay, who regards them

as "diffrcilement distinguable" from each other.97 But curiously, the standard
meaning of both is originally 'wonder', in the sense of astonishment and amazement. Most contexts would in fact admit the use of 'wonder' as well as that of
'ecstasy', but ofren a concept from somewhere in-between would be preferred.
This ambiguity is due to the character of mental phenomena: when the sense of
wonder grows strong enough it becomes ecstatic. At first sight their usages appear
synonymous, but a closer look shows that temhã is used more ofren, and it seems
to have a slightly wider usage in definitely non-ecstatic contexts.9s Consequently,
the relationship is rather one of hyponymy: the semantic field of tahrã is included
in tlrat of temhã. The close relationship between the words has also affected the
manuscript tradition. In the letters of Jobn of Dalyatha it may happen that when
tahrã occws in a sentence, another manuscript has temhã instead, and in a thi¡d
one temlhã occupies the same position.99
How did the signs of 'wonder' actually end up signifying mystical experiences? The semantic history of the words temhã and tahrã n classical Syriac is
discussed in more detail in Appendix I (p. 331-341), resulting in two answers. On
the one hand there seems to be a semantic bonowing from Greek, where the word
Ërorqors has an equivalent double meaning, and on the other hand, there is an

intra-Syriac development that can be illustrated with the aid of the poety of St.
Ephrem.
Regardless of the details of the semantic history, however, the nature of
ecstasy in Syrian thought is to some extent cha¡acterised by the fact that it is
expressed with words that originally meant 'astonishment'. Wonder can be
regarded as the basic attitude when approaching the presence of God. The cornection is also strengthened by a parallel phenomenon: the actual word for astonishmenll. dummãrã, is in some cases, albeit rarely, used in a context where 'ecstasy'
would also do appropriately. The following statement by John of Dalyatha is an
obvious example of the word in an ecstatic context *Ordinary thougbts are
silenced by the power of your dummãrã".rûo One of the dictionary meanings of
dummãrõ (in Costaz) is, indeed, 'stupor'.
tlrings even when prayer is cut off' (Liystic Treatßes, 328; Bedjan: Peúectione Religiosa,
a90). The dictionary meaning of 'miraclç' for tehrã seems not to be valid in the metatheo-

97
98
99

logical discourse.

Beulay 1990,397; Beutay: Ißtîes, l:4 þp. 306-307), l2:3 (pp. 336-337),25:4 (pp.3E4385) etc. Brock gives 'wondrous awe' or 'wonder' for tahra (cf.Brock: Second Part, 5:14).
Usually when the root lill? app€a¡s in non-ecstatic contexts, it ¡s as the verb f¿åar (Bedjan:
Perfectione Religiosa,32). An example of the cases where tah¡ã clearly means more than
'wonder' in ibid,492. Non-ecstatic occurences of boùt temhã md tah¡ã in ibid,g8.
Bculay: úe¡¡res, foot¡rote 28, p.306.
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On the other hand, there is a fundamental question: why not Îrwtslate temhã
both
frequently
there
a¡e
strong
contextual
reasons
that
favour
the
would in fact do, but
choice of ecstasy. The concept of ecstasy indicates an experience stronger than
mere mystical feeling, even a certain uncontollability. The factuality of ecstasy is
proven in an empirical way in its different manifestations.lol

md tahrã as 'astonishment' or 'wonder' rather than as 'ecstasy'? Ofren

. A very illustrative difference can be found in the Syriac Life of John of
Dailam (d. 73E): when discussing an objective, outer cause of wonder, a miracle
such as an earthquake, the word tadmûrñ, from the root DMR 'to wonder', is
used, but a subjective inner wonder is described u'ith the words tahrã wedummãrõ.1@ Ofter¡ however, all these concepts overlap or are used interchangeably, which is due to the fact that on the psychological level, in the mental reality,
tlre tansition from astonishnent to ecstasy (tbrough "daz-e" or otherwise) is a
sûepless glide, but on the linguistic level the borderlines must be sharply drawn.
An interesting aspect of the concept of temha is shown in its use in the
discourse of Isaac of Nineveh where at least once temhã tn the sense of 'wonder'
is proposed as the reason for the temhd in the sense of 'ecstasy'. The usage,
occurring in a long and syntactically complicated group ofsentences, is probably

unintentional.l03
Of the other terms, the most remarkable candidate for an analytical sign of
ecstatic experience might be bulhãyã, which appears occasionally in the writings
of John of Dalyath4Isaac of Nineveh and Ba¡hebraeus.Its basic meaning seems
to be 'horror', from which it has developed the meanings of 'paralysis' and
'astonishment', on the one hand, and of 'hastening' on the other. It is translated
into French by Beulay as 'stupéfaction' and into English by Brock accordingly as

'stupefaction'.1ø
The term that perhaps occr¡rs even most frequently in connection with mys-

tical experiences, however,is zaw'ã, 'motion', 'impulse', which is a general term
for all inner movements, mystical or natural, and for emerging mental effects but
with no focus on any of thei¡ emotional or interpretative cha¡acteristics. Due to
the stupefring character of the mystical experience, during the most forceful

lol

Fordetails, see chapter2.4.

102 gto"¡' S\riac Lfe ofJohn ofDailam,

137,

l4l,

14ó, l5O. Brock, however' üanslates both as

'wonder'.

103 Na-ely,

the one who receives in his mind ùe greahess of God, the glory of his nature and
the wonder (terzåã) of his works, [...] gets drunk every moment in the ecstasy (rezåã) of the

motions. Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, l7l; Wensinck Ìtlystic Treatises,254. Isaac's synta,t is ofren somewhat careless and imprecise, which is connected with the fact that at least
some of his treatises were written by dictation.

¡ga

E.g. Barhebraeus: Ethikon, I 12 (k. 9?); Betrlayi Lettres, 2:a
:2 (ed. I 9, tr. 24); Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 258.

P art, 7

þp.

3 10-31

l); Broch

Seco¿d
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experiences the impulses cease, which would actually justify the translation
r¡"an""r.105
Yet there is no guarantee that any author, not to mention different
authors, would employ even the concept of impulse in a precise manner, since the
recognition of a part of the mental operation as an 'impulse' is not empirically
verifiable but implies one or another kind of interpretation.
Because an anal¡ical description given with one word is always allusive in
nature and for that reason insufficient, those who aim to produce an anal¡ical
description must proceed by developing specifications of the inner processes

during the experience, abstractions of the different parts of human mentality and
their function in the experience, and definitions on the level of consciousness:
how far the experience is under contol. The problems here, for our ta:<onomy, are
that even the most anal¡ical descriptions include signs that could or should be
taken as symbolic, and secondly, such abstractional discussions easily shift into
interpretation rather than description - just as the interpretative elements penetrate

into the experience itself

-

and the boundary between anal¡ical description and
interpretation is to be abstracted out ofthe discourse by a deconstucting approach
that is sometimes completely contrary to the metatheologians' own views (e.g. the
discussion on causa eficiens below).
The Syriac descriptions that can be taken as representative of the analytical(ly intended) description of mystical experience seem to include the following
cha¡acteristics
or "modes of appearance", to use the term preferred by W. P.

-

Alston:
Totality: the subject is overwhelmed by the experience
Involuntariness: it does not arise or operate under the control ofthe conscious

will

Restfi¡lness

A stunning and dazing quality, potentially leading to loss ofthe

sense

of

identity or disorientation

A feeling ofjoy or delight
A sense of refreshment
Warmth

The differentiation of qualities is partially arbirary and discretional since any
quality may have an endless variety of modes according to its intensity: intense
105 E.g.Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,53; Wensinck: l,fysric Treatkes,37. "How many times
the power of contemplation (theoria) [stimulated] by the Scriptures has silenced (neiatteq)
and stupefied (nebalhé)him, also ñom praye¡ and lefr him standing with no impulse!"

(r(¡-o r r<J:r ml ¡-o:ro). "Their impulses are silenced in drunkenness"
(- ocnjo r r<-ohi) r(hcr-.oi-:o) Berlay Lettres,2S:4 Qry.384-385).
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restfulness may become intense enough to be stunning or dazing; involuntariness
may grow into uncontolledness and so on. In the mental reality, we must stress
again, there are no deñnitive boundaries between the phenomena, unlike in the
verbal dimension.
Perhaps the most important fea¡ure of ecstatic experience in the Syriac
discourse is that of totality, which is also a safe criterion for differentiating a

'mystical experience' from religious experience in the general sense. It also
justifies our speaking of 'ecstatic' experiences. The differentiation between mystical and ecstatic experiences always remains to some extent obsct¡¡e, due to the
hyponymy of these overlapping concepts produced by the indefiniteness of the
mental phenomenon itself, but at least when the quality of uncontrolledness is
present, \\re are welljustified in designating the experience as 'ecstasy'.
rühen the metatheologians discuss the subject of totality, the most analytical
units of the discourse operate in the category of negations, portraying what the experience excludes from the subject. Generally speaking, during the experience the
ordinary sense ofreality recedes into the background. This may be expressed as
"ceasing of ordinary thoughts and their natural operation",ltr or'closing' ('ammlsÍrã) of the senses, meaning both the physical and psychic faculties.l0T 'AbdiSo'
the Seer does his best to produce an anal¡ical description, which ends up as a
kind of vía negativa stressing the total nature of the experience:108
Mind will not even perceive and distinguish itself [...] neither thought (renyã) of anything, nor any consciousness (åreffãåã) or remembrance (naþíabta), nor any impulses
(zaw'Q and inward movemenæ (refãþ, but only ecstasy in God (temha de-b-allãhã)
and an ineffable rapture (tøhrã de-la metmallaQ.læ

Not one of the Seers (ltæzal,Ð or the Illuminated OaAú'ñnë) would rhcn be able to
distinguish the identity of themínd(qenúnã de-hawnã) from the vision of that glorious
light of the Holy Trinity, because all the hidden mansions of the heart will be fìlled
with that sublime light in which there are neither shapes nor likenesses nor forms
(eskemQ nor constructions (rukhãbQ nor numbers (menyanQ nor colours (CartnÐ.

t06

¡(¡-.-s nL¡l: r<r3,1 rmo <ar:rh¡ .. r<r-^rr

,cno-r'i-r-cuo

.. r(:r-¡- r<3rõs

Bedjur: Perlectione Religiosa, 5. (Cf. Wensinck: îriystic Treatises, 3.)
t07

Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 9; Wensinck: l,ststic Treatises,6.

t08

We may note herc that John Climacus seems to have a different approach to üe rotality of
experience in the Ladder, where he encor¡rages one to "pay careful attention to whatever
sweetness tbere may be in your soul" (27:a6). And in addition, "Blind tears are suitable only
to irr¿tional beings, and yet there are some people who try, wben they weep, to stifle all
thought. Tea¡s are actually the product of thought (yÉuur¡pc !uuorô<) and the father of
thought is a rational mind." (7:20; PG 8E, col. 805.) The views of John and'Abdi5o', however, are not necessarily in conuadiction if they are discoursing on experiences of different
kinds or varying intensþ, or if they understand the concept of 'thought' in different ways.
Yet it is evident that John, representing the Greek Orthodox approach, is more careful and
emphasises the relâtive natu¡e ofthe experience.

r09

Mingana 1934/'Abdi3o', 144b-1454 p.263

(r.

150).
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This one light in singularity (þedãnãyút) ofvision cannot be divided into any shapes
(eskënQ or figures (denwãtd). I would also like to tell you that at thar time there are
neither different impulses (zaw'Q nor different thoughts (þuSSãbã) nor differcnt
meditations (rerryli), but one single ecstasy ir¿Þã) which is higher than all meditations,
impulses and thoughts.l

l0

John of Dalyatha exhausts the negative way of expression in brief:

At that time (l am as if) without intellect as if
perceiving anything, without seeing, witholt hearing
without impulses and without knowledge.l I I

non-existenr, st¡mding without
only ecsasy and deep silence

-

The totality of the experience may car¡se the subject to lose interest or the need for
ordinary physical necessities like sleep: "They do not remember sleep, in the
manner of those who imagine themselves to have put off the body.-l tz Concentration on one thing evidently diminishes concenÈation on otherthings!

The aspect of involuntariness is also ¡eflected in the use of the verbs
describing the operation of ecstasy, or its commencemenL in the subject. Namely,
one may be 'drawn' (metneged) to ecstasy. Another interesting verb is etþelef,
'become snatched', used in the Peshitta account of Paul's heavenly joumey. The
Cuâlrty of snatchedness as a psychological feature indicates a sense ofthe more
rapid motion of consciousness, which is very close to the whole idea of ecstasy,
an extraordinarily smooth state of mind. The corresponding rcvn henfitâ, by iæ
most literal definition, means 'the act of being taken away by force'. It is
translated 'rapture' by Wensinck and Brock, Payne-Smith gives 'rapture' and
'ecstasy',|13 and Beulay defines it as "le mouvement aboutissant à la stupeur".l 14
The culmination of involuntariness is that lhe most forceful experiences seem
to possess the subject so that it may even be difficult for him to escape from of his
ecstatic condition: "ecstasy and wonder with rapture do not let one depart to the

¡10

Mingana 1934/'Abdi5o', 155b, p. 274 (t. 165). These two quotations illusrate the difficulties in tanslating Syriac psychological concepts. r(::.o¡ is first translated by Mingana
as 'consciousness', then in the second exûact as 'thought'; t(*¡i is correspondingly fust
'thought', then 'contemplation'. Both roots refcr to thinking, bü äSB is perhaps more active,

RNf somehow more profound.

lll h-om7r(o ñþ\.i r<\¡ d-ocn r<\
-,-r( r{¡ocn É\¡ \-.>ro
¡d¡
.
rC:i
<m>h
].<*:r- rdo r(!rr.' ¡(\
rú.or
<J-:.o
¡ùr
r(!r¡-:r- r(\o

ttz n(\J

Beulay: Lettres,l6:2(pp. 350-351).

)ntc¡¡l¡:l çi-rao:r J -e(
(Wensinck

Perfectione Religiosa,550.

çì-r:rbr:r r(\ r<hi.J.

Bedjan:

translales: "they do not remember to sleep. For they

imagine themselves to have put offthe body." I'Íyslic Treatises,369)
I

13 ¡or examptes of r<ho-s{tt , see Isaac of Nineveh in Bedjan: Perfectione
I7l; 1l/ensinck: Ãþstic Treatises, 106, I 16; Brock: Second Part 14:,27 (ed.65,

l14

Beutay lggo,3g7.

Religiosa, 156,
75).

t
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world of r¡"¿o*rr.ll5 The most na¡ral interpretation of this, however, is to see
the feature as being caused by a decision ofthe will due to the pleasant nature of
the experience, which in tum would jusrifr our pointing out the addictive quality
ofthe experience.
The uncontrolled nah¡re of experience is evident, for example, in the definitton of tahrã given by Isaac of Nineveh: "a state not under the control of the will
of flesh and blood and the soul's impuls"t.-l ló Thinking as a discursive process is
in fact impossible in ecstasy, where all the movements of the intellect a¡e
silenced.llT And not only the process of thinking but the mere reflection of
images ceases: "the ecstasy of mind (temhã de-re'yãnã) is free of all irnages".llS

"in the sphere of wonder and ecstasy there is no
movement or any continual motion, either that of the soul, or that of the spirit."l 19
Loss of control may indicate, as the wording of a prayer by John of Apamea
suggests, that during the experience in question one loses the sense ofplace.l2o
Either the senses do not function normaliy, o¡ their functioning is not apprehended
normally by the subject. According to John of Dalyath4 when ecstasy takes place,
prayer ceases and the sense of hearing no longer receives r1¡-¡¡.12t According to
John of Dalyatha states that

Isaac of Nineveh, the world is indiscemiblelz and the senses a¡e at rest.l2l
During the experience the physical senses and faculties are passive "as in sleep"

25:a

þp. 384-385).

l¡6 <?qri ¡(ioro ¡(>:ro r(i¡o=r r<r-¡-f'
¡ Lrl:r Brock: S¿co¿d paa, 14:24
(ed. 63, tr. 74).
ll? ¡¡¡¡¡\r rfilcJ
s.i-r-E :r-r ¡(¡:,ö- "Thoughts bound fast with the bounds of
temhã;'Bræ,k: Seco¡td Part,3i:l (ed. 139, tr. l5l). - omir r<-oh-ûr r(hcr-oi-=
"ln

drunkenness movements (of the inællect) are silenced." Beulay: Lettres,24:4
l6:l-2 þp.354-355), etc.

(pp.3E4-

385),

ll8 Þ:r \: ¡ .aao', É.r-¡-ir <cr:¡h Brock:SecondPart,XV:ll (ed.76,t.87)
¡19 r(\o l(.ror l(\r'r<¡-r<.. ¡(cr-o-¡ ¡(icnh:ro ¡(i:¡orr r<ìhrÉ?
¡oir rds,r<o \rr r<\ .. r*ro-¡¡.-rhh:r Beulay: Lettres,4}:l (Fry. 42C-n?ß).
t20

E.g. Brock: Syriac Fatiærs,346. "so that for a period of time he is where he knows not,
being totally raptured and drawn towa¡ds you." For some ¡eason, the modem edition of the
Syriac text (Maþanúa d-abbahãthdi, Bar-Hebraeus Verlag 1988) omis these ecstatic verses.

lzt r<-o¡osh:, r<hol< t...1 ¡fimtrr r-.-=Beulay: Lewes, l2:3þp.33c337),
r<m>,h.: el-o \¡-r r(Lro. ¡ Énr( ):-¡t¡¿,13:3þp.344-345').
122 *,=. r(lrcr-oi
\-t¡ m}r-! Ér\ aÅ r<-r-h:r <\ . ..rtre world

is not ar

all'visible for him because ofthe drunkenness in you." Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosc 504.
(Wensinck trânslates: "he does not see the world at all because of his drunkenness in thee".
Mys t ic Treatises, 339.)

123

çJ-l :rs r<L\i

The senses are literalty 'silenced'. Bedjaa:

\ilensinck: ltlystic Treatisæ, 328.

Pdectione Retigiosa,4lg;
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This is briefly expressed in a notion that in a stong

mystical experience the mystic "goes out of his order" (nõfeq men takseh),an idea
which essentially corresponds to the etymological meaning of ecstâsy as ër +
oraorg.l2S
Ecstasy by definition has a certain stunning cha¡acter. This is described in a
lively manner by John of Dalyatha" who makes it clea¡ that the intellectual faculty
becomes stupefied in ecstasy, and the sense of identity is lost in the experiance.¡26
The dnzing effect of the ecstatic experience is also shown in the statement that
when the ascetic is orienøted in his mystical pursuit as he should be, ecstasy
(tahrã) is the only thing that is able to calm down the psychological feeling of
praise.l2T

Simeon the Graceful defines basic psychic restñ¡lness as the sign of the
coming of experience. Firstly "the outer senses and the inner passions become at
rest",!28 which is followed by the 'spiritual impulses' (zaw'ë de-ríiþ) and 'mystical consolation' (búyã'ã kasyA\.
As we have already seen in connection with recitation, joy is a basic feature
of the mystical experience in the Syriac sources. The joyous quality is occasionally presented in organic connection with'ecstasy' by the use ofexpressions like
'ecstasy in joy' (temhã dab-þaddútã¡.t29 ¡1 is possible to view joy either as the
content of experience or as its product. Joy may overwhelm the whole body and
"make the tongue silent"; a stronger joy may be expressed as 'exultation'
(rewãzã).r1o In the mental reality the impression of joy is close to feelings of
'delight' (bussãmã) and'pleasure' (hannl'útõ).
[...] his body will be moved in weeping mingled with joy (haddúta) that exceeds the
ofhoney.l3l

sweetness

124

..-\:.o ..-o-hi. r<hJ::r ,¡fr(

,ror -

r(.¡ocn
"faculties (or: movements) of
mind become silent and resttul as in ileep"; Mingana 1934/'AMi5o', 153b, p. 272(tr. 162).

125 Vðöbus 1988,332. (cit. Ms. Vatican Syr 124, fol.3l4a.)

126
127
128

.¡":r

m\ rml¡hl(

r(irnlr¡ -s-:r.)¡
- "My understanding is stupefied in the ecstasy
in !ou"; r(-¡r( -s-:r- ,h-r< r<\ ,,r¡r<
r<¡< - "At that time t comprehend
myself as if non+xistent." Beulay: Leàres,4:6 (pp.3l6-317).

\-.rJr J

acr-þ ¡hh:-:¡

cni-scr:.r r(imh-: cnh.,o-::.hr

Beulay: Leures,

þp. 392-393).

3 I :4

,<".,r\ rüi.¡o r(-'i-: r<¡{i ..-,-rhh>,

r(rnr¡

Mingana 1934/Simon, t69a, p.288 (tr.

te).

129 E.g. Beulay; Leures, l2:8(pp. 3a0-3al).
130 B"d¡-r Perfectione Religiosa,486; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises,32ó. Further examples of
intense experiences ofjoy on p. l5G-155.
l3l r(=l¡-:r r(ho:r-r¡ m: ê¡J.,:r r<.:r.= . t<\ÀJ cn\ * .r:¡
r<.Ér:ì:r cntrrcr-LI (Isaac of Nineveh). Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 126;
Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 85. For the use of the 3'd person singular, see p. 183.
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[...] from timc to time, from the plentiñrl rushing streåms of inncr movements
(ltu$Abq (came forth something) that kindled him with its heag and he was no longer
able to bear that flame ofjoy (haddútã) t ..ll32
The experience may also have other emotional tones. Isaac of Nineveh knows a
heart-rending, stabbing and painftrl emotion (harrffu lnsiã de-nãs.Jà beJebbã),t33
an expression that seems to correspond closely to the pain of love experienced by

the mediaeval Spanish mystics, especially the arrobamíento of St. Theresa of
Jesus.

Qualities of the mystical experience resulting from meditation on death a¡e
defined as the spread of tranquillity (ãelyã) in the soul, the disappearance of
perception (regeítã) of physical things, and being tehlr, here to be translated
perhaps as 'wondering' rather than as 'eçstati6'.134 The aspect of losing ordinary
consciousness during the experience is expressed as being deJã nafiã,'without
self or 'without soul', a strong yet seldom used expression open to many interpretations, and as being 'led away' (netdeåar) from all "motion of senses and
impulses" (metteù'anúñ de-regÍë wad-zaw'ë).t35 The corresponding qualities
also occur as produced by solitude, albeit with different vocabulary: the mystic
"loses (consciousness) of himself' Qã'ë naSeh) and "forgets his nature" (metneië
Ia-þãneh).t36 These expressions seem to refer in the first place to a static mode of
being, but the ecstatic context actually allows them to be taken as qualities of
specific mystical experiences as well. Correspondingly, the cessation of the
experience may be described as "coming back to one's self/soul" (etã le-wãt
nafieh).137

Warmth is a psychosomatic feanue that is even mo¡e noteworthy in the
original context - the cold caves a¡nidst the rocks of Northem Mesopotamia.l3S
When the images of warmth become strong enough, however, they are to be taken
symbolically. In practice the dividing line between anal¡ical and symbolical
warmth is impossible to draw, since perhaps the most common word used in these

132 mJ oocn

f.=cnl:Jrl r(=icur:r r(r<\{¡, r(gr<3¡ ir er eL?o
r<rmlù.j i¡-m-¡¡ \--rl¡ (orn -.'ì rd:r r(>. rocnhcr)r.Jrr,r:
r(Iror', è ocn Bedjan: PerÍectione Religiosa, l4O; Wensinck llystic Treatises,96.

133 lra"" of Nineveh in Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, l??; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 120.
The Greek word xotcivufrS would make a pithy equivalent to the term.

34 B"d¡*, Perfect ione Rel igiosa, 257 1iï;Wensinck:
Wt ic Treatises, 17 3.
| 35
Bed¡an, Perfect ione Rel igiosa, Ziï;Wensinck: Wtic Treat ises, 173.
36 B"-d¡*r Perfect ione Ret igiosa, 254;Wensinck: Mystic Trear ises, 17 l.
¡ 37
B"d¡unr Perfec tione Ret igiosa, 249 ;Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 1 68.
|

1

138 E. A. W. Budge, who examined monks' caves in Mesopotamia in the late lgth century,
saw
"no marks of fire in any of the cells" (Budge 1893, clxviii) in spite of the fact that in
December-February the temperature frequently drops below zero.
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contexts, retb.ã,rïg covers a wide a¡ea from warm heat to buming (or boiling!)
fervour, and is generally used in the metaphorical sense. Almost the same applies
to the root HMM, signi$ing temperatures from warm to hot, and symbolising
fervent, violent emotions of znal. Moreover, even the subject himself is hardly
awa¡e of whether his heat is mental or ph¡'sical since during the experience it may
be diffrcult to perceive the difference betu,een the two dimensions.
If warmth is counted as being in the category of psychophysical phenomena,
what then would be its merely psychic counterpart? Depending on its strength and
intensity, I would suggest (one expressed as) 'consolation' (bûyã'ã), the operation
of which is described as delightfirl and refreshing(metbassam).le Th" expression
has a slight nuanc€ of interpretation, since in common thought tlre concept of consolation implies the existence of the other who does the consoling.

2.2.2. Symbolic Expression

A symbol has been defined as "an exact reference to something indefinite",l4l and
there indeed seems to be a kind of tension always present in the semantics of
symbolic expression. The concept of symbol has a twofold function: it may either
reveal and illustrate or hide and confuse, depending on the purpose of the author,
his method of application, the position of the recipient, and on the mechanisms
a¡nong these th¡ee. The choice of the sign itself may be more or less arbitrary
(symbols relying on resemblance are sometimes differentiated by calling them
'icons') but usually there is an analogous or metaphorical relationship behind the
use of a symbol. Usually symbols are chosen from the imagery of the respective
context, in this case Christian and Biblical.
Syriac theology enjoys a reputation for "symbolic thinking", which has often
been contrasted \ilith the "philosophical thinking" of Greek theology.la2 The most
outstanding early Syriac theologians St Ephrem, Jacob of Serugh and Narsai,
were in fact poets. Symbolic language is a general Semitic phenomenon, abundant
in the Hebrew OT itseli and the Syriac authors derived many of their images

from the Syriac Bible. The Divinity as 'fire', the incarnation as 'clothing', anthropomorphisms and images of 'light', 'eye' and 'mirror' are conrmon themes in

139 E.g. Isaac of Nineveh in Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, l?7; Wensinck: Ìvþstic Trcarßes,
120.

140 B"d¡-r Perfectione Religios1 248; Wensinck:

14¡ Tindar

Mystic Treatises, 167.

1955,6.

142 The pos¡tion

þ

has recently been challenged
U. Possekel: Evidence ofGreek Phitosophical
Concepts in the llritings of Ephrem the Syrian. (CSCO 580, 1999.)
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Syriac literanre. Brock, in his articles on the thought of St. Ephrem, speaks about
'divine descent' by a 'ladder of symbols'.¡a3
For our topic this kind ofideological background provides space and freedom
in the choice of signs, yet within the bounda¡ies of biblical tradition. It is also
clea¡ that the ascetic autho¡s ar€ no poets: their language has neither the tendency
nor the aim to produce aesthetic images for the sake of form.
In principle, mystical experience may be described with the help of any of the
allegories or images derived from ordinary natu¡al sensing, like that of tasting,le
hearing ("sounds of spiritual beings')las or smelling ('the sweet odour, the
perfume of which is ineffable").146
The category of tasting generates analogues of a more detailed nature, such
as "the palate of his mind tastes the delight of these divine secrets.rl4T ¡tt Syriac
usage tasting is also a symbolic way of expressing perception in general, and, as a

vital concept with a certain subjective ædour, it is very suitable for use with reference to a mystical experience. Tasting may be focused as 'sweet taste' Qe'ãmtã
þafua).t4B The usual firnction of the concept of srveetness (halyútQ in the
discourse is to activate the quality of pleasure and joy present in the experience
and adjoin it to the symbolic parlance. The idea of østing naturally gives rise to
images of eatinglae and drinking, and the category of eating in turn produces
further signs like 'nourishment' (saybøtã)tso or 'victuals' (türsãyã) to depict the
mystical experience.lsl Accordingly, the image of drinking is naturally connected
with the symbols of the cup, wine or fountain.
In preserved solitude this meditation (re4ya) will pour endless pleasure (honní'útã) into
the hea¡t and will quickly draw the mind towards unspeakable ecstasy (tenhã lã-

143 Brock 1984, 10-12,2448.

t* E.g. Mingana 1934/Simon, 194b, p.314 (tr.59).
l4s Ming" 1934/'Abdiso', 153b, p. 272(t. t62).
146 Miog*u 1934/'AbdiSo',

la7
f

a8

\\:,h)

143b, p.2ó2 (t. l4E-149).
r<Ir t(>--c: r<¡¡-,ì ml>l ...io i$

,g-16' r(irû

ç-\cn:r

r<t-oor

è m\ùr r<!' 7+

olinder: A Leuer of

Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4l (30r). The analogy is further employed in p. 54 (40t).
B.d¡un, Perlectione Religiosa,6-7; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises,4.

149 "Blessed

be he who eaß êrrg from these things continualty." Isaac of Nineveh in Bedjan:
Peúectioìß Religiosø 163: Wensinck: Iþstic Treatises, ll0.

150

l5l

h-r<--or (¡:rcuo:r rúroi ¡ r{¡orn rn\ r(:cn-trr:¡ r<hi¡-cg
'Nourishment is given to the mind by the Holy Spirit mystically." Mingana 1934/'Abdi5o',
169 (158b, p.277)The old Semitic form 'Spirit of holiness' is used here.
Mingana 1934/'AbdiSo', 161a.p.279

(t.

172).
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metnallelãnõ). Blessed is he to whom this fountain(araóåri'A) has been opened and
who drinks (eJrÍ) ñom it at all times, day and nigþ¡.152

Of all the va¡ious ways of perception, the sense of touch seems not to be used to
symbolise mystical experience. In its most concrete sense it is the least appropriate in terms of analogical symbolism when set in relation to spiritual phenomena.
Somewhere between tasting, smelling and touching, however, is the image of
breathing. Isaac of Nineveh writes about "breathing the ecstatic ai¡ of the new
world-,153 Philoxenus of Mabbug about "breaihing the air that is above",ls4 and
John of Dalyatha urges his reader to "breath the Spirit of life" (súq rub l-nyy¿¡tss
so that the Life may mingle wittr his material substance. The continuous breathing
of the scent of the Beloved represents, for John, an ecstatic mode of being.lsó 6
this connection John also utilises the double meaning of rúh as 'wind' a¡rd
'Spirit', and the derivative of the same root 'smell' (r{å):
He inhales (merlh) your Holy Spirit like a child that breathes n (sã'eq) the smell of his
parent, he exhales (pd ef) the smell (riå) of your Grace from his body like a child the
smell of his nou.¡r¡.t.15?
Blessed is he who breathes Holy (rriå) Spirit and who has mixed also the smell (rfd)
his own body into the one who has taken delight 'n his aroma.lsE

of

ln spite ofthe fact that the fragrance is in the fïrst place not a concrete fact but a
symbolic sign of a spiritual phenomenon. A Letter Sent to a Friend contains a
cu¡ious description of an olfactory mystic experience which claims that the
quality of fragrance may cling to one's acnral clothing (one way to explain the
existence of objects containing baraløl) and therefore a lovely smell may be
experienced in a concrete physiological way as well.
And from the hea¡t of man comes forth a sweet smell, that the senses of a mortal body
are unable to perceive, until the clothing and the whole body ofman has that holy smell
and has changed to its likeness.t59

The ambiguity of the mystical-ecstatic phenomenon is illustratively shown by the
fact that it may be refened to with symbols whose basic meanings are somewhat
152 B.d¡*r Perþctione Religiosa,258159; Wensinck: ltfystic Treatises, 174.
153 r<m->¡\ ìr(r( .orúo (Isaac of Nineveh) Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, |25.(Wensinck
ranslates'wonderfu l air' in ltlystic Treatises, 85.)
154 Philoxène de Mabboug, La Lettre à Patricraç, 97 (8a2-M3).
155 Beulay: lcttes,28:2(pp. 38&-3E9).
156 Beulay: Lettres,3l:4(pp. 392-393).
157 Beulay: Lertes, 5l:5 (pp. a7+a7\ Another word play is 'child' @allõdã) - 'parent'

t58

@ãtõd4.
Beulay' Lettes,38:l(pp.a08-a09).

159 O¡¡n¿ut' A Letter of Philaxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4l (30t).
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'fire'
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(nûrã),161 and this may

take place even in the same sentence:
Prayer becomes a gifr of God when the qrn¡g (nabbõ'd) of the heart is kindled with
of love and with the wood of sacrificial labours (Simeon the
Graceful).162

the fire (núrã)

The symbol of a founøin is employed in the discourse to activate the joyous and
refreshing qualities of the experience, the result being signs like 'fountain of

pleasure' (mabbõ'ã de-hanní'íitã).163 11t" joyous quality

of the experience

produces fi.¡rther symbolic signs that have adopted figurative characteristics such
as 'sun ofjoy',|fl 'flame ofjoy'l6s or'sparkling rays(zelgÐ ofjoy'.tó6
The aspect of sensitivity and perhaps a certain irritation present in the
mystical experience can be seen in the use of the term 'tickling' (þutþatQ.t67 The

function of tickling in the discourse of Isaac of Nineveh is that it is crucial in
orientating the subject from the 'world' to occupy himself with the spiritual
phenomenon. These 'ticklings', however, cannot be perceived without solitude
(Íelyã), emaciation (nãbõbûñ) and attentive recitation - except in a deceptive
way, where they soon change into 'bodily' (geirmÐ ones.t68
Most of the qualities that we encountered in the previous chapter are present
on the level of the symbolic expression as well, but in other, more refined forms.
Even the loss of the sense of place, itself a result of the dazing quality of the
experience, is expressed on the symbolic level by John of Dalyatha in a poetical
fashion: *The ea¡th that I used to walk on has vanished from before -".t'l6e
What, then, would be the most suitable and fimctional linguistic icon of
ecstasy, with sufficient abilþ to bear close resemblance? Perhaps the most accu-

ttr
l6l

E.g. Bedjan: Perfectione Retigiosa 259; Wensinck Ìulystic Treatises,774.
E.g. Mingana

¡62 Ming*u

1934/'Abdilo', 159b, p. 2?8 (tr. l?l).

1934/Simon, 193b, p. 313

((¡:.icr-s:r <\S.-l
¡63

l6a

of the word

rú:.icr-g

(r.

5S). I have altered Mingana's'mental labours'

to 'sacrificial taboun', in accordance with to the Old Testament use
, 'separation'.

E.g. Bedjan: Per!ëctione Rel¡g¡osa, 5E; rl/ensinck:

Wslic Treatises, 41.

emr>r o-a! <hasrr r<¡år sr:r -'the sun of joy shines into them"; Beulay:
Lettres, I l:6 þp. 33,1--335).
165 (hor-tt
è om r<rrr¡\üJ Be.djan:. Perþctione Religiosa, 140; Wensinck: lSóystic
Treatises,96.

166
167

L2l;Wensinck ltystic Trearßes,84.
-. r<nùr<\ r<\.'PrayGodthatHewould

¡r¿¿5 ofNineveh. Bedjan: Perfectione Religios+

É-oir r<h-hðì''-3-r-¡.ih:r -$ \!r-s

allow you to perceive the ticklings' of the Spirif'. Bedjan: Verfectione Religiosa, 218.
(Wensinck translates as 'spiritual allurements', ìþstic Treatises, 141.)
168 B"d¡-, Perfectione Religiosa ZlE; Wensinck" Ìvþstic Treatises, 147.
169 Bculay: Latres,4:6. (This being, ofcourse, only one perspective from which the
may be interpreted.)

sentence
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rate solution, and certainly one of those most commonly applied, is to employ the
analogy of drunkenness,lT0 which is a very illustative symbol, since it is about
the only thoroughly ecstatic extraordinary state of mind that is commonly known.
It also has some potential connotations with vine-symbolism, an important topic

in

Syriac theology, deriving fiom the Gospel

of Jolm.lTl The Syriac verb to

express drunkenness is rewõ,but balhî is sometimes used in a similar or parallel
way.r72
From his Good he gives ûo drink that winc whose drunkenn€ss Oa:lulreãyr¡tã) never
leaves those who drink it (Isaac of Nineveh).l?3

The mind will also become intqxicated (rãwd) and enraptured (mabalhí), as with
strong wine (Abdilo' the Seer¡. 174

Dnuùenness can be described as taking place through 'wine' (þamrõ) or through
a stronger symbol, þamrã l.tayyâ, a broad expression signiffing ptue or unmixed
and therefore süong wine, not to mention the connotation derived from the basic

meaning

of þayyã: living wine. By deriving the

same idea fuither

it is also

possible to speak merely of 'the cup' (kãsã1.1?s

If a brief excursion is allowed, we mây also note here that the most detailed
and vivid porûayal ofdrunkenness in Syriac literature is perhaps that given by St.
Ephrem inhis Hynns on Virginity. The point of comparison is relevant because
St. Epbrem described spiritual drunkenness as well.¡76In their context the following lines do not actually refer to spiritual ecstasy, yet they may be quoted in order
to enlarge our picture to cover the other side of the process of symbolism ('the
exact reference", as it was called above).
170 E.g. Mingana 1934/'Abdi5o',
Wensinck: l,tystic Treat

I

7l nt.

I

72 ïæ

ises,

144a,

p.262

(t.

149), Bedjan: Pe{ecrione Religiosa, 5SS;

372.

ecclesiologicat and Christological aspecæ of vine-symbolism are presented exhaustively
by Murray in his excellent work Synåols of Chttrch and Kingdon (pp. 95-t30). Nevertheless, he pays no attent¡on to the symbolism ofpersonal experience.

four-radical (BLH') verb ¡m\:r and its ,lerivation ,m!.= h r< are quiæ rarely used, and
not in the context of the mode of drunkenness caused by alcohol, but rather of falling into a
raptuous state in general, For example, see Isaac of Nineveh in Bedjan: Perfectione
Religiosa, 77; Wensinck: Mystic Treatßes, 53.

t73
¡74

Bed.¡an:

Pedectione Religiosa, 77;Wensinck: t+lystic Treatises, 53,

Mingan" 1934/'Abdi5o', 144q p. 262 (t. l4g).

175 Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,5ll; Wensinck: Iþstic Tredises,344. Possibly the earliest
Syriac occurrence of these images is in the Psalms of Solomon (8:15), where kãsã þayya lercv$,ùyätã is used in üre negative sense ¡rs an insuument of God's wrath. (See Ha¡ris, R. Mingan4 A. The Odes and Psalms of Solomoz. Vol. I. The Text, Manchesær 1916.)

l?ó ,<.r¿o, l(-Lr-r( oó:r ¡ni-scu.
è

.,:ri:r rllr.¡cr-::.h:r t<\å

çoio

(Ephrem: Hymren de Pa¡adiso, 9:24). Herc the cause of inebriation is beautifully described
as'îaves of glory flowing from the beauty of that sublime Beauty". For more details, see
below, p. 106.
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For the path of the voices that baner his ears does not lead to his heart.
The gates of his ears are open to the other:
a word that entered by his ear
went out on the opposite by the oüer ear.
While his teacher supposes that he is listening to him,
he does not perceive that his waming is pouring forth outside,
because there is no place in his heart to receive [it].177
For full and congested and cramped is the spacious gulf of his reason
from one drop ofthe love surged and became a great sea.

Thoughts plunge in and arise like a sailor whose ship is wrecked.
Thought is afloat in waves ofdesires like a ship whose navigator has

"6*¿on.¿

¡.lZg

In his Bao& ofPerfection Sahdona gives a long description ofearthly d¡unkenness
in order to parallel it with the spiritual one. Here drunkenness and temhã are
identified, and heat is attributed to both. Those who love God are likened to
'drunkards' (rawwãyë), and their observational capacity is described as extremely
weak. The stess here is on the inner reality that a drunken person experiences at
the expense of the extemal one:
Those who love God and are smitten with love for him are like people who are drunk
(rawtãyQ, for a drunk who is enflamed with wine is in a complete sâte of temhã: he
walks on the ground, but is not aware of it; he stands among people, but he does not
distinguish who they a¡e. Often enough he may struck a blow, but he does not suffer
an¡hing; he may be insulted, but he is not offended; he may be praisd but is not
puffed up by it - simply because he is incapable ofunderstanding what he hean as a
result of his great drunkenness (rawwdy1ta). When a large number of people address
him, he is not aware of iq for the awarene¡s of his heart is snatched away (he¡iJ) as a
result of the heat (hammîmûtã) of the wine which enflames (sãgrõ) him. And when he
sleeps on the floor, he imagines he is

flying

¡n

¡r.

u¡r.179

Isaac of Nineveh gives an expression of the same phenomenon in a more spiritual

context, stressing the negative character of intoxication, the state in which the
nonnal ñrnctions of the mind cease so that even the differentiation between mind
and body is no longer sensed:
The mind is engulfed in ecstasy (tahrã) and the desired object ofprayer is forgotten.
The impulses a¡e drowned in deep drunkenness and he is no longer in this world, and
since Èen there is no longer discemment of body or of soul, nor recollection of anything.l80

177

l?8

\-=-urr cÉl.¡ r<ihr< \-r<

t79 Sahdona: Oetnres spirinelles
according to Brock 1989,
Lettres,3T:4.
r80

<\

Ephrcm, Hymnende Virginitate, l:13-14. Translation from McVey 1989,264-265.

/,

3:150. English nanslation (except the terms in Syriac)
A similar description by John of Dalyarha in Beulay:

ll0-lll.

Bedjan: Per/ectione Religios4 174; Wensinck: Àlystic Treatises, ll?-ll8: 'engulfed'
titerally: 'swallowed' (. \¡tÊ't¡. The last æntence is attributed by lsaac to Evagrius.

-
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other aspects of the experience a¡e emphasised in the two clusters of concepts
that are often connected with each other: those of heat and lighq both occuning
frequently in syriac texts. symbols of heat a¡ise from the aspect of warmth in the
mystical experience and they include 'hotness' (hammímutã), .burning' (retûã)
and the more conclete signs 'flame' (iûlhãbõ) and 'firç' (núrã).tgt Symbols of
light include the concepts of 'light' (nuhrã, nûhara),tB2 'illumination, (nahhlrûtã)t8t and perhaps íafya¡flEa in the sense of transparency. The difference
between nührã and.nuhãrd is so slight that I have found no way to express it in
EngtisS'l8s however, even in syriac this difference is not discernible in unvowelized texts. The totality of the experience is often expressed with the symbolism of
light: "And all my body together with my soul was one sfong light'186
The symbolism of fue has a rich number of subtexts, for it has deep roots in
the Biblical tradition,lsT and in the syriac chnrch it was further developed by st.
Ephrem towards sacramental connections.

ls

In the labour of prayer there blazes up in the soul the fire (núrd) of Christ's love (núrã
de-refimeteh da-níil.tõ) and the heart becomes ftantic (JãzQ with longing (reggetã),
and kindles (nawqed) all the members on flames (ÉulhãbÐ; it exuls with love and
goes out of its order (John of Dalyaüra). I 89

The image of fue is common in Sahdon4 who employs a g¡eat deal of parallelism
in his discourse, together with drunkenness as parallel modes of experience:
"When he is drunk (rtuvë) with the love (hubbã) of God and is infla¡ned (Segir)

l8l

Mingana t934l'Abdi5o', 1564 p.274 (rr. 165)

"love of God bums in the heart of a man like fire":

¡(ìcr-¡

r¡¡r(
\

r<mlr< tr:¡.ri:¡ l{=:.o¡¡

r{r-¡i-:r m:þ

Mingana I 934/'Abdi$o', | 444 p. 262 (ú. I 49);' fiery impulse'

:r-o-

- ¡(¡icu¡ (¡-

o r.
E.g.Mingana 1934/DadiSo',23a,p.220(tr. lOa); Brock:SecondPart,ó:l (ed. 16,tr.20).
183 E.B. Mingana 1934/DadiSo',23a,p.220 (t. 104); B¡ock: Second Part, ó:2 (ed. 16,
tr.20).

¡82
¡$a

l

E5

8ó
t87
I

E.B. Beutay: Leßres,4:5 (pp. 316-317), 5l:13 (pp. 48HSl) etc. Beaulay rreats John of
Dalyatha's SafuAø as a technical tcrm that is regularly to be tans¡ated la limpidité. In some
contexts 'brightness' would make a nice, slightly poetic ahemative, especially when the root
occurs in the adjective iãfya.

In Finnish, at least, it is possible to differentiate between 'valo' and 'valkeus', approximately
corresponding to núlvã - núhãrã. (Cf. Frendr 'lumière' - 'lueur'.)

Olinder: I Lener of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,32 (24*).
*Our God is a consuming fire" (Heb. 12:29,
Deut. 4:24,G¡. rrüp xarcvoÀíoxov, Peshina:

r<hLr< rficur); "He will baptise you with Holy Spirit and fire" (Matt. 3:l l, Luke 3:16).
In 2 Tim. l:6 ('Fan into flame the gift of God"), however, is in the Peshitta the idea of fire
(Gr. åucÇc^:nupsîu) merely 'stir up' (le?).
188 Yousif 1977,241-246.
189 Vööbus 1988,332. (cit. Ml Vatican Syr t24, fol.3l4a.)
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with the compassion (refuetã) of his t¡rd ...n190 The most fervent advocate of
fiery images is perhaps John of Dalyatha who decla¡es that when a person perceives the mystical experience, "his heaf is enflamed and burns constântly".l9l
And firrther, "Then the blaze is kindled again in you. Your heart grows fen¡ent
and your flesh burns in its fervou¡."!92

The symbol of ligbt has the capacity to produce fi¡fiher images, such as
Isaac's 'flower of the shine of truth' (zahrâ de-denheh da-SrñrÐ. Accordingly, the
description of participation in this experience belongs to the symbolism of 'seeing'.191

The symbolism of light, often expressed as 'shapeless light',lga which
emphasises the non-physical character of the light in question, is one of the most
distinctive feanres of the East Syrian authors, and for John of Dalyatha in
paficular it is a basic motif. His language is probably the most colourful in all
Syriac metatheology; he develops the theme of light wilh more poetical expressions, such as 'cloud of light' ('arpelã de-nährã),tgs and adopts firther images
like the 'likeness of a sapphire' (sappîlã) and 'colours of the shades of heaven'
(gawnã da-lsõmã da-Smayyã) to signi$' the states of soul; to counterbalance the
symbolism of light he may make use of the'darkness of the Glory' ('am¡ãnö deSubhã) of God, or praise the 'bright darkness' (amtãnã nehirãù't96 he illustrates
the "foaming founts springing up from an indescribable sea" with the "indivisible
whirls of rays of light (zallîqay níìhrã)".te7

ls
l9t

rni>¡ !ù"ri.= i-"S¡ro r(oi rúmlr(
/,3:151.

$lå-: cn¡l r-o-o

38r).

r(¡o¡-: ¡o

Sahdona: Oewres Spirituelles

¡o

Beulay: Leures,24:l (pp.380-

=mllr-r>¡ m= -r.¡.ir(

192 Beulay: Lettres,2g:2(pp. 39S-39l).

193

r(ii-¡.r ûlsnr r(icnr ra¡-s-r r(r-!,¡.. \h"\ë

dhih->r-s-or<

"Let your prayers be followed by the works of excellence, that your soul might

see the
Treatises,

flower of the shine of cuth." Beðjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 52; Wensincþ
^,bßtic

37.

194 o¡r rdr r(icncr-¡ E.g. Beulay: Lenres,48;ll(pp. 50a-505).
195 Beulay: Letçes,36.2
Qp.40O-401). The symbol of a clou{ well known from

Pseudo-

well: E.g. Mingana 1934/'Abdi$o', l¡14b, tr. 150.
196 Beulay: I¿ttres,4E:ll (pp. 504-505), 48:12 (pp. 504-505), 36:5
þp. 404-405), 46:3 (pp.
454455). For the 'vision of a sapphire' there is a subtext by Evagrius (see ibid., l7:,2, p.
Dionysius, does appear in other authors

as

3s7).

197

r<rll:rh:, <\ ¡o:- ¡ >r-slrjb r<r5-L? eri-s>¡
dirncu¡ ¡-oJ-r:¡ r<-r-oo-s!ù¡ d r<\Lrcp¡:r¡ ^ !uo)
Beulay : Let t r es, 40 : 6

þp. 424425).
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After this glorification the mind (hawnã) is silenced and engulfed in the light of thc
vision^(þæeta) of sublime and immaterial contemplation (te'orya\ like a fish in the
seal98

Light is a symbol which by its mere existence implies something originating
from outside of the subjecl The experience is described both as frrll of light in
itself and as movement towa¡ds light

-

one more inexact feature in the discourse.

Immediately after the mind has been illuminaæd and risen upwards,

it

becomes

conscious of the rays of impassibility, and desires all the more eamestly to be drawn
towards th-e- shapeless cternal light (núhrã þayã de-lõ denú) (Simeon the
Graceful¡.199

It is also a matter for discussion whether the parole on light reflects a quality of
brightness in the anal¡ical sense or whether it is rather a symbolic expression.
'Abdi5o' the Seer tries to explain the vision (þazzetã) of mind in anal¡ical terms:
it has 'neither image nor likeness', for the mind 'does not know and does not
distinguish its own self from the glory of that imageless light'.200 He tells us that
even the remembrance of that vision of light leads him to complete ecstasy,
physical and psychic in nature. And moreover, 'Abdiðo' also makes it clear that
the light in question is not physical2ol light, ¡ust as the sound ofspiritual hosts and
conversations is different from ou¡ voices, and spiritual food is dissimilar to
earttrly food.202 In other words, 'light' is to be understood as a symbolic concept
rather than as an anal¡ical one.

Since the interests of the metatheologians - with the possible exception of
John of Dalyatha - were not in symbolism itself or in aesthetic qualities, they
show no tendency to seek for especially peculiar symbols. Even the most extraordinary ones usually come from the religious context, which usually means a
biblical subtext, such as the 'pearl' (margãn1tã), which occurs in a symbolic
function in the New Testament2o3 and in Syriac literature in general (symbolising
Christ, the Word of God, faith, virginity and communion),2o4 as well as in Manichaeism. Isaac of Nineveh employs it as a symbol of ecstasy received in prayer; in
the same context he also employs the symbolism of spiritual swimming (saþwã),
198 Beulay: Lettres,4g:12 (pp. 5l,l-515).

¡99

Miogaoa 1934/Simon, 166b, p. 286 (ü. l5). Mingana translates

cr>¡¡

¡(\:r r<-h-r< r(irno-¡ as "a divine light which has no image"; the most literal
rûlr- r(ìrncr-¡ would be'substantial light'.

equivalent for

200 Ming"o" I 934/'Abdi!o',

201

149æ1 49b, pp. 267 -268 (tr. I 56).

estulcsayã,literally'elementary'.

202 r<-¡o.o\nno( r(icncur

rûm raçr( o-\ Mingana

t60).

203
204

Matr. 7:6, t3:4546,Rev. 2l:21.
Haruiainen 1999,342.

1934/'Abdito', l52u p.270 (fr.
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which is further connected with pearl-diving.2o5 This is one part of his image
spiritual life as an ocean, from the depths ofwhich one can encounter surprises

of
of

many kinds:
ûe varying states (luþlãlQ of this ocean. \üho knows is labours and its
multifarious pursuis, the wonderful perls (nargãnyãtã tnihûñ) in its depth and the
animals (þaywãtQ rising from it? (Isaâc of Nineveh)2ffi

Numerous are

These images fit well with Isaac's background in Qatar, the coast of which has
been fa¡nous for its subma¡ine beasures sought by divers.2o7 The sea - a mysterious, non-exhaustible entity - was used as a symbol of God by John of Dalyatha
who also w¡ote a discourse on the 'spiritual r""t.208
Among curiosities we may encounter even more peculiar symbols, such as
Isaac's 'harbour full of peaæ',2@ refening to an 'ineffable stupefaction (bulhõyã)' , Jobn of Dalyatha's 'total living lustres' and 'statute of lighl'.2t0 The more
exotic the symbols become, the more diffrcult it is to retain the connection with
the original experience, the result being a variety of possibilities as to how to
interpret the images. The more extraordinary the symbol is, the more the signification of the expression is the product of a subjective interpretation. One might
argue that not all of the above expressions have a mystical experience as thei¡
reference. The images in question, however, a¡e in their context spiritual objects
that are aimed at and yeamed for by the authors. In this case the definition given

-

-

above
"a symbol is an exact allusion to something indefinite" is particularly
true: mystical experience is at least as wide and elastic an entity as the heterogenic
language that refers to it. Moreoveq there is also a diffe¡ence as to whether a
symbol has as its reference a single mystical experience or the concept of mystical
experience in general, and this is not necessarily reflecæd in the level ofsignificance.

When symbolic description is separated from strict analogy, the discourse
easily drifrs to the aesthetic, from the strictly religious to the a¡tistic. Ifthis be the
205 *p¡¡¡¡g

such acts (of worship) all of a sudden someone might sometimes discover a pearl

(r<h-\ilr,Gr.¡rapyopír¡5)."Brock:

SecondPart, 14:24(ed.62,tr.14),34:4-12(ed.

l3Gl38, tr. 148-150).

of

26

The Syriac associations of saþwõ are different from thc 'swimming'
more water-rich culturcs: the semantic freld of the vcrb se{¡ã covers 'bathing' and

'baptism'

as

well.

Bed¡anr Perfectione Religiosa,

l?9; Wensinck: I'lystic Treatises,

207 Oùer marine

images include the lirle boy being taught
Rel igiosa, 273; rrl¡/ensinck:. Mystic Treatßes, 183).

l2l.

¡o swim (Bedjan: Perfectione

208 Beulay: Lettres, 5l:8
Qry. a76477),50: l,l-15 (pp. a66-a69).
209 É-rur ¡fl:¡r r¿¡r<>J Brock: Secotd Parr, 7 :2 (d. lg, t - 24).
210 Anoth"r possible way of ranslating r(*rJos nûr >lùr. is that
'Les resplendissements de la Vie totale'.
Beulay: Lettes, 40:9 (W. 4242Ð.

r(ìmcu¡ ,ro>d - 'la

suggested by Beulay:
cotonne de lumière'.
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it

should be possible to find descriptions ttrat surpass the beauty of the
ttference, the experience itself. Especially in that case the symbols may operate
regardless ofthe existence ofmystical experiences as thei¡ reference. Perhaps an
example of exaggerative symbolism might be seen in the image of 'flying in a
spiritual chariot':
case,

While astonished (metdannar) [with spiritual thoughts] he places his mind in rhe
spiritual chariot and les it fly and be occupied with all the holy fathers of all
generations, the inheritance ofwhose behavior¡r he possesses. (Isaac

ofNinevehfl

I

The following samples from John of Dalyatha are ñ¡tl of verbal jubilation with
poet¡cal archetypes such as abyss, pond, song, flames, thirst, breathing and flying:
You have thrown me into your abyss (tehûmãl in order that I might drink without
me¡rsu€; intoxication of your love (rowyût rQtnetãk) is buming me, and behold, my
heart is enflamed out of thirst for your pond @e;ia¿¡.ZlZ
Blessed is the one who spreads out his b€d in the unceasing amazement of your
mysteries, and stays in peace and silence (lãii we-íãte4) io ecstasy (raÞã) that is in
them, and_breathes ftom them fragrance of life (reþ bayã) for the delight of his assidu6us ¡eart.2l3

My heart kindles from your love, and because of tt¡e flames (st¿lhãbã) of its yearning it
rises to fly from is position. My soul is thence as it was set in annihilati on QullaqQ.zla
Cause your hidden power (buylak kayû to dwell in us, so that the senses of ou¡ soul
Qegfcy naßäk) may be suengthened, in orde¡ rhat our soul may mystically QA'zãnã'ît)
srike up a song filled with tahra (lnzc of Nineveh).2l5

When the aesthetic values of the expression grow, the cognitive ones correspondingly lag behind, and understanding of the expression is more and more
subjectively dependent on each reader's personal experience and subtextual background. For example, what experience does Simeon the Graceful mean by saying:
"Blessed is the soul which has eaten the 'bread of angels' (laþnã de-mala'lcê)
from the table of 6o¿tt22l6 He seems to assume that the reader already knows

2ll

Bedan: Perfectione Religiosa,55l-552; Wensinck: lúystic Treatßes,3?0. The image of
'chariot' (narkabtQ happens to be thematically analogous and etymologically equivalent to
the Kabbalistic merkava mysticism, but there is, of course, no re¡$on to suppos€ any
"influence" here. The same set of images is common stock and easily accessible to any poetical mind in each tradition.

212 J <\¿
^zrr
-

\.-ê

\lù¡.¡i hcr-oi rd--r rd:r r(!r-r.r(:r ¡!r-r¡ r"r¡omh-=
É-ç
¡.=.\ :r-o- r(mo . Beulay: Lettres,46:2(pp.45¿-455).

Beulay: Lettes,Sl:3 (pp. a7$a7fl.
214 Beulayr Lettres, l7:l (pp. 35a-355).
215 Brock. Second Part,l0:41 (ed.42, tr. 52)
216 Ming"na 1934/Simoq l?la p. 290 (tr. 23). The word used of

the 'table' (r(ioh-s) often
refers to the Communion table, thc altar, but 'bread of angels'
is not
employed as a symbol of the Eucharist lt is a biblical image (Ps. 7E:25) which in the Syriac

(l(srdå:r rê:s\)
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it is all about, that he is one of those "who have tasted". In other words, he
uses a symbol that is unclear to outsiders, but potentially adequate to be a
co¡nmon code fo¡ mystics; others a¡e dependent on their subtexts. In Christian
theology bread as a biblical symbol of Ch¡ist is usually connected with the
Eucharist, but in the discourse of ascetics this is not necessarily the case. In fact
Simeon makes no mention of the sacrament of the Eucha¡ist anywhere in his
discourse. A more likely subtext for the conc,ept of bread is the 'spiritual bread'
what

(Iaþna raþanãyQ of Stephen ba¡ Sudhaile's Book of the Holy Hierotheos, where
the context reveals its meaning to be a symbol of divine help received in the
spiritual ascent.2lT These kinds of "obscure" images, however, do not actually
describe experience as an incident, but rather interpret it as a phenomenon by
connecting it as part of a wider religious system of thought.
To make some concluding remarks, the symbolism of mystical experience is
basically conventional and largely biblical but every now and then also "poetical"
and of indisputable aesthetic value. Conventionality means in practice that inap
propriate symbols like sexual or otherwise defiled images a¡e absent from the
discourse. Nevertheless, a fairly wide set of images can be used if they have sufficient analogous value: even a 'dog' can be used in a positive way as a symbol of
the soul's spiritual

u¡.ztE

2.23. Poetical Expression
Poetical language differs from symbolic description only in the form of expression, the semantic mechanisms of symbolic allusion on the level of deepstn¡ctures being fundamentally simila¡. Yet poetry is cha¡acterised by a certain
freedom of expression: the poetical approach allows more variation in the choice
of symbolism, and the limitations set by the theological context a¡e not in fr¡ll
force.
How, then, are mystical experiences expressed in Syriac poetry? Despite the
abundance of memra and madraía poetry in Syriac literature, the vehicle of mystical discourse ¿rmong the Syrian monks is almost exclusively prose. This fact is
remarkable in itself, for it again shows that the metatheologians felt no need or
desire to develop the fomrs of expression towa¡ds a¡tistic purposes with aesthetic
motives.

2¡7
2f E

version of Pseudo-Hippol¡os refers to God's
Some New Syriac Texs, 177-199.)

will

and acting in accordance

with it. (Brock:

Marsh' Book of tle Hoty Hierotheos,3g (Syriac 35+).

lruu. ofNineveh adopts the 'dog' Fom Evagriu$ Brock: Second Part, l7:3 (ed. 81, tr. 92).
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something, however, can be found outside the main süearns of metafheo-

logical tr¿dition. The odes of solomon (os), a Jewish-ch¡istian work from the
second c€nnrry AD, is exceptionally rich in this respect.2le In the historical perspective oS forms a relatively detached phenomenon in syriac literature (also by
its poetical form, or lack of it), yet its topics and images a¡e in fact surprisingly
simila¡ to those found in later Syriac lirerature, including the sources of the
present study. For that reason I see a more detailed survey of the imagery of os as
being ofrelevance for our synchronic approach, even though this entails a brief
excursion from the mainstea¡n of our corpus. For the purposes of this chapter I
shall also employ a reference from St. Epbrem's Paradise Hymns, which is undoubtedly one of the most fruitfi¡l sor¡rces from the golden era of Classical Syriac
poetry in regard to expression of personal experience. And finally I shall make a
brief excr¡¡sion to a lesser-known epic of Rabban Hormizd.
The general atmosphere of OS is very charismatic. Prima¡ily, rve may differentiate th¡ee different ways in the expression of the mystical encounter:

L
2.
3.

Explicit: (symbolic) description of the encounter.
Implicit: aspects in telling-technique
Description of visions

The symbolism of OS operates in two directions: from man to God (we could
name it "natural') and from God to man ("supematural"). An example of the
natural can be found in Ode 40, where from the hea¡t of the Odist there 'wells
up/forth' (gdse:) praise to the Lord "like a spring" (nabbõ'Q. The Odist likens his
praise to milk(þalbã) and honey (debÍa¡.zz) We shall, however, concentrate in the
following on the "supernatural" case, the more "mystical" aspect of the two

although it is also important to note that the former leads to the latter.22l

-

2.2.3.1. Synbols of trlystical Encounter
OS is fr¡ll of imagery of God touching on the human soul. This experience is often
described with imagery connected with r¡vater. For example, 6:8-12 depicts the

219 A

mettrodological note here to illusuate the systematic analysis; the selection of quotations
has been made in two basic stages. First, from the whole discourse of OS I have selected all
features that seem to include taces of personal experience. Thus most biblical allusions, for
example, are omitted. Second, I exclude all expressions lhat seem to belong more to general

religious experience. What remains then, should be the elements of expression of extraordinary "mystical experience". It is to be admined, however, that there is no ultimately
objective criterion for defioing the exac,t course of decisions in either of these stages. The
translations of OS are my own, usually representing a compromise between the ultaliteral
solutions ofFrananann (1991) and those ofCharlesworth (1973).

2o os¿o,rr.
221

The Odist himself hints at this in OS

40:34.
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waters of the Lord as a flooding river which fills the whole ea¡th. This liquid and
refreshing cha¡acter of spiritual experience fits well with the Synaq Oriental,
origin of OS - one might expect a Scandinavian to place more stress on the aspect
of warmth in spiritual experience!
Ode 30 gives an exposition of this immaterial water. Its origins are in the
"living spnng (mabbõ'ã haltyQ of the Lord"; it issued forth from the lips of the
Lord (sefwãteh de-nãryã). Its characteristics a¡e described as "beautiful and

*giving rest to the soul" (wa-mníh nafiã).
fresh" (íappir-iì we-naqe$ and as

These waters are also '$veeter' (basslmîn) than honey. Verse 6b reads "and from

the hea¡t of the Lord is its name".n2 Ttle'name' is a broad concept in Syriac;
especially in theological contexts it ñ¡nctions like a 'totality of attributes" that
often refer to a person's "social surface", i.e. image, reputation, hence even
authority.
Other water-related symbols include dew (a'Iã)223 and sprinkling(resisQ.2za
Sprinkle (rõs) upon us your sprinklings (reslstyk),
open your abundant springs (zrabbo'ayl)
which flow milk and honey to us.225

If we try to reconstruct the semantic process of the formation of meanings behind
the signs, the development might be illustrated as follows:
honey
sisn

Al m¡ll

\
lermer¡encel+

breasls

quality A- refreshinr

sprinkling
sisnt

A2 wqter
dew

In this semantic process the character of experience is first recognised by the
subject as something refreshing (A). The mind then searches for analogies for
such experience in the natural world and finds one in the physiological experience

of drinking. The object of the process of drinking, a drink, serves at; an analogy
for the spiritual experience. The signs of different drinks (Al, A2) may then be
adopted into the discouse, and these in turn produce through associations new
)'r',

rùr

223

OS I l:14 "My face

224

OS 4:10, 35:1.

225

OS 4:10.

r<-ilr:r r(.i:¡:r -J
(-sori-s)

¡"
received dew."
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images that lead the discourse in fi¡rther di¡ections. For example, sign milk
causes an association with the biblical images of 'milk and honey'. It also opens
another connection towa¡ds the feminine imagery o¡ 6o¿.226 Sign 2 water opens

new water-like images, such as sprinkling or dew.In this way the discourse, all
the time dependent on the subtextual capacþ of the poet, develops towards its
final form. This associative process, semiosis, plays a dominant role, especially in
poetical discourse.
The nature of these different signs is symbolical and their character optional,
i.e. they fi¡nction as indicators of the same reality. This is clearly demonstrated by
the fact that water ('sprinkling') and milk are in fact identified with each other in
explicit terms: "And He gave me milk, the dew of tlrc Lord.-227
The imagery is by no means restricted to these "refreshing" cases. Since the
main subtext of the Odist is the (Hebrew) Bible, most of the imagery is biblic.al.
Ode 28 likens the inner experience to the presence of covering wngs (geppë) and

to the joy it brings to a leaping foetus ('r7la de-dí'eç). Both are biblical expressions - the latter may even be the original A¡amaic expression underlying the NT
çt""¡.228
As the wings of doves over their nestlings,
and the moutbs oftheir nestlings toward their mouths,
so also the wings of the Spirit over my heart.
My heart is (continually) delighted and leaps for joy,
like a foetus which leaps for joy in the womb of his mother

In

metatheological texts mercy (raþmí\ is not necessarily a collective noun
similar to the V/estern understanding of the concept of mercy. Raþmã seems to
function as an indicator of the eflects of grace, sometimes hanslated as 'proceedings of grace'. Recognition of this sense is ofren facilitated by the use of the
plural.22s

22ó 5.. OS t9:l-5,

where the Holy Spirit

is therefore called a 'mixture'
feminine in origin.

227

rGçi) mixed (Ir,ir,9) the milk, which
The grammatical gender of 'spirit' in Syriac is

(r<r:rcr-o:r

(<nJqs).

(r(:L), immediately explained as the 'dew of the Lord'
(rûi:¡l --\S¡,
on thc same analogr in its conscquences: it makes the subject
""rri"r
"grow uy'' and "rest". Milk and water also come together in OS 4:10: "Sprinkle upon us your
OS 35:5b. This heaventy milk

sprinklings, and open your abundant springs, from which flow milk and honey to us."

228 Luke l:44. The

same words are found in both the Old Syriac and Peshitta Gospels. It seems
to be ceñain that the first chapters of Luke are based on Aramaic sou¡ces. See R. A. MaÍin
(1987): Syztar Criticisn oftlre Synoptic Gospels,T3-74,89-90, 105.

229 oS l4:g "According
(

to the multitude of yolr mercÞs, so grant to me."

J \hh ¡(¡-rm r¡rç>rsir

.a¡<l.A

similar expression in OS ló:?.

l0l
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The farnous Syriac imagery of clothing is fully represented in OS.230 The
Odist puts on or r¡rges one to put on 'mercy',231 g'""¡',232 'holiness',233 'incorruption',234'ligh¡'zrs and toy'.236
The Lord renewed me with His garment (ba-lbûSeh),
and gained me by His ligtu@ahrehf31

God's action towards the huma¡r soul is depicted with verbs like 'overshadow',238
and'renew'.239

2.2.3.2. Characteristícs of the Encounler
So fa¡ we have dealt mainly with individual terms used of the experience. Next
we may differentiate some mo¡e interpretative features in the expression of the
encounter. The characteristics ofthe experience may be divided into seven basic
qualities:

(A) refreshment
(B) intoxication
(c) totality
(D) rest
(E) delight
(F) pleasure
(G) knowledge

The logical structure of the discourse might imply differentiation between the
qualities included in the experience itselfand the consequences resulting from it.
The Odist himself, however, does not make clear distinctions in this respect,
which is no surprise because in poetical language such distinctions a¡e rather left
hidden. rWe may consider featu¡es A-C (refreshment, intoxicatiorL totâlity) as
belonging to the first category; qualities

D4

(resq2ao delight, pleasure, know-

230 For further details, see Brock 1982: Ctothing Metaphorq
231 or'goodness+- <!rq:r-\ oS 4:6, l9:7.
232 <-\- oS 4:8.
233 r(hcr:-¡-o oS l3:3.
234 or 'imperishableness:
- r<\a¡¡ r(\ os ts:8.
235 r(irncr-¡ oS 2l:3.
236
oS 23:1.
'g\6r
237 os
l¡,1r.

zts

239
240

1t

and Seppãlä 1999, 147-148.

J os 35:1.

,¡hrl,

Os

tt,lt.

Rest ¡N a consequence in OS 30:3 (above). ln OS 3ó:l resting
even portrayed as a "method" leading to spiritual uplifting.

- in the Spirit

of the Lord

-

is
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ledge) seem to ñrnction in both, i.e. in the experience itself, and in the state
fotlowing it.
The refreshing character (A) has already been mentioned above as perhaps
the most typical quâlity of oS. It is something that can be found in classical

syriac poety with images developed a few steps fi¡rther. st. Ephrem, in his
visions of Paradise, "swam a¡ound in its [of Paradise] magnificent waves."24l
utterly symbolic nature of the expression is here clariñed by mixing it with other
dimensions: drinking air and swimming in it:

1.

How much the more, then, can this blessed air
give to spirituâl beings pleasure as they partake of and drink it,
fly about and swim in it - this veritable ocean of delighr.242

The intoxicating quality @) leads the odist to use an analogy, depicting himself
as being drunk, an expression very familiar from sufi poeüy 800 years later- "I
drank and got drunk (rawwët), but my dn¡nkenness (rawwãyite was not without
knowledge".243 This image, too, is not limited to os in the field of syriac poeûy.
We may find the following lines from St. Ephrem:
I forgot my poor estater
for it (i.e. vision of Paradise) had nade ne drunh with
I became as no longer my old self,
for it renewed me with atl its v¡rried nature.

its fragratrce.

I swam around in is magnificent waves
t...t

I becane so inebriated ût t I forgot all my sins there.2g

st. Ephrem contasts this spiritual inebriation with earthly nourishment;

both

sustain but one is deceitful, the other trustworthy:
The burden of food debiliates us, in excess it proves harmful,
but if it be joy which inebriates and sustains,
how greatly will the soul be sustained on the waves of this joy.245

All qualities operate in os in the way described

above, and thus each one could

be aranged according to a simila¡ scheme:
Fxper¡-encel

;

241 Ephrem: Hymnen
242 Epht"., Hymnen
243 os ll'?.

2&

fiuaiiFÉãiõffiinel +

sign

Bl

luoi Ð

de Paradiso 6:4. English translation according to

fr¡rther associations

Brock 1990, I10.

de Paradiso 9:16. English ranslation according to Brock

l990,

Ephre-, Hynnen de Paradiso 6:4. English tanslation according to Brock 1990,
It-oi thl ¡-r and ,cncrrl-'i-= ¡-r-oir(

142.

t 10.

The Syriac for the words in italics:

245

Ephrem, Hynræn de Paradiso 9:23- English translation according to Brock 1990, t,14.
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These other qualities could, in turn, be combined in a single semantic chart (,A., B
...

X). For example,

a chart including lines

A and E would look like this:

t

honey

\

breast

AI
ty A- refreshmenr

sprinHing
sn A2 waler

Fxp€tË"cd

FÏgnTiÞl Ð

dew
(turther associations)

E.

Ð (further associations)

E2

As we have seen, totality (C) is generally considered to be one of the basic
attributes of mystical experience in all religions. "Pure totality", however, is
somewhat awkward to express in itself alone. St. Ephrem expresses it beautifrrlly
through the refreshing and visiona¡y characters in a hymn where he is swimming
in the waves of Paradise:
Although I was not sufticient for all the waves of its beauty,
ParadisL took me up and cast me into a sea

still

greater.246

The theme of totality is also present in the discourse of OS.2a7 Here also w€ may
note an example of semantic cross-reference. The water-related images (in line A)
may also be employed for the expression of this phenomenon: "My heart overflowed, it was found in my mouth, it dawned upon my lips."2a8
Among the most essential qualities one may also find (D) 'resting'2a9 and (E)
delight, expressed as 'joy'250 and 'exultatioo:.251 Closely connected with E we
may add the quality of pleasure (F), expressed with vocabulary porhaying love

26
247

Ephr"rn, Hymnen de Paradßo 6:5. English translation according to Brock 1990, I 10.

'h

this way the Spirit of the Lord speaks in my members, and I speak
what is strange is destroyed, and everything is of the Lord:'(OS ó:2-3).

ivby His love. For

rÛr(ll:¡:¡o.r(-i:¡:r cnroi t:ärcn: dl>l>r (¡-rrn
7r:rlso . ,i-ro-r ¡:u i-qom Etcr>
24E 'Overflo,red' . å¡þ' literally was caused to pour forth'. OS 2l:8.
I
2a9 r<.. 1 r oS I l:12, 28:3, 36: l, 37:4. Nqãha is a broad concept indicating rest, calm, quier,
ø):¡crs.3

orn r(-i>¡r

relaxation, satisfaction, pleasure, refreshmenq often '(inner) peace'would do well as a tanslation.

250 r<hgr. os7.2,23l.
2st
os 8:r,23:4.

Çr
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and tenderness. ode l5:5b reads 'I was given pleasure (etpanqet) in His hands.'
The verb penaq means 'treat with affection', 'cherish', or 'pamper'. (n later
syriac literatr¡re its derivative mefanneqã,'one living in luxury' became a nega-

tive term, the opposite o|anwã1tõ,'ascetic'.) charismatic character is further
stessed by expressions like 'He filled me from His love' (not 'with' His love in
this way it is stressed that there is something to be transmitted; that something we
call "mystical experience").252
Among these other qualities there is a certain "informative", almost "verbal"
quality, extremely problematic to defìne or analyse, connected with prophetic
phenomena and spiritual knowledge. The odist likens himself to a harp played by
the spirif53 - hter on 'Harp of the spirit' became known as a title of the most
beloved syriac poets (Ephrem, Jacob of serugh and Narsai) so that the spirit of
the Lord is speaking through him. Thus one feature of the experience in the os is

that in the mystical encounter something called 'knowledge' (ida'tã) is transfened. The concept of knowledge has exceptionally charismatic features ¡n g3.2sa
The Lord has made His knowledge greaÇ and desires eagerly that it might become
ktto*n.255 The odist urges his readers to 'accept the knowledge of the Most
High'.256 This knowledge is, however, more related to 'resting' than to normal

investigative and discunive knowledge.257 The prophetic quality of the
experience may also be connected with the water-imagery: 'speaking waters
(mayyã mallãIQ drew nea¡ to my lips'.258

252 ol¡Gìr¡
.> ¡UoOS lt:2.
253 os 6:r-2.
254 ï¡eOdisthaspartalienof(ll:4, l2:3)andreceivedaconceprionofknowtedge(15:5),inthe
end all shall partake of (7:24) it. Spiritual drunkenness is inferior to it (l t:E), it has been
given sincerely (17:13), opponents ofthe Messiah lack ir (28:14, see also l8:12), those who
know, understand and are not polluted (18:13). Igrorance has been destroyed, reptaced by
the knowledge of the Lord (oS 7:24). According to 34:5, the good tidings are in all simplicity declaed to those wilhout knowledge, This verse, it seems to me, has been misFanslated
by previous tanslators, who have read the verb i-¡!ro>¡ n etpe'el bonsidered by' insead

of etpa"al'decla¡ed to'.

(^ ern: h-l <!rr¡-r

eL<\ i-f,h.e:r <\rO

m¡s

translation ofmine is supported by contextual reading. Thejoyous message ofthe 34th Ode,
parallel to that of Matt. ll:25, declarcs thar the üuth can be known by a simple and
undivided heart. In verse 5 the message of verses l-4 is declared to those who do not know,
and the next line gives a parallel thought in the 2od person plural: 'revealed for your
salvation' (34:6).

255 os 6'6.
256 OS 8:8.

(r(>- i>r cnhrr- ol-¡-ol ln 8:ll the Lord declarcs ¡!,,r-:r- cu-r , "know

my knowledge".

257 95 26:ll-l2."Who

is able to interpret the wonders of the Lord? For he who interprets
will abide, For it sufüces to know and to be at rest."

will

be destroyed, but what is interpreted

258 OS I l:6. Since (\l:¡

is also the Syriac equivatent of Greek Àoyrrós, 'rational', there could
be an alæmative tanslation: 'mental waters'.
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The Word of tuth has filled me
in order that I might proclaim it259
In Him I have obtained eyes,
I have seen His holy day.
I have received ears,
and heard ¡¡¡t ¡.t¡t.260

The object or content of knowledge, however, is not mentioned - which is an
effective way to underscore that those who know, know already, and those who
do not, do not - except perhaps n?4:14 where it is referred to as Wüteå, a temr
with no appropriate equivalent, usually tanslated as 'His holiness'. It is implicitly
obvious ttrat the object of knowledge is the Lord Himself. The relation between
these concepts might be best understood considering knowledge as a basic guality
(G) that may culminate in prophetic speech.

2.2.3.3. Interpretation of the Relationship between God and Man

Yearning for the Unauainable is ofren a basic element in monotheistic mysticism.
In this respect OS is quite exceptional: the general atmosphere is that of total ful-

filment of all yeamings.26t
The relationship between man and God is described as intimacy2ó2 and as
løwtãfuta, a temr meaning fellowship, participation and intercourse (with conesponding sexual connotations).263 The Odist also boldly decla¡es that he has been
'mixed' (etmazget) [with God], "since the lover has found the Beloved."2il The
same verb (mezag) was later on used by St. Ephrem to describe the relation between the human and divine natures of Christ, but afrer the Council of Chalcedon
(451) this idea was decla¡ed heretical.
The imagery of unification - not to mention 'breasts' of God - is exceptionally bold when considering the fact that the Odist seems to come from a more or
less Targumic backgroun¿.265 ¡1 is also remarkable that the expressions of uni-

259

gg l2:1. cnl \l:¡<:r \Ê,

<ii-tr têr\h-E trÞ, fne last words could be

it' (i.e. declare the word), 'speak him' (i.e. declare the Lord) or 'speak to
him'. The tanstation of Charlesworth, "He has filled me with words of uuth, that I may
proclaim Him", however, does not seem possible, for there is no 'with' (ö') in the sentence,
and Charlcsworth's argument for 'Him' (viz. lack of a point to indicate the feminine suffix)

translated as 'speak

'word' (r(>¡.h-s).
(r(ri-s- rn= ùr--r-o¡ could also be tra¡rslated 'by Him...'

is also untenable because the masculine suffix may refer to the

260 65

15:3-4. The opening verse

26t cf. os 3:6-E, 8:3-5, l5:6-8, 23:14,2s:7-12.
2ó2 os2l:?-m\ Érr(
=-i-o Lorno

2ó3 os ¿r9, 2 t,5.
264 os3:7-r(>rsi örnl rôL;i-¡¡-¡.r( r
\-:r \uh<
265 1¡6 influence ofthe Targums has be¿n discussed by Harris-Mingana (1920, l7l-l?4).

The
Targums âre not quoted in OS as such, but a certain Targumic background can be seen in the
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fication were already employed in os a couple of hundreds of years before the
mystical theology of Evagrius and Pseudo-Dionysius, with its neo-platonic overtones, made its way to the Syrian Orient.

Does oS give any hints as to how this unification takes place? A noteworthy
point of encounter is praise, glorification, (teibõbtd) which is not only something
offered to God by man, but also something given by God: "His praise He gave us,
for his narns".266In 18:l the odist decla¡es that his hea¡t is lifted up in the Love
of the Highest in order to praise Him.
The description of God is correspondingly bold. God is depicted as the
'Beloved',267 a term characteristic of Sufi poety 800 years later. The best-known
way of describing God in OS, however, is the feminine imagery. God has even
prepared His breasts that men might drink His holy *¡ç.268 In another famous
verse the Odist decla¡es:
The Son is the cup;
and the one who was milked, the Father;
and she who milked, the Spirit of Holiness.
Because His breasts were full,
it was necessary that His milk should not be cast out without cause.
The Spirit of Holiness opened Her womb,
and mixed the milk of the two breasts of the Father,
and She gave the mix¡¡re to the world although they did not knew.269

The step from analytical to more symbolical expression is sometimes clearly
differentiated by the use of the comparative conjunction ayk.In this way God is
compared to the 'sun' (iemSa¡.zto This image is further explained in another Ode:
For He is my sun,
His rays have lifted me up,
His light has released alt da¡kness from my face.2ll

God is also likened to lcelîlã,'cro\ün' or 'garland'. This image refers both to His
actron,212 and also to Himself: this is shown in Ode 17, where it is stated that the
treament of expressions derived from the Hebrew Psalter in OS, For exampte, God is never
called a 'rock'. The Od¡st also frequently uses the Targumic expressions 'it was revealed'

26

(

NrÇ

OS 6:7

and'before'(¡:r-o)

- m>:.\ J rO-

a penon.

cntt-rcr-=:.trr The concepts of praise and glory arc closely

connected in the Semitic languages:

267 Boü

to'praise'God means to'glori!' him.

rÕ¡¡¡i

Syriac terms for'Beloved' are used in OS:
in 3:5, 3:?, 7:1, and r(a--:s¡ in
E:21. The most oornmon terms for God in OS, however, are'The Lord'(rûi:¡) with about
100 occurrences, and'The Highest'(r<>-i>), which appean about 30 times.

2óE rgïh os 8:14.
2ó9 os 19'2-5.
270 os ¡r,13.

27t os r5:2.
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crow¡r is a living one.273 The same theme is already present in the first Ode,
preserved only in Coptic translation. The Coptic word used in l:l is x.r.om, which
also has the equivalent double meaning of 'cro\trn' and 'wreath'. The latter meaning, in fact, makes mo¡e sense in the conto,rt: K^oM is plaited for the Odist in l:2,
and verses 3-5 confirm that it is a living one, the Lord Himself.
His love has nourished my heart,
unto my lips He has feÅ6l1fq ¡¡¡t

¡t

¡1t"274

One aspect of God in OS is beauty. Since in the Syriac language and in Syriac
thinking, however, beauty and goodness are strongly identified in a way very
similar to that in Greeh it is actually a matter of choice as to whether yã'yûtã

should be tanslated 'beauty' or 'goodness'.275 ¡t favour of the former we can
find the expression Sapplrã,'the beautiful one', used of God's acting in human
souls, producing harmony of mind - but it is also used in the sense of 'good' as
well3fówever, God is not only milk and honey, but - to use the biblical expresr¡on277 - a 'buming frre' as well. Ode 39 is a powerful and beautiful presentation

of the destructive aspect of His presence - but even here the water-symbolism is
employed, the power of the Lord being comparedzTs to mighry rivers that destroy

all except the faithful.
Mighty rivers are (like) the power of the Lord,
they bring those who despise him head downwards.
And they entangle their steps,
destroy their fords.
And they snatch their bodies,
comrpt their souls.279

(l(\-Jrr

272

OS

273

OS l7:1.

274

OS 16:2. Since the verb r(m.¡literally means'to vomit', the idea seems to be that the Lord
(or'Love') feeds the Odist directly from His mouth. This maternal image also enriches our
picture of the early Syriac feminine imagery of God. The possibility does not appear in the
English translations: 'poured out' (Mingana 1920), 'poured unto' (Ch¿¡rlesworth 1973),
'belched up' (Franznann 199 l).

275

OS l2:4, l5:7, l6:5, 16:17.

276

gg34j \.\q¡ ps, m= lr-l

5:l2 "like

277 u"b.

a

crolzr

\t<)

He is on my head".

r<ì--Er ihr<

tztzgj,

\¡ ¡r
\ ra¿isr
\

r<-a-r<

278 The Syriac verse in question (OS 39:l) reads t(.ì>r:r m\-r r<¡::-r r(hoirn¡. The
level of anal¡ism vs. symbolism of the expression is furôer dimmed by a grammatical
possibility existent in the Semitic languages, i.e. ùat of omining the word "like" in a

'JñÞ! in Ps. a5:6(7), which in most
comparison (a more familiar exarnple is El) 19 E¡
Bible translations is "Thy throne, O Go{ is forever and ever", but in the Finnish ranslation
it reads: 'Sinun valtaistr¡imesi on niin kuin Jumalan', 'Your throne is ü&¿ God's'.

'¡l)lì

279 os 39'l-3.
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2.2.3.4. The Poetic Subject as an Indicator of Unification
One of the striking featu¡es of OS is a certain inconsistency in the narrative. The
subject of a verse is often problematic to define; the possibilities remain manifold

even afrer the vocabulary is grammatically analysed. This had led schotars to
divide some odes into sections where "cbrist speaks" and others where .,the odist
speaks-.28o with this kind of simplification, however, something is lost from the
general impression. This 'something' could be called'the beauty of obscurity".
The obscurity ofthe subjec! moreover, does not seem to be a consequence of
clumsiness of style but an intentional effect. This functional poetic device has not
been recognised by many westem scholars who have tried to force the odes into
strict "either-or" logic in a very unfruitful way, The effect, however, has been
recognised by the Swedish translators:
Den kristne identiferas med Kristus till den grad att man inte alltid sãkert vet vem det
är som odet talar om, och detta antyder ett slags mystisk Kristusfror¡.¡.28l

Intentionality itselt however, is a relative concept in poetry: an inspired writer is
never fully conscious of all aspects or changes in his telling. Moreover, "meaning" cannot be constituted by the writer alone, but to some extent by the recipient
of the data as well. For example, in ode 4l the subject is clearly the odist in
verses l-7. Then, line 8a 'All those who seg me, will marvel', s€ems, after a
logical analysis of the entire ode, to be the beginning of the words of ch¡ist. For
anyone who in his recitation arrives at verse 8, however, the whole attitude and
attention arc still concentrated on the human subject of verses l-7. In this way line
8a may also serve as an expression of the consequences of mystical experience
unification - when read in the sense that it is a believer speaking. This means that
OS also gives the reader plenty of oppornrnities to identify himself with Ch¡ist.
Examples may be found in several odes. Ode 15 clearly consists of words of
man praising God, but in the middle of it the words of verse 9 seem to be uttered
by Cbrist. In Ode l7 the subject seems to be man in verses l-5, and Ch¡ist in 6-16.
It is, however, possible to interpret at least verses I and 5 with reference to ch¡ist

-

2E0 ï1s divisions made by Harris-Mingana (1920) in Odes 8, lO, 17,22,28,
31, 36, 4t and42

28!

are reproduced in Cha¡lesworth's edition (1977); in the Swedish tanslation (Beskow 1980)
these divisions are omitted. See Frananann 1991, 4; ñrrther reading in Aune, D. E.: The
Odes ofSolomon and Early Christian Prophecy, lVeu Testoment Studies 26 (1982),435-460,
and Aune, D, E.: Prophecy in Earþ Christianiry and tle Ancient Meditenanean llorld.
(Michigan, 1983). Due to the non-ca¡ronical characær ofOS there has been no enthusiasm to
produce any redaction theories to explain the variation.
Beskow &. Hidsl l98O,9l. "The Christian identifies himself with Christ to such an extent
that it is not always sure who is it that the ode is talking about, and this hints at a kind of
mystical Christ-piety."
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and 7-9a with reference to man. In Ode 36 the subject changes smoothly from
man to the Son of God a¡ound the third verse. In Ode 42 the first verse is spoken
by the Odist, but the sixth verse cannot be spoken by anybody but Christ. Where
did the switch occur? Here verses 3-20 seem to be spoken by Christ. There is, on
the other hand, the possibility of a believer identi$ing himself with the subject at
least in verses 3-5a and 10.
The change of subject as it takes place in three odes can be illustrated as
1¡r11o*r.2E2

Ode

l

l0

man (Son)

Ode 29

Ode 36

I

I

man

man

2 man (Son)

2 man/Son

2 man

3 mar¡/Son

3 man/Son

3 Son

4 Son

4 Son/man

4 Son

5a Son (man)

5a Son/man

5 man

5b man (Son)

5b man/Son

óa Son/man

5c Son

6 man

6b man

6 Son

7 man

7 man/Son?

8 Son

I

Son/man?

9 Son/man

l0 mar/Son

ll

man

The rotation is considerable, especially since OS contains no elements of dialogue
poems (otherwise much beloved in Syriac literature). In many cases the subject

might, of course, be identified in a different way from that suggested above, but
the main point remains unquestioned: the subject changes without warning and
without clear points of change.
The production of this kind of classification, however, presupposes certain
dogmatic dispositions in the questions (l) how evident imperfections we âre
willing to attribute to Christ (the perfect man!), and (2) how bold expressions we
dare to atfibute to the human subject (made divine!). The further we dare to go,
the more "mystical" the contents seem to become. This is an illustious example
of how mystical meanings are constituted i¡zfo texts in the reading-process.

282

The numbers ofthe verses in question in vertical columns; where both subjects are possible,
the more probable is given first The one in brackets is less probable than the one after the
diagonal line.
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A further feature to be noted is that occasionally the discourse may also take
place between God the son and God the p¿¡r"r.283 ode 28, for example, seems to

be a charismatic effi¡sion by a man resting in the bosom of God. From the ninth
verse onwards, however, the ode is clearly Messianic. In the light of these latter
verses the first eight verses could also be read as the speech ofthe Son tenderly
describing His close relationship with the Father. or, on the other hand, most of
the latter verses could be read according to the human perspective ofthe previous
verses. Thus 'my birth unlike ¿t.¡r'284 could be read as refening to either the
physical birth of Ch¡ist or to the spiritual birth of the Odist or of any believer.

Moreover, it is important to note that the "mystical" way of reading is not
arbitrary, for the subject-play seems to be intentional. The odist occasionally
declares his unification plainly, as we have already noted. He is also awa¡e of his
prophetic status in entirely explicit terms: "The Spirit of the Lord is speaking in
o'eD.2E5

Similar reflections appea¡

in a

number

of

particular expressions. For

example, 'sen/ant' at the end of the afore-mentioned Ode 29 seems to refer, on the
one hand, to Chdst, and to the believer on the other.286

2.2.3.5. Visions

Visions constitute a special category in mystical language. There are not many
criteria however, to outline any semantic processes or formation of meanings in
this case. The basic lvay to differentiate visionary language from a spiritual dis-

ls

"I behold
Paradise hymns of St.
Ephrem.288 The curious aspect in such expressions is that they may give ¿ìn even
more profound impression when there is no actual visionary reference behind
them, but they represent the "beholder's" ability to see when there is nothing to
course is the explicit demand in the

a dwelling there and a

tabernacle

person singular.287 For example,

of light" in the

see.

283

Ode 22 is basically a thanksgiving hdm addressed by the Son to the Father, his protector in
Sheol. At th€ end ofthe ode, however, the subject seems to be a human one.

2& os28,lz.^ ornhcr-rr( ¡ho:r-L i*\r<lsr<.

285

OS ó:2. Divine inspiration is ctaimed in at least eight different places: l0:l-2, ll:6, l2:1,
l5:5, 16:5 ('I open my mouth, and His Spirit will speak in me'), l7:5 ('And the thought of
ûuth led md'), 36: I and 42:6 where the risen Christ declares: "I arose and am with them, and
I will speak by their mouths."

286 'And I gave

praise to the Most High, because He has made great His servan! andthe son

of

His maidservant" (OS 29:ll). Most scholars and commentators remain silent about the
ambiguþ; some have chosen to support one or other of the possibilities. Charlesworth l9?3,
I 13.

287

lt

;ltlf

.ì

classical example being Ezekiel l:a ('f lÐSi1- l Þ
i1ì9Þ n l ¡1 );1'ì
as the starting-point of tl¡e Jewish merkmtamysticism.

¡tìtì

traditionafly considered

288 Epht

rn, Hymnen de Paradßo 8:3. English tanslation according to Brock

IÐ0, I3I.

ì ),
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of (the Spirit of) the Lord is

lll

occasionally described with

expressions indicating a visionary encounter, also in OS.
And I was lifted up by the light,
I passed before His ¡....289
I went up into the light of Truth, as into a chariot.29o

"I went up to the light of Truth as into a
chariot", and contains a vision of a comrptive couple, a bride and bridegroom
imitating the Beloved and His bride with their own feasts and wines.
OS also contains descriptions of visions of Paradise, a famous topic in latter
Syriac literature and a basic element of the theological thinking of Syriac authors.
Ode 38 sta¡ts with a solemn declaration:

And He brought me to His Paradise,
wherein are the riches ofthe Lord's deligþ¡291

This theme is fil¡ther developed in the Pa¡adise hymns of St. Ephrem. His vision
develops as a result of reading the sacred Scriptures and meditating upon them.
Both the bridge and the gate ofParadise

did I find in this book. I crossed over and entered;
my eye indeed remained outside bur my mind entered within.
I began to wander amid things not described [it. 'unwrinen']
This is a luminous height, clear, lofty and fain
Scripture named it Eden, the summit of all blessings.
There too did I see the bowers ofthejust [...]292
Paradise raised me up as I pcrceived it,
it enriched me as I meditated upon it;293

The spiritual character of Paradise is expressed beautifully in os by transferring
(should we say, transplanting!) human beings among the vegetation:
Blessed are they, Lor{
who are planted in your eanh,
those who have a place in your Paradise.294

Eastem theology in general, and theologicaniturgical poefy in particular,
operates in a way that could be described as timeless or synchronic. In other
289

OS

2l:6.

290

OS38:1.(r<h:ri:rlr n¡r( r(iirr dicncu¡l h-o\o

291

OS I l;16.

tol

¡

293

Ephrem: Hymnen de Paradiso 5:5-6. English n-anslation according to Brock 1990, 103-104.
Ephrem: Hymnen de Paradiso 6:4. Englidr fanslation according to Brock 1990, I10.

294

OS I l:18.
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words, X can be connected with Y regardless of their difference in time or space,
if they have a cortmon element in substance. Poetic language is full of such
associations. Therefore, 'Paradise' and 'cro$rn' are joined by the Odist who urges:
"come into His Paradise, make for yourself a crown (kßlîlq from His tt"".'295
Is there something to be deduced about the experiences themselves behind
the words? Due to their visionary and prophetic character, they clearly belong to
the "mystical". That the ecstatic quâlity is present in them is revealed by images
of drunkenness, even though it is not a central theme or motive for the Odist, and
even less for St. Epbrem.

2.2.3.6. Charismatic Themes in the Epic of Rabban Hormizd

As a cu¡iosity, we may note a less known poetical work which constitutes a
peculiar tibute to a 7th-century saint, Rabban Hormizd. The text was written
perhaps in the l4th century by the otherwise unknown Sergius of Azerbaijan, and
was probably meant to be recited at Rabban Hormizd's feast. This gigantic (3496

lines) epic is arranged into 22'gates' according to the letters ofthe Syriac alphabet, so that every line of each 'gate' ends with its corresponding letter. This difficult system led the author to use uncommon words and derive new nouns and
verbal forms from existing roots. Since the epic repeatedly deals with cha¡ismatic
topics, one might expect to find peculiar expressions for the mystical experience'2s
Often the images correspond to those found in other works, yet there are
several less customary featu¡es as well. Rabban received 'joy',297 the "extent of

which the tongue of flesh cannot ¡sl¿1g".298 He remained in 'wonderment'
(tedmôrta),299 and in 'ecstasy' (tahrQ for three hours.300 Experiences are caused
by the 'mercies' (raþmQ of Jesus, and these were abundantly'flashing' (ettabraqw) like thunder upon Rabban.3ol Another somewhat rarer expriession is that the

295 os 20:7. 'wreath' is also, of course, a suitable translation here.
29ó Especially Rabban Hormizd's legendary encounter with Mar Sylvanus is portrayed in great
charismatic detail; it is reputed that the latter's soul delighted (r<-.-g¡¡o¡h>¡) in 'divine
visions'

297

(r<-dilr< r(o

r.li) Budge 1894, line 106l

þ.

50). Budge 1902,366.

¡'\ç¡u

Budge 1E94, line 677 (p. 34). Budge 1902, 345. 'Joy' resulting from ccstatic
experience, see also line 1093 (p. 52).
298 r(ho-,:rr-= m-lu¡:r ,<'>r ,<\ r<io= gJ:r Budge 1894, line 6?8 (p. 34). Budge

t902,345.

299 ,g\i65¿rh Budge 1894, line l0S7 (p.5l). Budge 1902,368.
300 Budg. 1894, line l0gl (p. 52). Budge translates rfimh as 'wonderment', which
theless also the way he renders

301

Budgc l894, tine

3

122 (p.

r(hìcu¡rh

l5l).

is never-

above (1902, 368).

Budge (1902, 492) translates

cr-oi-=h

lrr(

as 'shone'.
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Holy Spirit 'adomed' (¡abbet) him.302 Christ "filled him with the Spirit and all
gifts",303 and the experiences he enjoyed enabled him even to blow 'fiery flashes'
against devils.3oa

The leading qualrty of the mystical experience in the Epic is warmtlu which
*flaming fire of his love of Jesus oür Lord",305 and is identified
culminates in the
with the fire which Ch¡ist was to cast into this world.306 Rabban Hormizd became
"flaming and burning".3o? *¡1. was warmed (ethamem) with the love of Jesus as

with a fl¡me of fite (nabraÍtã de-närã¡."308
The image of r.¡nion occrus several times. Rabban used to delight in 'divine
union' (mehrydíitã allõhãyãù3oe he was 'united (neþayyed) unto Him'310 in
prayer. Nevertheless, the same verb is used in the Epic even of the fellowship of
monks who were'united' (elbayyedw\ and'intermingled' (etmezagzagw) together
in 'one soul and one body'.3!t TLe brothers also 'mix' (balteÐ and 'mingle'
(mæzeg) their love with the love of their Lord.3l2 Furthermore, the light is
'united' (etha¡yedft3 to Rabban's soul.
A large proportion ofthe experiences are visionary in cha¡acter. Ch¡ist filled
Rabban with 'revelations' (gelyãne)3ll *O 'visions of the spirit' (hezwdnë derûbfrs;'he shone (nehar) and was illuminated (ettanhar) by the visions of the

302 Bu.fge 1894,1ine2227 (p. 107). Búgel%)2,437.
303 ¡'¡=6o¡r \-ro rú,oi ,oL.\> Budge tE94, line ó61

3o4 . ¡icu¡ r(ä>ro
_)

þ.33). Budge 1902,344-345.

r-r.. ùJ), <-or¡
(,rr(å-ro r<åJù¡ r(cür¡ r<!L.i-rJE -=:-r Budge 1E94, line 672-473 (p.33).

Budge (1902, 344) tanslates: "And suddenly lightring, which was

full of fiery rays;

He

breathed on the camp of the foul devils which were in ambush."

305

rû:r-o-\:r - -iì

336.

-s-o-r-.r

crEtcr¡¡

30ó *The Fire that our Lord cast'' (^
Budge 1902,336. Luke 12:49.

307 ß'

r\or\h:¡o r(lul ro-¡h:r

io-r:

Budge 1894, line 515 (p. 26). Budge 1902,

Þ ¡ì>:l(:r r(icur). Budge 1894, line 516 (p. 27).

Budge 1894, line 517

þ.

27). Budge 1902, 336.

r08

puhr( r(icr¡¡ r<ùu.i-=-¡ tnçr( -rcr-r- h:r.rì.= Budge 1894, line 2404 (p.

309

6'6- ¡o.=h:¡ r<h-r¡\r< ¡(trro:r-'g¡-¡o

l16). Budee 1902,447.

Budge 1894, line 671 (p.33). Budge 1902,

344.

310

3¡t

¡'o- rrr>r rnio Budge 1894, line 670 (p.33). Budge ßm,3&,.
Budge 1894, linel242(p.59). Budge
derivation of the root llZG.

1902,377.o\\ìI\r<seemstobeSergius'sown

312 Bodge 1894, line l28l (p.61). Budge 1902,3E0.
313 Budge 1894, line 676 (p. 34). Budge 1902,345.
314 Budge 1894, line 22a9
þ. 108). Budge ¡902, 438. Sometimes the expression'divine

3r5

revelations'(nÕcn\< <-¡*lQ isused. Budge 1E94, line 1242(p.59). Budge 1902,377.
Budg. 1894,1ine2249 (p. IOS). Budge 1902,43E.
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Spint (henay rúhã)-316' he was even 'fattened' (metpanam hwã) with,revelations' (getyãneJ3¡7 \Uhaq therl did these revelations entail? The author does not
go into deøil. Things revealed include 'corporeal and incorporeal', 'secret things'
(rãzQ and 'hidden mysteries' (sefrrãtã).3t8 There is also a description of the
appe¿¡rance of light. During a theoria an 'unsetting ligþt' (núhrã de-lã 'ãreb)
sta¡ted to 'blaze' (azleg).3te The vision consisted of a 'pillar' ('ammíidã) of ligbt
which 'illuminated' (manhar) and 'shone' (mazleg).3z0 Besides the light, there
was also 'an unvanishing odqur'.32t

The cause of the experiences is more frequently than in any other sou¡ce
named simply as 'Jesus'. Sometimes the causes are referred to in a more ambiguons \ /ay: they spring up (nebîg) from the 'hidden power' (bsylA kasyã') which in
turn is received in the 'secrets' (râ2Q,322 a term which can refer either to the
Sacraments, especially Holy Communion, or to the secrets revealed in the revelation. The very broadly used concept of 'contemplaÍion' (te'oryãs) is mentioned as
having been caused by 'bestowal' (fiuklúnã) of the Spirit,3æ a word which comes

fiom the same root as Hebrew n j
'spiritual gift'.

'lÇ;

in

Syriac

it

means

'gift',

especially

We may also note the exceptionally rich variety of expressions indicating the
cessation of mystical experience: "he returned to his mind't.324 <*¡o¿ (h&,nã)
retu¡ned to its taste Qa'meh\",325 "his mind retumed to him',32ó and perhaps the

strongest one,

in the case of

three hours

of

ecstasy: "they came back to

themselves'.327

3ló

Budg. 1894, line 3123 (p. l5l). Budge lg12,4g2. Also, in lne2249 (p. t0S) Christ filled
him with revelations and visions

(r(ro u).

317 Budge 1894, line 1063 (p. 50). Fattening is a typical Semitic
318

3f9

expression

of

welfa¡e,

translated "fed abundantly" by Budge (1902,367).

lllT (p.53). Budge lgÌ2,37O.
Budg. 1E94, line I lE7 (p. 56). Budge 1902,374.

Budge 1894, line

320 Budge 1E94, line 1215
ûr.5E). Budge 1902,376.
321 ¡¡(:r ¡(\;r r(rui Budge 1894, line I lS9 (p. 56). Budge 1902,374.
122 Budg. 1894, line 1290 (p. 62). Budge 1902, 380. In line l0?3 this

power hidden in him

'restorcd the dead to life'.

323 Budg" 1894, line l0?5 (p.51). Budge 1902,367.
324 *e.no cn-¡-rì-= Budge 1894, Iine I198 (p. 57).

Budge (1902, 3?5) ranstates "retumed

himself'. The reilrn is here caused by the 'Grace of Jesus the Lord'.
125 Budg" 1894, line lllS (p. 53). Budge (1902,3?O) translates "their understanding retumed
to

unto its power of disceming". The retum is herc caused by the'divine action'

(r<!L.mJr< cr-n-=-:,:r).

326 cn 16¡¡ rn\ q¡rn Budge 1894, line 1076 (p. 5l). Budge 1902,367.
327 o5,*'
\ôrndr L- Budge 1894, line 1092 (p.52). Budge 1902,368.
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The result of this parade of experiences is that Rabban Hormizd ..asc,ended
the lofty grade of spirituality and became magnified"; his whole being became
'fire in fne' (núrõ be-nûrã) like a cherub (ba-dmõt kerõbã).32E He also reached his
'perfection' (gemîrûtã)329 And finally, the author tums the charismatic language
towa¡ds the reader by exhorting that "by his guidance let us suck the milk of the
Spirit (þeleb rúh)"

.330

Several featu¡es of the syntactic and semantic deep-structure of the discourse
in the epic may be illustated by means of the scheme outlined in figure below,
based on the following verses.
(lines l06l-70:)
And his soul used to refiesh itself in divine visions,
he continually took delight in contemplations,
he was enriched with revelations at all times.
He was led by the divine providence,
Three days he sat in the cell close to the community,
the brethren having compleæd the compline and the fust itaråiszra,
and the reader having sat down to read the commentary on Genesis to the brethren,
the mind of Mar Sylvanus was carried away in contemplation,
all the things to come and hidden secrets were revealed to him,
and he leamed the meaning of the hidden secrets of the new world.

(lines 1075-77:)
And by the bestowal of the Spirit having enjoyed the contemplation,
his mind returned to him again by the power of Grace
and he understood the mysteries and the hidden thi¡gs he had leamed.

charismatic terminologt and relations in lines 106l-1077 of the 'Epic of Rabban Hormkd'. The
concepls shown by the

contat are in sqaare brackzs.

RELATION:
hawnã

RELATION
te
te

hcwna

te
refurn

hqwnã

328

Budge 1894, line I 164, I 167 (p. 55). Budge 1902,373

329

Budge 1894, line I 196 (p. 57). Budge 1902,374.

330

Budge 1E94, line 3105 (p. 150). Budge 1902,491.
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The last case is a curiosþ, essentially differenL albeit parallel in irs syntactic
structure, the interesting thing being that it shows that the cessation of ecstasy
may also be viewed as sent by God. As the table shows, the cause is often left
unmentioned" perhaps because it is too self-evident; the anthropological terminology refening to the subject is not always used in a completely logical way; the
effects of experience are manifold and many-sided.
Finally, we may make a few concluding remarks on the poetic expression of
the mystical experience. The semantic mechanisms in the expression of the experience do not differ essentially from those of Syriac prose. The choice of signs,
the vocabulary, of OS, or that of St. Ephrenr, is not radically different from other
Syriac sources of this study, all the basic imagery of mystical experience appea¡ing in the poetic form. The peculiar featu¡e of OS is its flickering play with the
subject, taking place somewhere beneath the grammatical level of the text. The
epic of Rabban Hormizd contains a few extraordinary words and expressions,
mostly rare forms of the roots commonly used in mystical contexts, but mostly the
approach is based on the use ofquite conventional expressions.

2.3.INTERPRETATION
In the previous chapter the focus was essentially on the expression of whatever
takes place in a single experience. V/e shall now move on to a more abstract level,

aiming to outline the interpretations that operate with the general nature of experience, and to make some deductions as to the position of experience in relation
both to God and to the subject.

23.1. Language and Interyretation

it is necessary to point out
certain observations concerning the mechanisms in the use of language. The very
differentiation of expression and interpretation, seemingly a modem one, was in
fact already observed by John ofDalyatha:
Before considering the problem of interpretation

express the modality of the revelation of God in sanctified minds (madde'ë
megaddeíQ, is not allowed for the tongue. But the interpretation (pùSãqã) of the great
mystery is appointed for pure and illuminated minds. It is, however, immersed in

To

s¡¡Enç¿.33 I

331 The first
307).

phrase literally:

'to tell the

howness

of revelation"; Beulay Lettes, l:4 (pp. 306-
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The problems of signification that we encountered on the level of expression are
reflected on the level of interpretation so that the signs of inner states may be in
almost free variation. The problem was also realised by Isaac of Nineveh; in his
discussion ofthe prevailing conceptual confirsior¡ he attempted to produce a basic

division into "spiritual" and'þsychic" levels.
The holy fathers are accustomed to designate all profitable emotions and all spiritual
working by the name of prayer. [...] sometimes they designate by spiritual prayer
kelôtã rúhãnãyã) that which thcy sometirnes call contemplation (të,õryã), and,
sometimes knowledge (1da'tQ and sometimes revelations of intelli gible thinç (geþãne
de-netyad'ãnîtã). Do you see how the fathers change their sþifications ãr spiiituat
things? This is because naming can be established with exactness only in the case of
things of this world. The things of thc new world do not have a real name, but only a
simple cognition (îda'tã peí-ttQ, which is above all names, signs, forms and .o¡ouo.332

For this very reason there is not, and cannot be, any completely objective way to
understand the mystical accounts. A reader must interpret subjectively what idea
is signified by what sign. In other words, it is impossible to put together categories
consisting of all occurrences of a certain term without including cases where the
same term is used with a different meaning. similarly, it is probable that a single
author may employ several terms to refer to the same state of being, the result
being that their semantic fietds interpenetrate.

In the case of terms refening to concrete realities it is usually possible to
make reasonably sharp distinctions between the va¡ious meanings of one word,
and to decide whether a usage is a va¡iation on the basic meaning or a completely
different one (even though etymologically speaking the origin of the different
meanings a¡e often in the varying usages of the original basic meaning). In the
case of abstract terms, however, the difference between the divergent meanings
and varying usages regularly seems to be stepless and indefinite.
The process of interpretation operates on va¡ious levels. Even a one-word
sign of the experience may be interpretative. The most imprecise interpretative
concept to signi$ mystical experience and in that sense the most general one

(albeit not by its frequency) is the overall term'the good'
Qãbtã),333 the use of
which implies that a conception of good and bad is being applied, the experience,
of course, being interpreted into the former. what makes this sign more interpretative in comparison with the signs indicating 'rvarmth', for instance? Could
one not say that the signification of the experience asi 'warm' implies a conception

of the corresponding disposition of warmth and coldness, and an interpretation
132

Bud;an: Perfectione Religiosa,163-169; wensinck: Mystic Trealises, ll4. Metyad'ãnîtais
of sensual perception: "conceivable by the mind; intellectual, spiritual,
immaterial, mystical." Payne-Smith, 3 I ó.

the opposire

333

E.g. Be-djan: Perfectione Religiosa,5S; wensinck: wstic Treatises,4l. "His knees are not
able to lean on the earth before that exultation. It is that goodwhich is exuding in his body.,'
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that attaches the experience to the former category? I would argue that there is a
difference, albeit not necessarily a precise one, and it is in the fact that 'warmth' is
a more objective quality, as good and bad are related to values and are therefore
more dependent on subjective interpretation. One may veriff and possess empirical certainty of the feeling of warmth, but not of "goodness".
In the verbal field it is completely possible, and presumably not infrequent,
that the interpretation is inspired by the symbol itself, regardless of its original
reference in the mental dimension. The concept of fountain, for example, is a very

fruitñ¡l one for interpretation, since it implies a certain notion of creativity and
vitality; God Himself is often designated the sou¡ce of life, the 'spring of all
worlds' (mabbõ'â de-larl 'ãlmQ.33a ¡o¡n of Dalyatha pulls these stings together
by declaring that "I stupe& myself (tahar bî end) and exult spiritually, for in me
there is a source of life (neb'ã de-þayyQ". He considers this to be the ultimate end
of the incorporeal world.335

2.3J. Classific¡tion of Experiences
Once the experiences are expressed, whether analytically or symbolically, the
expressions arc open for va¡ious discursive plays in the verbal field, regardless of
their original reference. For example, the contradiction between certain symbolic
expressions can be put to disceming use by a skilful author such as John of
Dalyatha, who draws a functional synthesis between the symbols of fue and
water: "A blazs (ialhebfã) has kindled in my kemels, and the springs (meÍnQ
have gushed out to moisten my flesh so that it might not be burnt up.-336
The notion of inexpressibility is in fact an interpretative feature itself
indicating inability or unwillingness to employ a more revealing expressior¡ as we
have discussed above. Consequently, it is also possible to interpret the inexpressi-

bility

of
ofjoy in the category of

as being caused by some of the elements that we encountered on the level

expression. For example, we once again face the concept

interpretation in expressions such as fioy) "makes the tongue silent" and is "inexthe relation
pressible".337 The former rema¡k may also be interpretative

if

between joyous experience and silence is de faclo mere correlation without
causalþ, and the minimal significance of the latter expression is that the joy in
question cannot be reproduced for sensation by means of discrusive description.
The notion of inability of expression actually implies lack of awareness of all the
mental processes taking place during the experience, which in tum provides

334 Beulay: Lettres,5l.8 (yry. a76477).
335 g"u¡"t' Lettres,27 l (pp. 33&-389).
136 Beulay: Lettres, 4:6þp. 3lC-319).
337 Be-d¡an, Perfectione Rel igiosa, 486; Wensinck

Mystic Trcat ises, 326.
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processes taking place during the experience, which in tum provides various
possibilities for understanding the concepts, and especially extraordinary ways to
draw causalities between the recognised aspects ofthe experience. For instance,
Isaac of Nineveh states that "enjoyment envelops the whole being in rapture
without your perceiving it", as if one could enjoy something without being aware

sf

i1t338

Single experiences may, in principle, be arranged into sets of similar or
parallel experiences, and the naming of these sets produces technical terms for
various types of experience. In the Syriac sor¡¡ces of this study, however, very
little attention was paid to the classification of different experiences and their
relation to each other. As fa¡ as I can see, different types of inner states are not
classified with technical terms in Syriac metathoology, perhaps with the exception
of maggenãnúfõ. ln fact the very word closest to the concept of 'state'
(meíúhtã)33e is seldom used.

Why then should we not classify temhã and tahrõ as "technical terms"? The
answer depends on the definition of technicality. The terms a¡e used with such
high frequency that there is inevitably some conventionality in their usage. But
the concept of "technical term", as I see it, indicates that the position of the
particular temr in the discoruse should have a certain inherent value and be the
starting-point. This, however, is not the case in our textual material, where temhã
and tahrã are not given any technical content; their specific feahues in relation to
other experiences or states a¡€ not specified, and the metatheological discourse
contains no explicit or implicit aüempt to distinguish between them. As noted
above, especially temhã does appear in positions where the original meaning,
'wonder' or 'amazement', is definitely the only possible translation.3ao The same
is true in the case of 'drunkenness', which may also be used in a negative sense as
a symbol of the effects of passions.3al
Consequently, there are no actual theories ofvarious states. On the contrary,
the totality and all-assimilating nature of the experience is more stessed, at the

338

h¡('

.\i <I

Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,4Só;Wensinck:

339 Mingata 1934/'Abdi5o',
sent to a Friend,s5

152b, p. 271

ÌtlysticTreatßes, 326.

(tr. 160); Olinder: A Leuer olPhiloxenus of Mabbug

(40t).

310

E.g. *striking our enemies with amuemenl"; Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,242; Wensinck:
Mystic Treatises, 163.
341 "Send aid to (my) scattered impulses which are drunken (
ço i) with the multitude of the
passions." @rock: ,Secozd part,5:4, ed. 6, cf. tr. 7.) 'Drunkenness' is also used by him in a
negative s€nse as a symbol of the 'sight of men'. (Bedjan: Per/ectione Religiosa, 132;
Wensinck:

Wtic

Treatises, 90.,
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expense ofspecial features: its contents may be described as sour and sweet, fiery
and watery,342 and above all wordless.

Nevertheless, the source material does contain several means of arranging
mystical experiences in quite a general way. A simple way to divide them into
two categories is based on the presence or absence ofa visionary aspect in shapeless and visionary experiences. This does not take us very far, however, since
there a¡e very few cases in which something actually seems to have been seen.343
The boldest Syrian seer is srnely the author of The Book of the Holy Hierotheos,
who decla¡ed that he had seen Pa¡adise and the Tree of Life with his own eyes.3e
Still even he, among all the other metatheologians, considers shapeless experiences to belong on a higher grade.3as For the same reason, however, it is also
possible that the parole on the visions of Paradise does not signiry a concrete
visionary experience; seeing in the physical sense is not considered necessary,
since it cannot offer greater certainty than inner intuition (or whatever it is called).
ln other words, when claiming to have 'seen' something the author may have
simply meant'being certain'.
Another basic way to outline main types for the inner phenomena is the
division into psychic and spiritual, behind which lies the standa¡d classification in
Syriac metatheology, i.e. the th¡eefold division of spiritual life into physical,
psychic and spiritual stages.3a6 The psychic and spiritual are thoroughly discussed
by Isaac of Nineveh. His criterion of differentiation is very interesting, albeit
perhaps a little frustrating for us. Namely, all phenomena that include thoughts,
and that a¡e for that reason expressible verbally, belong to the psychic (naiíõnãyí)

for example, "prayers of fen¡our Qetha) and understandng" (lda'tã lit. 'knowledge'). In the spiritual (rúbãna) stage there is a thought-free silence, so that
prayer, strictly speaking, is not even possible. Conceming the ecstatic phenomenon, this means that the more ordinary joyous ecstatic experiences are

-

342

For example: "As long as thisfre works inwardly, a current of thoughts breaks forth like a
spring of ü,ate¡." Olinder: A Letter of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4l (30r).

343 'ft€

concept of 'revelation' (gelyãnã) does not necessarily refer to visions; it is rather a
general term for inner spiritual insight, a kind of 'þartial illumination". See below, chapter

t

<',

*l say with bold¡ess that I have seen with
87 (79-S0t)
telling;
for
I
have
seen Paradise and the Trce of Life, and
which
am
the
things
I
my own eyes
have mystically and divinely been made partaker in its living and life-giving vitality."

344 Marsh' Book of the Holy Hierotheos.
345 Marsh'

Book of the Holy Hierotheos, ll8 (10?*) Here the shapelessness is connected with
the general disappearance ofshapes in the neo-Platonic eschatological vision. "For, when the
mind is accounted worthy of these things, it will not see by vision (|<ots), nor by 'form'
(r(hcg¡:r); and it will no longer ascend and descend, and will no more see above and
below; for thcn, the shape of the world passes away, and (the Mind?) is no longer limited but

limisall."
346

Fo,

*ore

details, see p. 159-161.
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preceded by and inferior to the more uncommor\ total and silent ecstatic experi-

ence. "The sight (lßzãtã) during prayer is more excellent than the delight
(hannî'ätã) during prayer, as an adult man is superior to a little boy."347

Truly ecstatic experiences, in which'the body is as lifeless"348 - an expression which justifies the translation 'trance' - belong to a rare state afrer prayer,
identified with the wordless süate of 'pure prayer' þelotã dekltõ, which usually
does not seem to indicate 'tance', however). This ultimate mode of being has no
more prayers, tears, emotions, yearnings, applications, po\ù€r or freedom, for
pmyer by definition entails intention, reaching something, and turning away from
something, which is no longer the case in the state of pure prayer.349 Since this
'prayer of spirit' (selotã de-ríiþ'¡, however, originates in ordinary prayer, continues
Isaac, it is commonly but carelessly called 'prayer'. This is connected with Isaac's
doctrine ofthe corporeal, psychic, and spiritual stages. In the psychic stage there
is freedom, but the spiritual man's will and nature do not n¡le but are ruled, which
culminates in his ignorance of whether he is in the body or not. consequently, it is
impossible to pray a spiritual prayer, for in this perspective prayer and spirituality
are concepts that a¡e mutually exclusive! In this way the discourse of Isaac has
developed a new technical term, 'spiritual prayer', by defining its meaning as
something clearly distinct from the general connotations of 'prayer'. Yet for this

very formal similarity of the concept Isaac does not recommend the term of
'spiritual prayer': the condition in question should according to him, rather be
called the 'child ofpure prayer'.35o
Isaac's use of the concept of prayer here seems to be somewhat unequalled in
earlier monastic thought. His approach, curiously, is perhaps at least to some
extent due to a mistranslation in the Syriac version of Evagrius that Isaac was
reading. The result, however, is an original, and not illogical, line of thought.35l

3a7 B.-d¡-, Perfeaione Religiosa, 164; wensinck: l.lystic

Treatises,

nl.

Brock: second part,

Chapter 32 (€d. 130-13 I, tr. 142-143).

34E According to

a morre stat¡c interpretation, however, such expressions could be taken to mean

simply thæ the body is dead to the passions, and the flesh does not resist the spiritual
activity.

349 *lt would

be a blasphemy if there was found among the creation somebody who says that
spiritual prayer can be prayed at all." Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 16g; wensinck: Myslic

ll4.
..¡ r(ho\*r r(:tL
Treatßes, I l5-l lÈ

Treatises,

350 6'h
351

eea¡an: perfectione Religiosa, 170-175; \ilensinck: Mysric

Tbis curiosity was first noticed by I. Haushen in his article "Par detå l'oraison pure, grâce à
une coquille. A propos d'un texte d'Evagre" in Ratue d',tlscetique et de la tþstiquexlll, no.
50, 1932 (see pp. I 86-l EE). The Greek original ofthe verse of Evagrius reads, in Hausherr's
translation, "La prière est un état de I'intellect quine s'avère que sout¡ la seule lumière de la
Sainte Trinité", but in the Syriac version the verb in italics is metpasseqã: "prayer is a state
of intellect (hawnQ that is nor cut of except by the single light of the Hoty Trinity by the
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When the emotional occurrences have been signified verbally and arranged

into mystical states, the next step would be the porhayal of spiritual life as a
system of different stages in which the abstracted states are placed in tum. The
orders ofvarious states and their arrangement into separate stages ofspiritual life
may, however, easily become more or less arbitrary: theoretical systems directed
by literary motifs tend to disengage themselves from the existential reality. Therefore it is important to make it clear that the various stages do not essentially rule
each other out but rather they interpenetate one another. ln A Letter Sent to a
Friend, for example, it is stated that those who are still at the 'bodily stage', which
in the East Synan monastic reality corresponds to the coenobite period of the
noviciate, do every now and then receive joy, knowledge, conviction of the remission of sins, or the gift of tears.352
Syrian metatheologians are not especially fond of producing systematic
classifications. Authors acquainted with the thought of Evagrius could relate the
experiences into divisions arising from the Evagrian system. In the basic scheme
of John of Dalyatha the world of experience is divided into tb¡ee spheres: purity,
serenity and a third one, each being symbolised by a cosmological image. The
fust is that of impassible purity of soul' (dalryútã de-lã þâíõSûtã de-nafiã) tvhich
is cha¡acterised by the contemplation of the corporeal beings and symbolised by
the light of the moon. The sphere of serenity (atra de-íaffitã), or the sphere of
'serenity of the intellect' 6artn7ã de-madde'ã), is cha¡acterised by the contemplation of the incorporeal and symbolised by the stars; in it the workings of Grace a¡e
manifold. The third one seems to lack an actual name, being referred to only as

'the one above both'; it is characterised by the vision of the Light of the Holy
Trinity and symbolised by the light of the sun. [n biblical language, according to
the allegorical interpretation, it is the 'Promised Land'. The experiences are
related to this model so that in the first sphere the mind (hswnõ\ appeañi clothed
in shapeless light, in the second sphere the vision is a fìery one, and in the third
sphere the vision is of crystal light.353
(talvã)," Beulay 1990, 217-21E. Isaac does not actually quote the passage
but has a similar expression in Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,174.
h-r<!^:rr<- *God constantly visits rhem in his
r(m\r(
alhoMabbug to a Frien{9 (6*).
of
Letter
of
Philorenas
Grace"; Olinder:

means ofecstasy

¡52
353

.\-

I

--q.nl

ir=o

Beulay: l,ettres,48;4-13 (pp. 50G507; the connections with Evagrius are pointed out in the
foourotes). The author of this particular letter is, according to Beulay, not John but rather
Joseph the Seer. The use of the name atra de-J$yútã seems to cover the third sphere as well.
For a synopsis of the thought of Evagrius, see A. Louth: The Origins of the Christian
þstical Tradition (Clarendon Press, Oxford l98l), l0l-1 13. A corresponding division
occurs, for example, in Philoxène de Mabboug: La lette à Patricius,T4 (E20-821). We may
here remark the ûee use of symbolism: an earthly ooncePl such as 'crystal' may be used to
signif a state higher than the one desþated with a more immaterial concept of shapelessness.
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John of Dalyatha in particular is fond of designating the inner states in a very
charming way with the concept of atrã,'area' or 'sphere'. The concept of sphere
creates literally - more space around the concept by refening both to the state
and to its context. The actual significances ofJohn's frequent references to different spheres, modes that are entered in the mystical pursuit, are open to our metainterpretation. One may either attempt to reconstruct a logical system of various
spheres, or to view the spheres described with different vocabulary as merely
varying ways of expressing the same reality, or to be exac! expressing its over-

-

lapping aspects. To designate a conc€pt as a'sphere' is also one way ofabstracting the discourse about the actual concept. "Blessed is the one who knows the

'sphere

of

knowledge' (atrã de-ída'tã) and understands that there are no

þeu¡s¡s.'354 Thereby the author may sign non-discursive intuitions as the 'voiceless sphere' (atrã deJã qãlã),355 an oppressive condition as the 'sphere of
robbers' (atrã de-gayyãsë\,356 a joyous quattty as the 'sphere ofjoys' (anã dehaddewãtã),35? and a certain feeling of alienation (in relation to the present world)
as a 'sphere that is not mine' (ørã de-Ia ùIÐ.35E Accordingly, the ecstatic
experience itselfcan be depicted as the'sphere ofwonder and ecstasy' (atra dedummârâ wad+ehrã).3se In the upper spheres the dominant feature is unification
(see below, p. 136-138). On the other hand, John also discusses spheres that have
no actual names, for instance "the sphere that is preserved from alien percep6oor.360 The lack of a name indicates a certain lack of artificiality in the discourse, which is not directed by the vocabulary.
In addition to the general divisions presented above, individual authon have
several minor classifications. For instance, from the discou¡se of the cosmic rising
in The Book of the Holy Hierotheos we may note the th¡ee upper stages of the

individual's evolution: Iove, unification and intemringling (þubba

-

Myútd

-

þebllútã).36r
The most profound classification of mystical experiences into different stages
can be found in 'Abdi5o' lhe seer's Book of Answers. He describes'the workings

of grace of the Father of our Lord Jesus christ" as eleven different stages
$uþlaJ\ that constitute a somewhat unique series in the whole Syriac corpus.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the stages are not given any actual names,

354
355
356
357
358
359
360

36t

Beulay: Lenres, 38:2(pp. a08-a09).
Beulay: LeíÌes,3gi4(pp.

alaal5).

Beutay: Leíres,39:4 (pp. 414415).
Beulay: Leures,

4O:5

(pp.

a21a2l.

Beulay: Izures,39'10 (pp, at &a l9).
Beulay:

Lcttres,4}:l

fBp.

Beulay: I¿ures,4O:5 (pp.

a22ani).
azaazfi¡.

Marsh;BookoftheHolyHierotheos,

lltsl3O(108-llBr);Widengren t9ó1,

196.
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nor is their number restricted to ter¡ twelve or any other sacred number. These
featu¡es show an evident reluctance to engage in theoretical speculation, but on
the other hand this discursive abstinence does imply concentration on the reality
ofexperience.362

L

The stage of complete physical and psychical ræt (neyabô. During this period
oûe must kcep one's quiehrde and not commune with anyone, and try to "respond
to what is being 6e¡s".363 'Abdi5o' gives a biblicat parallel to this stage: the
mind (hawnã) is baptised with the same baptism with which Moses was baptised
at Mount Sinai.

2.

The stage of 'workings of intuitions' (ma'bdãmrãlã de-sukkãlQ during which
one must keep on preserving quietude, not allowing one's mind to leave the inner
gate ofthe hean, and especially being on one's guard against disuaction ofmind,
images (demwatQ and understandings that are subjectively composed (merakkeb
sutJ,ãle). Practices such as recitation of Psalms and prostrations before the Cross
are recommended.

3.

The stage of the 'love of Psalms and of recitation' (reþnetã de-mu.mõrë wa&
qeryãnd), in which one must beware of the demon of vainglory who 'accompanies this stage'. The motive of recitation should be love of God alone. lf the
mind is free fiom vainglory one can reach the next ståge.

4.

The stage of the 'flow of tears' (terî'ût

dan'/

and continual prostations

(nappulta ammlntâ) before the Cross. This is a boundary between purity
(dakyút ã) and ser enity (!

ffi

t ã).

5.

The stage of contcmplation (të'õryãs) of divine judgement a¡rd providence. This
produces love for one's fellow-men and continual prayer (ba'utã annlnûlQ for
their conversion. Mcn are seen inwardly: not as just or unjust, bond or free, male
or female, but in the likeness of the irnage (demútã de-galmte) in which they were
created; Christ is seen in all.

6.

The stage of impulses (nebhQ of light and fne (nùhra da-mmøga) stining and
rising (nãbhîn we-sãlqîn) in the heart (be-gm lebbõ), during which the Spirit
operates in the senses ofsmell and taste.

7.

A higher

state of'hearing the voice ofa fine sound ofgtorification''3g psychic
and physical capacities do not suffice for their description, since the stage belongs

to the sphere of the world to come. The stage includes contemplation of the
'cloud of the intelligible Cherubim' ('enãnã da-þõbë netyad'an|; the mind
with them in glorious praise.'AbdiSo' also gives a
biblical reference for this stage: the intercession of the Holy Spirit refened to by
hears their voices and is united

paul in Rom. 9.27.365

362 Ming*" 1934/'AbdiÈo', l58b-t6la, pp. 277179 (tr. 169-173). The

stages

are not

stages seven and eight is somewhat
indistinct, so the number might in fact be ten, but the author does not exprËss an opinion on
this matter.

numbercd

by the author, and the division between

363 i¡-\o>¡:r ìoû¡ L iih-:j
364 r(Ir-ct:-r.!r:r Érlo.o r(r¡-J:r <Lo r:¡:365 Mingana's translation has skipped over the words "your mind is united with

them
glorious praise [or: highest glory]" (r(]r.¡cr-=:.h-=
r(>i::oi:t), referring to the intelligible Cherubim, andthe phrase 'after this Glory'.

tÈt

r--Ir:r - grùt
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8.

9.

After rhe glory of the previous stage the mind is silenced and swallowed up in the
light of the vision of toþ and sublime contemplation.36 The mind is mingled
(naþalla¡) with the divine visitatioî (sa'õrútã), so thar it is .,not distinguished
from the sea in which it swims". The sense affected is that of sight.
The stage of clothing oneself with fire (lõbSã leh le-bar-nõiã níirã ), in which one
sees oneself, not as a måter¡al body, but as fire, One also receives knowledge
conceming the world to come. 'Abdi5o"s portrayal of this stage is, exceptionally,
based on the writings of Palladius and Evagrius, fiery appearance being a liærary
topos in hagiography. The s¿nses affected a¡e those ofsight and touch.

10.

The stage 'inexpressible in a leter',367 in which one fecls joy and sheds tears
without knowing the reason why. The senses of smell and touch are active, as
well as those of sight and touch, but the disrinction between the senses is somewhat blured-

l.

The stage of 'flow of spiritual speech' (rer¡'ir manla rûþãnã), during which .rhe
second sense' (i.e. hearing) is active.

I
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If we wish to find actual technical terms for the mystical states, the most potential
candidates appear in the writings of Isaac of Nineveh. There are temrs which have
a close to technical sens€, due to thei¡ quite rare and specific usage, but they do
not necessarily refer to mystical or ecstatic states. As an example of "semi-technical" terminology we may note the word 'abandonment' (meítaqbãnútã), anegative term which denotes not an actual withd¡awal of God but a subjective feeling
of God's absence. It could in fact be translated 'absence', or even more poetically
as'eclipse', adapting Martin Buber's concept of the eclipse of God. The state is
further commented on by Dadi3o' of Qatar, who understood the .,withdrawal',
itselfas an act ofGod (ttuough an angel) in order to keep the ascetic in balance

wilh occasional spiritual defeats.368 The actual 'technicalþ" of the concept,
however, is a matter of definition, but it is to be stressed again that usually the
discou¡se is not built around the term. Even meítaqbãnùtã in its context is not a
starting-point for the discourse, nor is anything systematic developed around it,
but the terms occr¡r scattered througbout the discou¡se.

clea¡ exception to this rule, however, is the lerm maggenAnùtã, ,overshadowing',369 which is discussed by Isaac in a separate chapter. The term has an

A

366
367

,,í ,<.io<\.r ¡(¡is(:r rlirncr-l': . \-!¡¡6 (¡orn ohh:>¡

r(h-\:¡o r<h)i

The 'hame" ofthe stage could not be less technical: "another state that cannot be written in a
letterr'

(rh-l h), r<\ r(}\\Ê:r

368 Ming.n"

l(.¡i.¡r( rGLcr-:.).

1934/Þadi5o', 4sb, p. 237 (tr. 126). For this reason, "withdrawal,, becomes a sign
of the action of God!

169

,ç5. ' | \i Brock: second Part,chapter XVr ("À.77-1g,tr. gg-90) For a full discussion
on üe background and use of the term, se€ Brock l9gg, lzl-129. Besides referring to
incamation, magtenanuta is used in Syriac literature with reference to the Eucharistic

epiclesis and the activþ of Holy Spirit at Pentecost; it also occurs in the context of baptism
and in contexts indicating divine protection and sanctification.
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interesting twodimensional biblical3To background. Maggenãníifã is a derivation
of the verb aggen, whose two most important usages in the Syriac Bible are Luke
l:35 "The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the Power of the Most High will
overshadow (Gr.'enroxrcíoer) you", and John l:l4 "The Word became flesh and
dwelt (Gr. iorrjvooev) among us (or: in usl, aggen ban)".Ttc term and its (technical) usage remained exclusively Syriac, for the chapters explaining maggenãníitã
a¡e absent from the Greek translation of Isaac.

In the Discourses of Isaac of Nineveh

maggenãn¡7¡ã indicates operation on

two levels: the practical and the "mystical". The former protects and the latter
bestows a heavenly gift. The mystical maggenãnûtã was fully experienced by
Mary and partially by the saints; it is no! however, an exact truttr but rather a
revelation that makes manifest certain hints and signs, corresponding to human
capacþ. It is a gift, but humility is the key to its perseverance.3Tl In spite of the
"technical" cha¡acter of the term, its semantic field is left very open. (Technicality
does not necessarily indicate a n¡urow, exact use.) The only differentiation Isaac
dares to make is thatt maggenãnútõ is not 'knowledge'.372 DadiSo' of Qatar
employs the same term twice, referring to the gifts of the Holy Spirit 373 and
Simeon the Graceñ¡l once, obviously in the "mystical" sense.374 In his letters John
of Dalyatha exhorts: "Let the fragrance of your limbs waft like spices from the
place where you lie by (means of) the maggenãnútã of the All-HolY."37s *ut
maggenânûtã is a general term for the activity of the Holy Spirit.
Since maggenãnútã is not used in order to differentiate one specific type of
state from others, what then is its function? Instead of speciffing, it rather
provides a theological connection with biblical thought and therefore in the discourse it implicitly justifies the very existence of the experiences.
Since a genuine spiritual experience, according to the biblical wording,
implies the participation of the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit is a Person of the
Divinity, there is

an ontological dilemma here: how can a human being participate

in God's Person? In the Greek tradition an answer was later developed into the
3?0 Is.38:6, Jer. l7:l7,Zech. l2:8, Ps. 138:7.
371 Brock 198E, 122-123. Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,l03,

160; Wensinck:

llystic Treatises,

70, t09.

372 Brock lgEE,122-123'Bedjan

Perfectione Religiosa,160' (ìilensinck translates the term as

'inspiration', Ilystic Treatises, 109.)
313 "... visitation of the Holy Spirit and giffs from the spiritual treasures." Mingana 1934/
Dadi5o', lla" p. 208 (tr. 87). "The power of the Spirit derives from f.-'l maggenanata;'
DadiËo': Commenlaire fu Liwe d'Abba Isaîe,218.

374 Ming*u

1934/Simon, 195b, p. 315 (tr. 6l). "When the Grace overshadoras the pure souls of
it resides and shines over the soul, and thus (the soul) shines by the
overs hadowi ng of Grace."

the holy ones,

375

Beulay: Lettres, l3:2 (p. 3a2). English translation according to Brock 1988, 124'
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full and accurately formulated doctrine of the divine
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energies, while the syrians

seem to have left the question somewhat open. (On unifìcatior¡ see below,

p. 136-

138.)

2.3.3. Caus¡ Eflïciens

The question ofthe very existence ofan effective cause outside the subject and his
inner experience is provided with both explicit and implicit answeni in the discourse. All authors hint at least implicitly, that real and pure experience is not a

product of one's own physical or mental exercises, but something given from
without. This also becomes clea¡ from certain signs with which the experience is
connected. The most obvious in this sense a¡e 'visitation' (sâ'õrûtã)37ó and ,gift'
(mawhabtã or iulclúnã),371 ,ohi"¡ imply the existence of a visitor and a giver.
"Blessed is the man who has been found worthy of this divine visitation.-378
Isaac of Nineveh states plainly that ascetis exercises ('amlë) are able to
produce a state over fhe passions (Iã-ttãs6íúa), physical mortification and repose
ofthoughts Qzav'þa de-husÍãbë), but they are not able to bring about the peace
(søyna) or tranquillity (behîlûù that belongs to the "mystical'.37e The breadth of
the concepts indicates that the phenomenon interpreted as being caused from
without covers a wider field of inner operation than merely extraordinary peakexperiences. Isaac also makes a distinction between 'spiritual perception'
(margelãnûtã de-rúþ) generated by means of meditation (hergã) and that generating spontaneously by itsef.38o

3?ó

The semantic field of sã'õrútãdoes include the meanings of 'operation' and 'action' as welt.
The semantic history of the mystical usage may be traced back to the oldest Syriac literature.
Already in the Psalms of Solomon sa'õrútã is used as a kind of technical term referring to
the presence of God, who visits the righteous, taking away their sin (3:g, 3:14,9:E); He
reveals himself by His sã'õrr¡rã (10:5), which is based on grace (l l:2), and in lhe end Israel
will walk in the sã'ori¡tõ of the Glory of God (l l:7). In rny Finnish translation of pS I have

in ll:7 as'läsnäolo', i.e. 'presence'. (published under the name
viitankantamunkki Pietari, salomon laulut lyalanon luostari 20001, 122.). The Greek
rendered sã'õrûtã

3'7

version has inroxonfr, which, curiously, looks like a mistranstation of sa'õrirli.
E.g. Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, Só; Wensinck: Ivtystic Treatises, 58.

378 ,otrrrr< (hoicr-r-o r(:rrnl:r

r<r-¡i-rj

¡rncr-=c\ Mingana 1934/.Abdilo., 144b, p.
263 (tr. 149). Mingana's tanslation reads "Blessed is the so¿ of man" For a detailed discussion of tIrc bar-nala problem see M. casey l99B: Aranaic sou¡ces of Maú\ Gospel
(Society of New Testament Studies Monograph Series 102) 32-50.

379 Be-d¡-r Petîectione Retigiosa,248; Wensinck:
Wtic Treatßes, 167.
380 Brock' &cond Parr,?:l (ed. 19, r. 23). The
former brings the souljoy

and exultation; the
latter falls upon the soul every now and then, after the soul has been purified in the exercise
of the former; the first occunences of the laüer are the sign of entering the 'spiritual' stage.
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Isaac also emphasises that the experiences do not arise as a result ofinvestiwill, but they fall on human nan¡re all of a sudden (nrez

gatron ('uqqãbã) or at

i"I),381 the subject being unaware of them until they appeafs2 and uncenain of
the reason why they occur.383 The transiency and passivþ of the experience,
emphasised by James, could not be expressed more explicitly than by Isaac here.

The occurrence of pure experience is not a matter of choice. Isaac criticises those
who claim to be able to "pray 'spiritual prayer' whenever they lil¡s."381 lsaac even
goes on to state that the phenomenon does not take place at all if it is purposely
willed and actively sought!38s He also rejects the possibility of reproducing or
reactivating them by stating that when certain experiences are sought again, they
a¡e to be found "cooled and insipid by their 1¿s1stt.38ó
Isaac tells an illustrative story about a brother who was leaving his cell "in
order to be occupied with idle things". He had already put the key in the lock of

his cell, when suddenly "Grace visited him there, so that he ¡etumed immediately".387 For this rea¡ion Isaac states that if a brother neglects a congregational
service or does not open his door for a visiting brother, he must not be blamed, for
he is being visited by Grace.3EE

In brie| the qualþ of surprise means that despite all the ascetic struggle the
experience is not sensed as an outcome or result of a man's own spiritual progress.
The order of rcvelation rgeryùtã) is not the same a¡¡ that a man deepens his emotions
(zaw'øw,) by the study of wisdom and by intellectual labour so as to reach some
understanding, development and contemplation (theoria) of something by mental
wandering lgelryã\ after these things.389

381 The Syriac idiom

men Jel happens to have a very appropriate etymology, for it literally
means'from silence'. Cf. Brock: Second Part, I E:20 (ed. 9 l, tr. I 0 l).
382 ¡r
<l :r-r . ml
J- ¡ Bedjan:Pe{ectiotæReligiosa, I24;Wensinck:

383
384

Wslic Treatises,84.
Brock:

Sec ond

=m-h:¡

Pæt, 34:2

(ú.

135,

ü. 146-147).

B"d¡an: Perþctione Religiosa, lTliWensinck:
prayer, see below, p. 125-126.

Wic

Treatises, I16. On the concept of pure

385 *nt"t
386

do not happen at will, nor when one is seeking." Bedjan: Perfectione Retigiosa, 163;
Wensinck: Wtic Treatises, ll0.

Bed¡an: Perfectiorc Religiosa, l3l; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises,89. The same thing could
be said conceming the most vivid aesthetic experiences.

387 Be-d.¡an: Perfectione Retigiosa 178 Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 120.
388 B€djan' Perfectione Religiosa, |78;Wensinck Wic Treatises, l2O-121.
389 B.d;-r Perlectione Religiosa, l5¡t-155; Wensinck: fulystic Treatises, 105. '$r'ensinck
translates r(¡-:orr r(-m-s as 'mental investigation', omitting r<hr'J, which I understand here to

sigri$

the process of searching ftnowledge) and thereby'development'.
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The actual identity of this causa eficiens, ho\ilever, remains to some extent
unidentified in the metatheological discourse. This can be seen as a result of two
separate phenomena On the one hand, the identity of the causa eficiens as rhe
Ch¡istian God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) is so self-evident that it does not need
to be explained or even mentioned, and on the other, the exact natwe of God had
been so thoroughly examined in dogmatic theology, with all of its schismatic consequences, that the ascetic authors were in custom of avoiding dogmatic state-

ments, both intentionally and unintentionally. Lack of speculation on the Divine
Being is connected with the humble ideals of Ch¡istian asceticism; monks a¡e

critical of their experiences and ca¡eful not to "over-explain" them in general, and
in particular not to misinterpret God for thei¡ own experiences' sake. And ironically, the ascetics' surrender to orthodox doctrines happens to make the metatheological readings more suitable for a non-Christian readership without orthodox
subtexts.

Therefore the discourse is to a surprising degree free ofspeculation consern-

ing the roles of the different Persons of the Holy Trinity in the experience. The
Person implied by the theological context is the Holy Spirit, described by John of
Dalyatha as the preparer of the mysterious ecstatic fragrance: "It is prepared by
your Holy Spirit (rt¡r¿¿ qadñíã), the Guardian of the purity of his lovers.'3e0
Generally speaking, however, there is a gr€at variety of expressions referring to
lhe causa eficiens. The most common ones refer to the Holy spirit or to the son,
or to Grace, their common attibute, in va¡ious combinations: 'spirit', 'grace of
the Holy Spirit', 'Jesus', 'mercy of Jesus' (rahmmt de-yeííú),3gt .grace of
Christ' or 'grace' (laybfuø which very often occurs alone.392 The paradoxical
christian understanding of God as unity and rrinity makes it possible to use the
terminology referring to God (allãhã) or His Persons in a very vital way
carelessly, if we approach the material with logical demands.

-

or very

390

Beulay: Lettres, 5l:3 @p. a74a7li¡.
391 "Thirst afrer Jesus, that he may make you drunk with
his love." Bedjan: perfectione
Religiosa, 34; Wensinck: llystic Treatises, 24. Budge 1902, The Histories of Rabban
Hormizd the Persian and Rabban Bar:Idtç fol. 3lb.
392 cf. Mingana 1934/'Abdi5o', 158a, p. 276 (tr. l6g).lsaac of Nineveh
heads his discoune on

various experiences as "working that is from Grace" (r<I\o¡À
¡l rlhcurr-rr,:r)
(Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,489), ranslated 'influences proceedings from Grace' by
rüy'ensinck (Mystic Treaises, 328).The word r*rcr:\,
(also indicating 'goodness') has an
independent charismatic function in S¡iac. ln the Peshitta of 2 Cor. I : I I

r<hô¡À

rn\-:ocncr>¡ corrcsponds to eìs iuôs ¡cÍprouo. tn the canons of
Rabbula (d. 435) monks are forbidden to distribute oil - except those who have an evident
charisma
(Synodicon
l9:7) Later on the same term wâs used to indicate a
charismatic mixture made of dust from a martyr's or apostle's grave, water and oit, used as a
remedy for various diseases and infertility. (Thomas of Marga, Book of eovernors, 6oo-

þ*\r
((hct¡-\).

60r.)
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Due to the self-evident character of the causa eficiens it can even be lefr
completely urmentioned, which makes the language produce the impression of
the experience as a "subject" acting almost independently in the mental world.
'Abdi3o' the Seer gives a theological interpreøtion and explanation of the
very existence of the visions of shapeless light. He admits that Ch¡ist did appear
in material shapes and images to the ancient Patia¡chs and prophets, but since He
has now appeared conclusively in the flesh to renew all material beings he no
longer appears in material images. 'Abdi5o' goes on to declare that if all our
knowledge of Ch¡ist and of his vision in our hearts were to reach only the stage of
material likeness, Cb¡ist would have died in vain without profiting us at all. His
thought seems to be that knowing (or admitting) the existence of Christ's manhood as a physical reality is not sufficient to profit an¡hing because the purpose
of the Incamation was to connect man and supramaterial divinity, first in Christ
himself, and then in those who a¡e in Ch¡ist. The idea is similar to the Greek
concept of 0éo¡ots, although the word ieelf remains unspoken. (The notion is also
in complete contradiction with the traditional polemic conceptions of 'Nestorianism".)
The most philosophical sign occurs in the discourse of The Book of the Holy
Hierotheos where the cause of mystical experience is named in accordance with
the neo-Platonic tone of the book as úsyã, 'substance', '"tt"nat'.393
More aesthetic or poetic signs for the causa efficiens include love and beauty.
According to Sahdona, fervou¡ ofspirit is set on fire by love (hubbã).39a ¡o¡ut o¡
Dalyatha in particular emphasises the beauty (íufrã and pa'yútã) of the divine
Glory as an effective cause of the experience.395 lhe concept of beauty can be
connected with the images of light, fire or drunkenness; it may intoxicate
(rãn4,3% stupery @tbalhî) or inflame (eltalhab).3e7 When one gets drunk with
the Love of God, one's "heart is illumined by His beauty (nehar be-lufreh)" and
one's "eyes a¡e blinded by His ligh1".39s Due to its potency, beauty is presented as
a basic level of the ecstatic mood that prevails when praise ce¿ìses, and due to its
intoxicating capacity, it may even have an addictive quality: the intoxicated are
393 Manh: Book of the Holy Hierorheos,3g (35ù).
394 Suhdonu, Oetnres spirituelles III,8:68.(Tr. Brock 1987,229.)
395
m>lu>¡ "They stupeff themselves in your

-ia.lr-

4cn\

-

beauty." Other examptes

in Beulay: Lettres, T:2 (326-327), l0:l (330-331), l2:2 (336-337), 'ecstasy of teh¡ã deSufreh3l:,4(392.-393),36:2(402403),51:1 @76477).Forr(hcr--s,seeibid'25:4(384385), 5l:10 (478479): "indescribable ecstasy in the glory ofthe splendour ofyour beauty."

ni-gcr:. lrcr-r(sr r(¡¡o-r-: \bt!Þt rd:r (imh

396 MLgana 1934/Simon, 182b, p. 302 (tr.40).
397 *Blessedishewhoisstupefredinrbythebeautyofthesethings",Beulay:
409); "you are enflamed of his beauty",

398

ib

id, zE.l (pp. 388-3

Beulay: Lewes,36.2þp. a00-a0l). Or: "in His light".

89).

Lettres,3S:2(408-
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"considered as madmen, for they are swallowed in the desire of beauty
which
captivates the thoughts."3ry
This use of the vocabulary shows tìat "God" was sensed as love, grace and
goodness. The syriac terms intermingle here:
þubba is in principte equivalent to
'love', but the vocabulary derived from RIIM corresponds equally to love, grace
and mercy, whrle ¡aybûtã signifies goodness, grace and benefit.
Perhaps the most honest attempt, however, to define the causa efiìciens is
an
apophatic way of leaving the question open: 'how and then something4O0 entices
your mind and lifu it up to the region of unutterable light,,.4or A certain insecurity
and irregularity in the causa effìciew ofthe experience underlines its vital nature,
it easy to interpret as being dependent on the
encounter with thepersonal Divine Being. It is not uncommon to encounter
in the
texts utterances zuch as: "Man does not know the reason for this joy, he only
knows that he is rejoicing.'*02

which is the feature that makes

what is surprising about the onset of the experiences is that they can be
caused, or interpreted as being caused, by any small thing that may be
more or
less insignificantper se. Isaac of Nineveh describes a case where a monk was
suddenly overcome by an inner motion so that he startled and sat down in a
moment when there was no actual rcason to exhibit any special behaviour. when
laughed at by others, the monk said that he became afraid not of the motion
that
he had but of the fact that so often negligence in small things leads to
significant
losses in great things. This once more underlines the total character

ofthe ascetic

pursuit.4o3

under the category of causa eficiens, howeveç there is also something
less
self-evident: dualistic featwes fhat present the causes of certain experiences
as

features of the da¡k side. According to 'Abdiso'the seer, during prayer
the soul
(najid) is like a ship and the mind (hawnã) like a captain, and rhe impulses
stirred
in the soul a¡e like winds: some favourable, some not. The favourable ones
are
homogenous Qteií¡e,'simple'), but the non-favourable are heterogeneous (merak-

læbé) matenal compositions.4o4 'Abdiso' elsewhere divides these two
399

4ffi

albeit

Beulay: Lettres,4T:4þp.a5S-a59).
The Syriac has in fact a zero morpheme here; 'something' as the subject
is the translator,s
addition, but it does accuraûely_emphasise the Syriac synalic style
of-frcquently leaving the
subject unmentioned, which ofren forces the transhtór to produce
ror"ì*..t information
than the original text actuatly contains. This is especially probtematic
in the mystical texts in
that in comparison widr historical narrative they contaio very Iittle obvious
impri"it information.

401
402
403

-

Olinder: A Lener of philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,sg (43r).
Beutay: Leures,4gil6(pp. 516-517).
Bed¡"n, Perfectione Rerigiosa,2gg-290; wensinck:

4& Ming-"

I

wstb

934/.Abdi5o., I 54a-t54b, pp- 272-273(rr. 163).

Treatkes,

lg3.
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using different terminology - into two categories: 'idol-like shapes' (demwãtã
pettcaryãtã)û05 and 'substantial shapes' (demwãtd qenúmyatã).a06 The 'idol-like
shapes' proceed from sexual lust and anger, manifesting themselves in material
images of women, animals and landscapes, whereas the 'substantial shapes'
consist of spiritual images proceeding from vainglory. ln these demons appear as
bright angelic beings.mT The Letter Sent to a Friend also wams of the attacks and
images, corporeal and incorporeal theories, produced by demons in the "psychic
stage".408 Demons, therefore, a¡e considered to be one source of mystical
experience, especially ofthe visionary kind.

This leads us to examine the nature of the devil in Syriac metatheology.
Curiously enough, Isaac of Nineveh gives, on the one hand, an extremely modem
definition: "Satan is a na¡ne of the deviation of the will from the truth, but it is not
the designation of a natu¡al being',409 but on the other hand, he is concemed with
the methods employed by Satan in cunningly tempting ascetics.4lo If Isaac really
stands behind both definitions, and if the former is interpreted literally,all the
whole teaching concerning demons is set in a new light: certain parts of the man's
will are, as it were, separated outside the ego and called demons so that the
stnrggle might be conceived as one against an adversary on the other side, and
hence more easily motivated. In the categories of the present study this means that
if Satan is understood as a real spiritual being, it may be the causa eficíens of the

ifnot, as a psychological enabling cause.
These two positions, however, are not necessarily completely irreconcilable,
if we think of Satan's nature as an angelic being. In the Mediterr¿nean cultures it

experience;

was widely believed that in the soul there is a stepless continuum (what we would

call the subconscious) to one's own guardian angel, who could be considered as

405

4ffi

Mingana 1934/'Abdiüo', 157b, p. 276; Mingana translates as 'material imagcs' (ibid, ló8).
Miogana 1934/'Abdiso', 158a, p. 27ó; Mingana's ranslation (ibi4 l6E) is somewhat misleadingly'personal images'.

407 Mingana 1934/'AbdiSo', l57b-l5Ea, p. 276 (tr. 168).
408 Olinder: A Letter of Philoxenw of Mabbug to a Friend,ss (41t).
409 Be
¡an: Perfectione Retig¡'osa, lE9;. Wensinck: Myslic Treatises,

¿t0
4¡

I

a

t"õrd-pluy,'deviation'

-

<ù,

o¡À-o:¡

and'Sata¡r'

-

E.B.Bedjan: PerfectiorcReligiosa,26g-280:Wensinck:

t<År.co

128. The sentence includes
.

llysticTrearises,180-88.

The former definition is probably adopæd fiom Pseudo-Dionysius, but it is still a part of
Isaac's own discourse. In its context, however, the notion may refer to trc origin ofevil in
the ontological sens€, not necessarily to the non-existence of Satan as a þersonal) being. In
this perspective the idea is that (the tendency to do) evil does not actually exist (in Cod),
Satan being the name ofa being who took upon himself actions that have no actual suÞ
stance. (Cf. notp 3 in Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, 133). For further reading,
see J. Martikainen: Das Böse und der Teufel in der Theologie þhraems des Syrers: eine
systemøisch-theologische Untersuchung. (Åbo akademi, Àbo 1978).
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the real r"¡¡.al2In this view, the angelic activity is onthe fringes of personality;
the Ch¡istian imagination usually places angels closer to the divine realm. The
Syriac authors also reflect such conceptions. Simeon the Gracefr¡l draws a parallel
between the Lord as the ascetic's comfofer and the angels serving him, thereby

indirectly indicating that the same action could be accurately described as divine
or angelic activity.al3 This is in accordance with the general orthodox conception
of angels as somewhat impersonal instruments of God. Accordingly, angelic
beings have access to the soul by its lower parts thât belong to the subconscious.

Occasionally the (genuine) experience is explicitly interpreted as coming
through an angel, or resulting from the proximity of an angel.ala According to
Dadi5o' of Qatar, the duties of the guardian angel include enlightenment of the
soul.4l5 The angels act from a divine sign in a way that enables man to feel his
love towa¡ds God and to rejoice in his mind, or in a way that his mind is
reinforced and stengthened, so that he does not feel alone. The feeling of the
presence of the Other is perhaps the most important aspect, if we consider the
concrete context ofthe experience, the absolute loneliness ofthe cell. And on the
other hand, the angels in turn profit by following the hermits' spiritual victories in
the ascetic struggle.al6lnA Letter Sent to a Friendthe guardian angel kindles fire
in the hea¡t so that it becomes drunk with joy and teaß nrn without measure.4lT
Angels a¡e also considered to deliver knowledge to men that they fïrst perceive
and acquire themselves. The speculation on the role played by angels in the experience reaches a culmination in an actual neo-Platonic vision recorded by Isaac
of Nineveh. In this vision no-one is able to move towards the Good or be illuminated without the intercession and transmission of the (angelic) beings on a higher
level in the hierarchy ofthe spiritual order.4lE
John of Dalyatha has an interesting section where he portays the mystical
experience as participation in the supematural angelic parlance in which the mind

412 A

belief from the Eastem Mediterr¿nean cultures before the Christiâ¡l era" also to be
"o.ron
found
in Gnosticism and Manichaeism. See the chapter'Invisible Friend' in Brown's Cult of
Sa¡nrs. The classic example of an ego-angel is in Acts 12:15.

413

Mingana 1934/Simon, l?9b, p.299 (tr. 35).

"A monk who crucifies hims¿lf to the world [...]

the Lord is his comforter and consoler, and [...] he

will be served by angels."

414 Brock' Second Part, I 8: l9-20 (ed. 90-91, r. l0 l).
415 Ming*a 1934/Dadiso', 30b,9.229 (ü. I l3). Dadi5o'

asserts that his æaching on angels is
derived from the Psalter. Yet the crucial section - "With each one of us is an angel who
follows us, accompanies us, guards us, delivers us, prays for us, iltuminates our mind and
fills it with spiritual visions, and comforts us in secret" - has only a very slight parallel in the

canonical Psalter (91: I l-12).

6 Miog-a I 934/DadiSo', 46a47 \ 9p. 237 -238 (tr. I 2?-t 28).
4l? Ofinder: I Lelter of Philoxenus of Mabbugto a Friend,3H0 (29t).
4f B
B"d¡-' Perþctione Religiosa, 196-199;rilensinck: llystic Treøtises,133-134.
4 I
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(hm,nã) is fi¡st raised to a sphere (atrã) wherc the hosts
of angets of light fly in
unceasing movement, where it may be in contact with
them by .subtre whispers'

(le'zë qaglnë) in a 'non-fleshly tongue' (reisãnã lã-besrãnã),and
at times reach a
'unity' (haÚn¡tã) which is described as indescribablg.ale ¡rhn calls
the state in
which the subject is stupefied together with the Angelic beings .the
sphere of the
cloud of light' (atrã de-'arpelâ de-nùhra).42} probably John
is here talking about
the same matters as Dadi3o' above, John's expression merely
being superior in

aesthetic standa¡ds.

An analytical approach to the questionof causa eficiensis to be
found in the
Letter Senl to a Friend, where fhe possible sources of inspiration are

differentiated
as follows (in the logical approach, however, a), d) and e) wourd
berong in the
category ofthe enabling cause):

a) Serenity ofmind
b) A guardian angel: fiery experiences
c) The grace of the Holy Spirit: experiences of shapeless light
d) Reading
e) The natural seed in one's hea¡t: the thought of the soul is ,.like a ship on
the water"

Ð

A demona2l

The process of interpretation also applies to the various psychological
qualities of
the experience in the process where they are connected with the
causa efiìciens.
The primary quality of preasure, for example, which was modified
.sweetness,
as
on the level of symbolic expression, is further focused on the level of
interpreta_

tion as the'sweetness of Ch¡ist' (halyûteh da-m$ha¡.tzz
correspondingly, the analogous symbol of dru¡rkenness can be described
as
taking place in an immediate reladonship with God, as ,drunkenness
in you,, or
through His attributes, especially love: 'drunkenness of His love, (rawwãy7t
raþmeteh).423

John of Dalyatha connects the symbol of breathing with wider theological
implications by identifying the object of breathing with the one who is
the sou¡ce
of all breathing, and the whole process is interpreted as being ultimately an
operation of the Holy Spirit.

419 Beulay: Lettres, 4O:S (pp.
424-425).
420 Beulay: Lettres, 47:6(pp.
a5S-a59).
421 Olind.r' A Leter oÍphiloxenus
of Mabbug to a Friend,3j ggt),40 (30r).
422 Barhebraeus: Ethikon
I7(tr. l4).
423 Beulay: Letbes,36?(pp.
400-401); Sahdona: Oewres Spirirueiles I, 3:1Sl

(r(oi r<.mlr< r(=or:).
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When they breath on that unified sphere which unifies the divided beings, they are
breathing the Invþrator of mind and soul in unìry higher than them with that pleasant
breaú (iesnQthat is stirred by the Paraclete.424

causa eficiens helps us to recognise in the discourse the entities
deserving to be included within the concept of mystical experienc€. If an abstract
TIre parole

on

the most plausible
interpretation is that X is an "experience" bcause it appears suddenly, and "mystical" since it is interpreted as being ofdivine origin. (The psychological accurateness of the reference is not our actual concem, since we ale dealing with the

entity

X is reputed to have been "suddenly given by God",

parlance only.)

Finally, we may point out that the role causa efficiens need not be over-

emphasised either, since there is also an aspect of liberty in ecstasy (tahrl),wltrch
can be seen in the fact that John of Dalyatha uses the root in the imperative when

addressing his fellow-monks: "Get stupefied

(telnr) in love of God towards

us".¿zs

2.3.4. Causa Finalis

The category of final cause contains the discussion concerning the results and
frmctions of mystical experience. llte result can be understood as the continuum
of the enabling cause of the experience, showing forth its purpose and outcome in
the empirical world, while the/anction is ccnnected with the causa eficienJ' for
they are both characterised by the idea of purposefrrl intention. Any more detailed
treatment of the problem, however, is relative and dependent on the choice of
paradigm. The objective perspective of the scientific approach is again in contradiction with the principles of the discourse itself. Namely, there are things that,
objectively speaking, belong in the category of causa eficiens - e.g. contemplation and remembrance of God that may appear as psychological methods - but
in the discourse of the ascetics themselves these are rather portrayed as consequences caused by the Divine action and in that sense they may be seen as the

causafnalis of the mystical experience.
In the following I shall discuss the

causa

finalis of the mystical experience

from th¡ee viewpoints: the relation to the Divine in synchronic terms (ontological
frrnction), the relation to the Divine in diach¡onic terms (eschatological function)
and the relation to the empirical world (social function)-426
424 Beuluy' Lettres, 4Q.6 (pp. a2aa2\425 Beulay, Lettes,24:l þp. 38G-3El). The use is also rema¡ked on by Beulay (1990' 397.)
426 y6" psychological function is absent here since the main psychological qualities have been
described above, and it would be somewhat arbitrary to differentiate qualities presear in the
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2.3.4.1. Ontological Function: God and Man

Extraordinary experiences are not seen by the metatheologians
as objects
intrinsic value, worth pursuing as goals in themselves but in

of

the wider context, the

totality of which is the crucial aspect and elementary dimension.
The ontological
function of the experience seems to be understood by the
syriac authors in two
ways. on the one hand, it is seen as a kind of point of spiritual
transition within
the process of reaching a higher level in spiritual growt[ and
on the other hand

of the fact that the higher level has already been attained. In
any case, it is clea¡ that experiences are not unattached .þaks"
but part of a new,
more spiritual state of being.
as a manifestation

The theological interpretation of this is likeness to or even
unifìcation with
God, in one sense or anothe¡. John of Dalyatha defines the end
of all spiritual
activities, and of the solitary tife, as a stâte where one has
become .divine,
(allãhãyã) and 'alike with God' (dãmë l-ailãhã)!2? orto
express the desired state
more poetically, the person who experiences it has become a..mirror (maþitã)
in
which the invisible is seen", and..Ch¡ist shines forth" in him.42g

The syriac terms used of the actual unification are
þedayûtd2s and

hûdãyã,430 as well as hultãna, 'mingling',43t and their verbal
equivalents

- in fact
the boldest terminolory available. According to sahdon4 love can
make man a
'mansion of the Trinilv' (awwãnã darbû)nitã),and man can
mix (meþailet) and,
tnite (meþayyed) with God through Love, and harmonise His will as
one with

¡¡¡'o.432

Isaac of Nineveh several times mentions ,complete mingling \¡/ith
God,
(hulgnã gemtrã da-b-altãh$,a33 albeit without speculation as to rhe
onrological
nature or exact meaning of the term. The concept of unifìcation appears
and dis_
appea¡s in the discourse, with its various signs, as if is reference
was generally
experiøtce from the emotions that follow from it and thereby function
as its aim or purpose,
since this differentiation is not mad€ explicitly in the sources.

427 Betilay: Leflres, l3il (pp.
3Þaa\.
428 B"ulay, Lcures, l4:2,4:9 (Fry.344-345,3ls-3l9).

For fr¡rther discussion ofthe problem

of

unification with God in the S¡iac conrext, see Beulay 1990,46s-4g7, and
on the .vision of

o"
n'0
431
432
433

God'on pp.423464.
l.t. Beulay: Le,rcs, 2gil

Widengren vocalises the word

E.g. Beulay: Lettrcs,

þp. 390-39t), 40:l (pp. 422423),40:6 (pp. 42H25).
as

þadyütã.

Slil6 (pp. aSGag I ).

E.g. Beulay: Lettres,24:t (pp.3SG-3gt).
Suhdonur Oenres Spiritueiles

fdf=t

r<iiL\

(ed. 93, tr. t(M) erc.

II,4:3.

<ÂJo-

Brock: second part,chapter 35 (ed. r39,

tr. r5t),

19:6
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understood. The terminology as such

is analytical in nature, most

expressions

even being derived from the numeral 'one' (had), but since the concept of unification does not seem to have been in any way problematic in Syriac discourse, it
seems that the notion was generally understood as a symbolic expression. In the

Christian context, moreover, the concept of 'union' (búyfud4434 can be focused
with the help of a Pauline subtext, the idea of becoming a member of the body of
Chdst.
My Lord, makc me a member in the body of your Only-begotten One, so that I may
perceive the secret of union (þþãdã)wiút you" as far as my weak natu¡e allows.435
Ecstasy and unification go together in many religious traditions

-

which is due to

the psychological quality of stururing totality wherein distinctions a¡e not sensed

-

and the Syrian one is no exception. John of Dalyatha shows in quite bold terms
how unification results from the ecstatic experience:
Bear constantly in your spirit (hawnã) [...] the ecstasy (rafuõ) of his Greahess, until it
becomes glorified in His glory and cansformed into (His) image, and you shall become
a god in God (allãhã Fallãhã). (Then your spirit) has reached the likeness of its
Creator and likened to Him in union (þadyatfi.a36

The concept of union obliterates the difference between subject and object, which
in tum opens the possibility of likening symbols of the experience to its Giver.
This effective stylistic device is employed by John of Dalyatha, who explicitly
identifies the concept of gift (mawhabø) with God himself: "Blessed are your
lovers who are continually glorified in your beauty, for you give yourself as a
present."43? Accordingly, John ultimately proceeds to decla¡e God to be 'food',

'drink', Joy', 'exultation', 'clothing', 'the abode', 'the sun' and 'daytime' for
those who remain in wonder and ecstasy at His mysteries.438

Unification, as an interpretation, seems to be a consequence of the quality of
toølity present in the experience. John of Dalyatha describes how the mind is
stupefied by the uni$ing effect:
In the beginning, my mind (hawnõ) being not accustomed" it happens that when the
Light of the Holy Trinity shines in incomprehensible simplicity into the mind which is
deprived ofapprehension (ida'rã) because ofthe stupefaction in the Light oflife, and

434 Beulay: Lettres, 4;8þp. 3lS-319).
435 B"ol"y' Lettres,4;8þp. 318-319).
436 B"ulay' Lettres,29;2þp. 390-391).
43? Beulay, Letrres,4'.7
þp. 3lS-319).
438 Beulay: Lettres, 5l.34 (pp. 47aa7f).
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when tbe mind perc€ives the unifiing exu^ltation, the mind is ass¿iled by the
fear that
this might not happen to him ever again.439

It must be stressed too, however, that unification is not among the most frequently
used images for the mystical experience. The main exception to this núe is The
Book of the HoIy Hierotheos, which is actually constructed on the theme of
cosmic ascent tow'ards unification (beday¡tÐcco with the Essence.44r This latter,
however, is the very expression in which the limits of traditional theological
thinking are exceeded, according to which unification should not be considered as
substantial. According to Barhebraeus, the entity that is united (methallat) in God
(b-allãhã) in prayer is høvvnã, usually translated as 'mind' o, ¡nt"¡¡""1r.442
e

The variation in the understanding of these images is often to some extent
of the preposition å', which has both instrumental and
locative fr¡nctions in the Semitic languages. ln the former case the translation
would express an act, in the latter a state. Both altematives make sense, but the
latter does so in a more profound way:
dependent on the use

Instrumental
þaddûtã da-b-allãha
hergã da-b-allãhâ
renyã da-b-allâhã

joy

(because)

Locative
ofGod

(continuous) meditation on God
(end of prayer is:) reflection on God

joy

in God

meditation in God
reflection in God

Also, the 'recollection' ('uhdãrzã) of God, sometimes defined as .continuous'
(ammînã), is described more as a state of being than as an act: it is caused by the
action of the spirit in maq443 it may be increased in the soul by constant prayer
and reading,4 it bums insideaa5 and it can even be stored up in the soul.aa6 These
images imply that something more than a human activity, a "method", is refened
to. In other words, the concept of recollection refers both to active recollecting
and to states to which the active recollection leads.

439

&0
441
442

Beulay, I¿ttres, 4O:3 Qry. a22423).
M"oh, Book of the Holy HÞrotheos,40 (36+).
See the extract on

443 rcu,L:

&4
e5

446

p. 147.

Ethikon l? (tr. l4). r<mJr<:

rúom \\.r¡1¡o Teule,s rranslation for
hawnã: 'intellect'. The sentence in question is a quotation from John of Dalyatha (one
example of the liærary interaction between East and West Syrians).
Barhebra"us:

<cnl<¡ (.¡¡rncrr

Brock: SecondPart,30:4(ed.

*All p"rt of the

Mingana 1934/.Abdi5o., 156b, p.

275,(t.

166).

123,r. l3S)

soul become hot as by fire [...] such is the recollection of God.,, Bedjan:
Perfectione Religiosa, 512; Wensinck: Itlystic Treatises, 344.
Iruu. of Nineveh recommends that one be fult of recotlection so rhat during sleep one might
receive gifrs from the Grace of God when it visits and examines him. Bedjan: Perfeaiõne
Religiosa, 493; \lensinck: Mystic Treatises, 330.
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When man gazes at thc infiniteness of God which is clothed in all and goes through all,
the continuous remembrance ('uhdãnã ) (becomes) v€ry strong: it exterminates the
passions, expels the demons, arlightens the mind and purifìes the

Some

heart.{7

of the boldest interpretations conceming the subject of experience

occl¡r,

perhaps surprisingly, in Sahdona's writings. He indicates that the real subject who

is praying is the Holy Spirit: '!ou should realise that the Spirit of God is playing
on your tongue, and singing his melodies in your mouth."48 Therefore he has a
good basis for advising the one praying "not to be proud over the Spirit who
speaks in you" since he is only a harp in the hands of the musician.eg These ideas
also have a biblical reference in St. Paul's teaching on the activity ofthe Spirit in
Ch¡istian believers.4so
The main principle of the interpretation of ecstatic experience within the discor¡rse oflsaac ofNineveh can be defined as the disappearance ofthe sense ofthe
subject-object structure between man and God, even though Isaac gives no exact
definition of this unity. The actual 'unification' is mentioned by Isaac only when
he quotes Dionysius the Areopagite (hedãyutâ) or Evagrius (le-methallãtû).asl

Yet in connection with the highest experiences Isaac rejects the use of terms that
refer implicitly to subject-object structure, for exartple 'praying', which indicates
one person praying and another being prayed 1o.4s2 1¡" basic themes presented by
Isaac on the psychological level a¡e to be found in The Book of the Holy Hierotheos as cosmological applications.

Description of the Godhead based on the experience is an extremely interesting topic. In this respect we may firstly note the use of very intimate expressions.
Isaac of Nineveh speaks of God as 'Beloved' (hebíba¡+st and 'Friend' (rahna)4s4
with whom it is possible to "discuss in silencd'.455 And on the other hand, the

447 ..

\^1 i-¡io \-r.l ' .?\:t <rnJ<r r<hcr-r-b:¡ rd-= ¡-r¡( icr.'¡:r
r(:r¡û-\ q-rho t(¡il q,...lo crr.:¡r(: É5mor É¡rn =i -\
. t<=J r<.rùro Érorn irn¡>¡o Beulay: La Collection des Lettres de Jean de

..

Daþatha, 50:4 (pp. 464465).

e8 cnù,¡--o .¡Jrcì-sit i>ro ,¡¡:L:

-r¡-r r(m\r(r t(¡oìr ¡-:to.

Sahdona:

Oeuvres spiriluetles III,8:79. (Tran\lation in Brock 1987,235.)

449 S"hdona: Oewres spitituelleslll E:80.
450 Rom E:2ó. The image of a musical instument occurs in a similar context in I Cor l3:1.
451 Bedjan: PerþctioneReligiosa, 169,462;Wensinck: i,lysticTrealises, xliv, l15,3l0'
452 B"d¡un: Perfectione Retigiosa,l7}-|75tWensinck: ltÍysticTreatises, lt5-1 18.
453 B"d.¡-, Perfectiore Religiosa,26l; Wensinck: Mystic Treatßes, 175.
454 B"d¡*t Pefectione Religiosa,2lg; \ilensinck: Mystic Treatises, l4E' The same word is also
used of the holy ones who a¡e 'friends of God'.

455 <cn\< )or.:r

r<!l\

Ibid 427 (ibid.286.)

'Converse/intimacy with God' is almost a technical expression. S.
Brock gives examples of its occurrences in Syriac literature; see the note in Brock: Second
Part, 3O:11 (ed. 122, tr. 134).
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solitary one with no worldly cares is a 'friend of God' (rãhmõ d-ailaha¡.+sø 1n
historical perspective this is not an invention of the mystics: the term .Beloved'
(bebrbÐ is applied to God in the odes of solomon, and to the son in the
witings
of st. Ephrem.45? John of Dalyatha, moreover, calls God .the Beautifirl one,
(íappirã).458

From these terms of intimacy the discourse proceeds towards an even more
daring topic, that of seeing God. Isaac of Nineveh boldly declares: ..It is not

possible for you to love God, if you have not seen ¡¡L.'4s9 seeing, howeveç
means for him not vision but knowing God, as he later explains, refening to a way
of knowing deeper than the discursive sense. Nevertheless, he elsewhere states
that without the dist¡action of earthly ca¡es and with at least some mindfulness in
vigil, the mystic ca¡r "ascend to God to be in delight, and he will easily observe
(me tb aq qQ

that Glory".46o
The search of explicitly mentioned phenomenal qualities for the Divine
Beinga6t based on the vision of Him is not as fn¡itfi¡l a pursuit as one might
expect. It may well be true that the characteristics of the Divine Being are brougbt

ro the description of experience rather than derived from it. This fact as such
justifies us in considering the topic in the category of interpretation.
The phenomenon of "seeing" God seems to merge into the total character of
the experience. In the highest spiritual sphere of 'Abdiso' the seer the human
mind is not able to differentiate even its own nature from the light of the Holy
Trinity, but it perceives only the immaterial glory of the saviour, the Lord christ,
whose appearance was transformed in his Resurection into ineffable Glory,

which is far above his material flesh, which he took from human beings for their
salvation.tr2 In the thinking of John of Dalyatha the topic is teated by exploring
the limits of language with paradoxical descriptions: "His slnpe (demätã) is not a
shape"; before the glory of God "knowledge is taken away from those who have

456 Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa, 150; Wensinck:
ùlystic Treatises, 102.
457 Ephr.rr Hymnen de Fide, lll:1.
458 Beulay: I'etÛes, l3:3 (pp. 3,14-345).
The word is an adjective in form, but is here used as a
noun.

459

¡'.¡ç1 ¡m-Iuu r<!< .. r<mlr(I ¡rncu-:.,,hr r<-J>, r<\ Bed¡an: perfectione
Rel igios a,

4ó0

222; Wensinck: Myst ic Treat ises, I 50.

[.r<-o-:-s r<¡i]h:n r(¡r:o-r. oræo m]¡rro-r-\
Bedjan: Petfectione Religiosa, 134; Wensinck:

461 How God

r<crùr<

Wstic fteatises, gl.

]ro\ ¡\-o

is actually viewed in the metatheological works deserves a systematic study

of its

own. Besides the use of tbe general concepts of mercy and love, the emotional qualities of
the mystical experience are not, it se€ms to me, explicitly projected as qualit¡es or atùibutes
of God in an exact way. lndirectly the view of God and the whole world-view are surely
strongly influenced by the authors' experiences.

462 Ming"n"

1934/'AbdiSo',

I

50a-1524 pp. 26t-210(ü.

I

57-t6O).
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knowledge, and sight from the seers by the greatness of knowledge a¡rd the
ecstatic force of true vision(tehirút þazzetã Sarrlretã).'46t
Sahdona uses the expression "lives in us and is seen by ¡¡s-401 as a continually increasing effect of purification and illumination in contact with Cod's Spirit
and His writings. Sahdona boldly declares, "He can be seen by us in the Spirit
even now, if we wish."465 Yet he also states that God is "hidden in the loftiness of
his hiddenness in the inaccessible light of his nature-.466 The idea seems to be that
seeing does not imply an object. Under the buming influence of love one is all the
time'beholding God'.467
The intimate imagery leads the discussion to man's identification with God,
and to the application of the divine names to man. The use of bold terminology is
not necessarily problematic for orthodox theology, for concepts like 'divine' have
been generally understood as having a different reference when applied to man
than when used of God. lnlis Hymns on Paradise St. Ephr€m leads the reader to
the th¡eshold of the concept of deification, theosis, but leaves the word itself
unmentioned. Nanely, he first compares body, soul (najËã), spirit (tarTtd) and
divinity (ailõhútã) with each other, and then he concludes: "In the end the body
will put on the beauty of the soul, the soul will put on that of the spirit, while the
spirit shall put on the very likeness of (God's) majesty (demùtã de-rabbtta¡.e{ß
The analogy, however, is not completed with the term implied by the frrst part,
perhaps because the Syriac word for'divinity', allãhútã, is used of the Godhead,
or of pagan deities, so that it was sensed as being unsuiøble for use with reference
to man. There does exist a literal equivalent for theosís in Syriac, metallãhãnútõ,
but it is exüemely seldom employed in discourse.a6e The word 'god' itseli however, can be used in a metaphorical way, as it is by Isaac of Nineveh when he
states that "(ascetic) labours and humility make man a god (ailAhd) on the

463 Beulay: Lettres, 5l:7
þp, 47(-./77). Beutay's edition has a misprint here: hor-rnh

4&

instead

of

hoLrnh.

J r<rrh:,o ¡ ûrr

(or altemativety, "lives in us and is visible to us"). Sahdona:
III, 8:51.
om r(rsth:r i--¡r<rrn gr(Sahdona: Oewresspiriruelles
xiroì-:

Oeuvres spirituelles

465 r<-=.-r

-

J

///, tr:6. (Brock 1987,204.)
466 r . r\ r(r:i:lhJr r(l o)-t-¡r:t r(irncr¡:¡ ¡ntcr--or:r r(>oi-=
spirituelles III, E:6. (Brock 1987,204.)

467

it<.. r<orD ¡Jll

Sahdona: Oewres

<m\¡<: rn:
(-:

Sahdona: oeuvres spirituelles I, 3:147. The
r-s ) reads in Sahdona's Arabic version: in kunta
allãh
expression of 'looking at'
tanzhur [...]; Sahdona: Oewres spirituelles IV, p. 105.

468 Ephr..r Hymnen de Paradiso, g:20. Tar'ltãalso means 'intelligence', 'lhinking'.
469 An instance in Simeon the Craceful in Mingana 1934/Simon, l6?a.

/i
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eilth."470 The adjectival use is also conceivable: when the holy men are called

'divine' (allãhãyã\,471 the idea of
2. 3.4.

theosis is present.

2. The Eschatological Function

The mystical experience itself can be viewed as the aim of the whole ascetic life
and its practices. It is stated that as long as the solitary monk remains in lhe
ecstatic state "he is not in need of the performance of the ofüces, nor is he in the

of reading, for all this is tbe work of the merchanL up to the time when the
costly pearl falls into ¡¡r ¡-¿r.r472 This is not because of the emotional content
ofthe experience but because of(the interpretation of) the Divine reality present
in it - or beyond it, to use a more apophatic expression.
rWhen interpreted in the wider theological context, however, the experience is
even more than the goal of asceticism. The eschatological function of the experience is revealed by adopting the ontological frmction of the experience on the
chronological axis, connecting the experience with salvation history. In this perspective the experiences are interpreted as a foretaste of the states of the world to
come and of life in its angelic mode. In fact the main Þurpose of ch¡istian
asceticism is spiritual perfection, fansformation into man's final heavenly
character. "continuous drunkenness in ecstatic impulses", in the words of Isaac of
Nineveh, is "as in the life afrer resurrectio¡'.473 This kind of imagery also stresses
the unity and continuity between this life and the hereafter, at least implicitly.
"The mind", according to Simeon the Gracefi¡I, has tåsted partially here, and
need

when it has become free of the density of the body, (it will taste) completely."4z+
This means that the experience itself may be expressed with signs that
contain eschatological components. For instance, John of Dalyatha speaks of

'emotions of the new world' (nebhê de:ãlmã þedatta).47s Correspondingly, the
experiences that a¡e opposite to the foretaste ofheaven may be designated as the
opposite of heaven: John of Dalyatha calls the 'veil of passions' 'dark hell'
@ëhannã).a76

470

r<' r'r\ r<\:¡r¿a s¡Ë¡r- r<mll(.. r(hc¡-r-¡>¡o <\5¡-

Bedjan: perfectione

Religiosa, 95; Wensinck: Ìulystic Treatises, 64.

471 E.g. Bedjan: Perfectione Retigiosa, 124-125;Wensinck:

l+,fysric Treatises,

472 Olinder: A Leuer

34-85,

of Philoxenu of Mabbug to a Friend,42 (3 I *). Here rhe mysticat experience is exprcssed by the symbol of a'pearl'.

473 r<h:r-.-o

ih-:r

(Lit. 'order') ¡(i-=o:r om=:r

254; Wensinckt Mystic Treatises,

474
475
4?6

l7l.

p.3t4 (b.59).
4:5þp. 3lF3l7i.
Beulay, Lettres, 4:8þp. 318-319ì.
Mingana 1934/Simon, t94b,
Beulayr Latres,

n¡r(.

Bedjirrt Perfectiore Religiosa,
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Isaac relates that those who experienced this foretaste could become so over-

it

that they were no longer aware of their physical
being, their "coat of flesh". "On account of the delight and the joy of their heart
[...] they imagine themselves to have put off the body and to be already in the
state which comes after the resu¡rection.'q17 Or the same sense of totality
expressed in other words yet with the same eschatological nwmce in the interpretation: during the experience "it seems as if the kingdom of heaven were

whelmingly enraptur€d by

nothing else but this".478
The encounter with of the world to come in the ecstatic experience can also
be dçicted in very concrete, even visionary terms, like those employed by
'AbdiSo' the Seer when enumerating the consequences of ecstasy (temhã) as

follows:
mingling (buþAnÒ with spiritual orders QegnQ, vision (þøzaã) of the souls of the
holy ones, vision of Pa¡adise, eating from its tee of life, and intimacy ('enyãnã) with
the holy ones who dwelt in ig together with other ineffable things.479

If we reverse

the perspective, this position also means that the world to come is
or less co-equal to the state of total ecstasy. Isaac of Nineveh stesses that
the ecstatic states are entirely free of memories of worldly thoughts, and accordingly, the state of being in the world to come is free of passionate psychological
morìe

movements and even memories of the past world. The result actually comes close
to a Christian version of Nirvana" yet the distinction of personalities remains.
"The holy ones do not pray prayers in úre new world. When the mind has been
engulfed by the Spirit, they dwell in ecstasy (temh@ in that delightfirl glory.'480

Yet the idea of the world to come as a non-verbal entity is well in line with
Ephrem's non-physical Paradise and its immaterial pleasures that ca¡mot be
accurately described employing the concepts of this world.48l Moreover, Isaac
states that the heavenly mansions promised in John l4:2 arc not locations but
different spiritual levels, according to which the inhabitants enjoy their portion

of

glory.a82

477 Bed¡an: Perfecrione Religiosa, 550; Wensinck:
þstic
4?8 Bed¡an, Perfectione Religiosa, 486;Wensinck: lrþstic
4?9 Mingana t934l'Abdi5o', 157a, p. 275 (tt. 167).
aEo B"dj-, Perlectiorc

4El

482

Treatises,369.
Trearises, 326.

Religiosa, t?0; rüy'ensinck: lulystic Treatises,

ll5.

Ephrem, HW¡æn de Paradiso, ll:3-9. Ephrem's ideas, however, have sometimes been
conñ¡sed with an "lslamiC'cÆnception of Paradise filled with virgins (E.9. Palva 1998, 180).
This conclusion was originally based on the misinterprehtion ofone verse (7:l I, see Brock's
com¡nent in Paradise Hynns, 193).
Bed¡an, Perfectiorc Religiosa, E6; Wensinck: Ìtlystic Treatises, 58.
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And finally, Isaac's eschatological vision is embedded in love. He describes
beautifirlly how the creator made this world in Love, sustains it in Love, and will
bring it to completion in Love.
In love did he bring the world into existence; in love does He guide it during this its
temporal existence; in love He is going to bring it to that wondrous transformcd state
GuþlAÍã þhtrã), and in love will the world be swallowed up in rhe great mysrery of
Him who has performed all these things; in love will the whole cou¡se of the
govemance of creation be finally comprised. And since in the New world the creator's
love rules over all rational n*rtrc (keyanã nelilQ,the eætasy (temhã) at His mysteries
that will be revealed (then) will captivate to itself the inrelled of (all) rational beings
(hø,vnã da-nlilQ whom He has created so rhat they might have delight in Him,
whether they be evit or whether they bejust.483

If these ideas a¡e developed to their logical end, the result is the ultimate disappearance ofdistinctions; the bounda¡ies ofheresy a¡e crossed at the point at which
personalities cease to exist. This kind of climær and the logical fulfilment of all
eschatological visions, however, is to be found only in the revelatory Book of
Holy Hierotheos, where the eschatological vision culminates in full ontological
harmonisation of the Creator and the creation in a most neo-Platonic fashion:
Orders that are above pass away, and the Distincrions that are below are abolished, and
Ever¡hing becomes One thing: for even God shall pass, and Christ shal¡ be done away,
and the Spirit shall no more be called the Spiriq for the names pass away and not the
Essencc (Oasta); for if distinctions pass, who will catl whom? And who, on the other
hand, will answer whom? For One neither names nor is narned. This is the limit of All
and the end of ever¡hing.484

2.3.4.3. The Social Function
One of the paradoxes of metatheology is that in spite of all appreciation of solitude the social function of the experience is positive: it is considered to cause
strong love and a merciñil attitude towa¡ds all men.
Love is characterised by a non-judgemental attitude. As long as the hemrit is
under the influence ofthe spiritual experience, "there is before his eyes no sinner

in creation, but all men are regarded by him as righteous.Þ485 This feeling may
even intensify to become ecstatic itself: "man becomes drunk, as with wine, with
the love of men, because all actions of men, whether of sinners or of righteous
men, and whatever they do, all of them, ar€ seen by him with the eyes of the
theoria (of the corporeal things)." And conespondingly, when man regards the
483 gro.¡' Second Part,38:2 (ed. 148, tr. 160).
484 Ma¡sh' Bookof the Hoþ Hierotheos,l33 (120-l2la).
485 Ol¡nder: I Letter of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4l (30*).
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feeble deeds of his fellow-men and is moved thereby, this may in turn cause the
fire of love to fall into his heart.a86
Isaac of Nineveh does see the commandment to love God as implying withdrawal from men, as we have seen above, but he goes on to state, somewhat
surprisingly, that the commandment to love one's fellow-men is included in the
very same commandment. According to the reasoning of Isaac, love of man is a
consequence of fulñlling the command to love God.
Do you want to acquire the love of your fellow-man, according to the commandment of
the Gospel, within yourself? Withd¡aw from him. Then the flame of love will burn in
you and you will be eager to meet and see him as (if he was) a vision of the angel of

[ght'487

Isaac of Nineveh even claims that without drunkenness in God (røww@tã da-ballãhã) it is impossible to receive the pure love (þubbõ Safyã) tJnt man by nature

lacks. This love and compassion for all creation is total towa¡ds sinners as well as
anim¿15.a88 On the other hand, Isaac also states that "the key of divine gifrs
$ukÌ,AnQ unto the heart is given through the love of the neighbour".489 This
creates a paradoúcal circle, very typical ofeastem Cb¡istian thought: one needs
spiritual experience in order to be able to love, yet one must love in order to be
able to receive the experience. We might say that this circle is closed in terms of
logic and selÊsupponing in terms of vitality.

If you are desirous of tasting

the love of God" my brother, ponder and meditate with
understanding4Ð on the things that belong to Him, and which have to do with Him and
His holy Nature: meditate and ponder mentally, cåus€ your intellect to wander (on this)
all your time, and from this you will become aware how all the parts of your soul
become enflamed in love, as a buming flame alights on your heart and desire (raþnQ
for God excels in you; and out ofthe love (izzÖåã) ofGod, you will arrive at the perfect
love of (your feltow) human beings (Isaac of Nineveh¡.49|

A third sign of the working of the Spirit in you consists in the kindness (merat¡mãnúlã)
which represcnts within you the image (dúnyã) of Cod, through which, when your
thought extends to all men, tean flow from your eyes like fountains of water, as if all
men were dwelling in your heart and you afrectionately embrace them and kiss them,

486
487

Olioder, A Letter

of

Philoxenus of Mabbug to a

Frietd,s4 (40r).

B"d¡ao, Perîe¿tioneReligiosa,3l3;Wensinck: ÀlysticTrearises,20s-209,üanslatestheend:

'thou wilt run to see him as if thou wouldst see the angel of light."
488 Brock' Second Part,l0:35-36 (ed.4041, F.4F50).
a89 B"d¡-, Perfectione Religios1 330; Wensinck ilystic Treatises,2}l.The word r(¡jicr¡¿ is
very suitable with reference to spiritual gifts, since it comes from S¡Çv, the root of the
Sekinah.

490

491

r..',¡¡'o

\rìrno r<\rrh(

Brock: Second Part, 10:29 (ed.39, tr.48).
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while you pour )our kindness on all. [...] you do not think evil of anyone, but you do
good to all men, both in your tbought and in your deed ('Abdi5o. the Seer¡.492

on the other hand" however, ecstatic phenomena do have some consequences with
a somewhat negative social frmction as well. Ecstasy is reputed to make the
subject who undergoes it to become alienated from the world. Here the allegory

of

wine can be continued to its consequences: getting drunk makes one forget the
world (and sin) and causes apathy towa¡ds ¡1.4e3 1¡ç result of this is an ability to
adopt a haughty attitude towards eanhly passions4e4 and it makes the mystic
regard the whole "',t¡orld" from an outsider's point of view:
Tbrough your love may my life become inebriated (nen'on), so as ¡o forget the world
and its aF¿in (tsaac of Nineveh).495
Blessed are those who are drunk of your love, my God, for through their drunkenness
in you they have become possessed by madness (Sãnyútõ), and they have forgotten the
things previously necessary for them (John ofDalyatha).as

From the concept of madness we can smoothly proceed to discuss the question
the outer manifestation of the experience.

of

2.4. MATìIFESTATION
2.4.1. Physiological Manifestations

In the Syriac tradition mystical experiences a¡e not resticted to the mental or
psychological aspect only, but a¡e manifested outwardly as well. In the docrinal
perspective this view presupposes a holistic and nondualistic antbropology in
which the mind and body are not separated, for this enables both to participate in
the experience so that all the inner impulses exercise a certain influence on the
physiological reality as well. Consequently, the physiological aspect ofexperience
is in principle empirically perceptible, due to the force of spirinral experience
which 'þalpitates tbrough the whole body'.4e2 The physical aspect of man,
4e2 Mingana 1934/'AbdiSo', 156b, p.275 (F. lóó).
493 B"d¡-, Perfectione Religiosa,5ll,543; Wensinck: tlystic Trcrrtises,344,364.
49a
-¡r¡.i ho-oi-¡ r(\:¡ocnr r<\i c\:. 'they despise the stinking desire in the
intoxication of their love"; Beuþ: Lettrcs,lli4 þp. 332-333).
495 Bro"k, Second Part, 10:41 (ed.42, tr. 5l).

4s

497

Beulay: Lettres,32Ç327.

^ r<¡:.o\r h-si The verb also means 'to glide', 'stir'. Bedljart Perfectione
Religiosq 486. (lVensinck: lulystic Treatises, 326, tanslates: 'flows through the whole
body').
cn\
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however, may have diffrculty in adjusting itself to the presence of the spiritual
reality, which is regarded as something purer and sùonger in nature. Isaac of
Nineveh, who bases his teaching on love, expresses this as follows:
Love is something hot by nanre. And when it alighß on anyon€ without measure, it
renders that soul as it were mad. Therefore the heart that perceives (Love) cannot
contain and bear it without unusual excessive variations becoming manifest in it. And
these signs it publishes in a perceptible way, openly.4g8

In shorÇ the mystical experience applies to the physical aspect and operates in the
whole body (be-fulteh &ñma).t00 The result may be, curiously enough, that the
character of manifestation is described as analogous to mental disease. Madness
indicates a disability - in this case a disability of the mental faculties to control
the fo¡ce arid pressure of the experience. According to Isaac of Ninevelu the
bodies of those who cannot stand what is unusual will begin to move (mezí','be
moved') during moments of joyous tears.Sffi Barhebraerx, who approached the
subject systematically, collected the following sarples on the "madness" of the
experience:
For, sornetimes, through the Spirit, (joy) will emerge from the heart without a clear

joyful to the extent, that, if somebody unacquainted saw thæ
perfect solitary Gr.tiddyã gem-vã) or heard his voice, he would think hfun to be mad
(seny6¡.50t
cause and make a person

... in þrayer) the inællect is commingled with God and becomes the likeness of is
maker, the recipient of His giffs and the fount of His mysteries. [...] Through (prayer) it
is made worthy to behold His glory and to abide in the cloud of light of His greatress

('arpelã de-¡ruha¡ã de-rabbõteh) wirhin the place

of the spiriû¡al

beings, in

stupefaction (balhãyã) and silence (Setqã),void ofmotions (zøw'd), in ecstasy (tenhã)
and is in wonder (tãher) at üre many splendoured rays of light dawning upon it, and
these are the life and delight ofthe spiritual beings.5o2
Sometimes, a pers{rn will be on his knees during the preparation of prayer, his hands
outstetched towards heavør, his eyes fixed upon the cross and, so to say, his whole
motion stretched towards God in supplication. And at that moment all of a sudden a
fountain of delight will spring up from his heart his limbs (haddãnaw) will relax
(netaíI-rn), his eyes will be closed" his face bowed towards the earth and his thoughs

49E B"dj*, Perfecüone Religiosa,Zlg;Wensinck Llystic

Treatises, 148.

499 B"d¡*, Pedectione Religiosa,5S; Wensinck lúystic Trealises,4l.
500 r<\êl rnl-r-r:¡.. r(r-¡.-= <\:r
i:-¡ø, r(\:r

;o:u,

Bedjan: Pedectiorc Religiosa 126; Wensinck:

501

Wic Trcatßes,85.
livf

Barhebraeus: Ethikon 16 (tr. 13-14). The root
means transformation: alteration in
general and in tbe direction of mental illness in partiorlar. The quotation is taken from John
of Dalyatha; his Syriac original is ediæd by B. Collæ in his unpubtished dissertation Tåe
Ivlystic ism of John Saba (Melboume, 1963), 4 l, ¡ 84.

502 Brh.bru"*: Ethikon l7 (ù. l4). The quotation is from John of
Mysticism of John Saba,74,206.)

Dalyatha (Colles: Iåe
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be confused (meltagnên), so tbat even his knees cannot remain down on the earth

thejoy ofthe blessing surging in his ¡sañ.503

The most interesting single term here is metrãSlîn,which literally signifies that the
limbs become 'paralysed' or 'relaxed' - an obvious expression of a physiological
reaction, the exact nature of which remains concealed from us.
The operation of the experience - joyous in its psychological quality - in the
physical faculty is described with the verb nãçJã, a polysemous concept that

signiñes 'hissing' (as by snakes), 'shrieking', 'raging' and 'dilating'. All of these
possible translations make some sense, varying the significance into a more or
less symbolic way of expression, and applying a more or less radical cha¡acter to
the experience.

The slightest physiological sigrrals mentioned in the texts are accelerated
breathing, 'sighs' (tenþãtã),s04 red colour on the face and a rise in body temperaturc.505 Alongside these, Isaac of Nineveh mentions loss of fear (qen¡ã\, bashfulness (htþhãdã) and stability (sunãtã), these being replaced by impetuosity Q.tefr)
and disorder (duwwùdQ; the body reacts like a 'wanton' (zallrla)s06 or 'mad'
(íeneJ person.soT 1o these we may add a certain enlightened outlook; Simeon the
Gracefirl, for example, mentions an 'illuminate6 ¡*"t.508
Are there signs of the physical reactions that a¡e clearly uncontolled? Evidently, during ecstatic moments hermits could occasionally lose their balance and
fall to the ground. This fact, which is not surprising if we consider the combination of physical weakness and spiritual fervour, has been documented quite
unquestionably:
One does not know how to conrol (ta-m¡akkãsú) one's senses from the intensity
(na'bdãnuta) of the joy and the jubilation of the heart for no m¿rn is able to endure
(nesrybar)the working of this fìery impulse (zaw'ã nûrãnã). Therefore, as soon as this
fiery impulse expands in the soul, aman falls (nãfel) to the ground and eats its dust like
bread, because of the ardour (rethã) of divine love and rhe heat and buming of is
fervour (iu/åaå a we-yaqdãnã de-hammímùteh) (' Abdi3o' the Seer¡.509

503 B"th"bra"w: Ethikon, 16 (ü. l4).

The exüact is taken, in slightly modified form, fiom lsaac
of Nineveh (Perfecl ione Rehgrasa 58).

504 r<LL*¡h Mingana

1934/Simon, 194a, p.313
Wensinck: Myslic Treatises, 329.

505
506

(u.58); Bedjan Perfectione Religiosa,4gl;

Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,Zlg; Wensinck; Mystic Treatises, l4E.

Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,2lp; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, l4E. \ilensinck translates
r(!rhcro as 'concentration', r(:róo¡ as 'disturbance'.

507 Bed¡an: Perfectione Retigiosa, 254;Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 17 l.
508 Or'enlightened appearance'(Lm-r mslrìs) Mingana 1934/Simon, l99a p.3lE
ó6).

509 Ming*u

1934/'AbdiÈo', 144b, p.2ó3 (tr. 149). Translation mine.
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Sometimes it stirs up hot and fiery impulses (zaw'ê ltammlme we-narõnQ in his heart
through the love of Christ. Then his soul is enflamed (neitallab naßeh), and his limbs
are paralysed (meÉtarrî haddamav,) ttd he falls on his face (nãfel 'al appaw). Sometimes he generatÊs a fervent heat in his heart and his body and soul a¡e enkindled so
that he assumes that every (¡rart) ofhim is consumed by the burning except that which
is in the hean (John of Dalyatha).510

how'they leave their Psalms every now and then and falt
on their faces on account of the power of the gladness moving in their rou¡."S1I
Isaac of Nineveh relates

The problem ofthe interpretation ofsuch pâssages, however, is how to differentiate between descriptions of incidents of ecstatic, uncontrolled falling and
portrayals ofenthusiastic series ofprostrations, perhaps slightly exaggerated. The
crucial expressions nefal and remã ('al appav'\ may be used in both active and
uncontrolled cases: the mystic 'throws himself or 'is thrown' to the ground. It is
the context where the decisive expressions are found. The most explicit in this
respect are expressioru¡ such as "not knowing how to control his senses" or
'þaralysis of limbs" that clearly indicate uncontrolled ecstasy. What actually did
happen may remain beyond our knowledge, but if the textual material is read
without presuppositions as to the Eanquil, thoroughly contolled character of
hermit life, it seems evident that the phenomenon of ecstatic falling was well

known among the hemrits in these monastic circles.
\Vhether a certain expression refers to something that happens under the
control ofthe will or to an uncontrollable occurrence, is in essence a parallel case
to the difference between the conscious and the unconscious, and the definitions
arc therefor€ more or less discretionary. The centre of personality directs the
effects of the experience to the physical organs, causing movement and other

reactions. In the mental reality there are hardly clear boundaries between
controlled and uncontrolled reactions. Impulsive and inspirational acts may be
defined (and sensed) as partly controlled.5¡2
One of the clearest indications of incidents of uncontrolled fallings is to be
found in A Letter Sent to a Friend, where the author states that it often happens
that a man falls to the ground, and "he cannot rise, because no body can endure
thisjoy". This experience is accompanied by lack ofthe need for sleep or bodily

510
5l

I

Voobus l9EE, 332 (cit. Ms. Vatican Syr, fol. l70b)
Bedjan: Perfeclione Religiosa,S5O; \[/ensinck: ltþstic Treatises,369.

512 An example of

an experience that is mostly controlled yet srongly inspired can be quoted
from Isaac ofNineveh: "Then, all ofa sudden, he might leave the service, fall on his face,
and beat his head on ¡he earth approximately a hundred times ardently and severely, on
account of the fervour which Grace had kindled in his heart." Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa.
I 40 (cf. \ilensin ck: ltlys t ic Treal ises, 95-96.)
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nourishment, "because the body is nourished together with the soul by spiritual
nor¡rishment (tArsaya rühõnã)."'t3

As we have seen, the linguistic significations of ecstasy may produce opposite entities such as water and fire. The same can also be said of the physiological
signs. This applies at least in the case of silence and elevation of the voice, and.
perhaps even in the case of tears and laughter. Isaac of Nineveh tells of a hermit
who could not bear the flame of joysla so that he elevated his voice because "he
could not restrain ¡¡.s¡¡'.sls Yet silence, too, can be a manifest outcome of
inner ecstasy (lahra), which may seize the monk's tongue and "not allow him to
speak". It is explicitly stated that ttris happens "involuntarily".5l6
The most important phenomenal feature, however, is that of tears (dem'ë), arr
indicator of strong emotional charging. The sources are filled with allusions to
weeping, and even when after excluding a certain arnount of the hyperbolism of
oriental homiletics, the phenomenon seems to be rema¡kable enough. Different
ways of weeping have been divided into categories which are very similar from
writer to writer, although they appear under different names.
On the quantitative basis, tears have been divided into those that 'visit'
occasionally, several times a day, and those that flow unceasinglyslT and continuously.sls According to Isaac of Ninevel¡ it happens many times a day that a
brother is surprised in his cell by a visitation of Grace; during these periods of
'tears without measure" nothing could make him leave his cell or receive visitors
even if he were given "the kingdom of the world't.5l9 1¡" purpose of continuous
tears is in their causes ('sweetness of revelation', 'love and humility of God'),520
and in their effects, which may be described as puriffing.
On the qualitative basis, tears can be divided inlo tears of repentance shed
over one's own sins (i.e. sorrow for one's sinfulness) au;rd. tears of grace that are
poured into the soul as a spiritual gift. The division is mentioned, albeit in slightly

13

514

I Lener of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4l (30r-3 I t).
,nhou, ¡r .im r<rm\cr¿l i¡rrn-rr l-¡:: (orn iÉ-¡ùr r(\

515

ous¡ lcr,¡¡r(¡:t r(orn r(":r rdr im= . m\-o r(ocn ¡-i>ro

5

Oliodet,

Literally: 'that
flame (arising) from joy"; Bedjan: Pedectione Religiosa. 140; cf. Wensinck: Myslic
Treatises,96.

5

l6

Literally "was
not able to hold himself (or: ñ'rs soul)". Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa, 140; cf. Wensinck:
Mystic Treatises,96.
Olinder: A Leßer

517 J¡r¡q rd:r

of

Phitoxenus of Mabbug to a Frietd, 42 (31+).

Bedjan: Pedectione Religiosq 128; Wensinck

st8 h-r<¡-J¡r<.

iþsric Treatßes,81 etc.

According to lsaac, the state of æars may last about two years! Bedjan:
Perfectione Religiosa, 126: rùy'ensinck: ilystic Treatises, 86.

519 B"d¡*, Perfectione Retigiosa,lTT;
520 B*h.b..us: Erhikon,5S (tr.49).

Wensinck: Mystíc Treatkes, l2O.
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different ways, by Sahdon452l Dadiðo',522 and 'Abdiðo', who describes the
fomrer as flowing from sorrow and the latter from joy.523 Tears ofioy md tears of
sorrow appea¡ in the 4th -century Liber Graduum, where they are provided with a
biblical justification based on John l6'20.s24
According to Isaac of Nineveh, the tears of sorrow caused by sin must be
experienced firsr They make the body lean and buming with heat, and they often
cause pain in the ma¡row. Tea¡s of grace, on the contrary, "make the body fat" (a
Semitic expression of welfare), they flow spontaneously, moistening the whole
face, and change the aspect ofthe face due to happiness. These tears ofjoy are
"sweeter than honey".525 On the importance of these "given" tears Isaac notes that
they are the only physical manifestation that one should request.526
According to Sahdonq tears of repentance are necessary for spiritual life.
Joyful tears are caused by remembrance of God, which in the case of perfect ones
grows fervent with love so that one "who br¡rns with love cannot avoid tea¡s when
looking at God".527 Sahdona proceeds by encouraging his readers to pol¡¡ out
*lvvitne
(lnmrõ) and anointing (meíhã\ of pure 1g4¡5".52E
every day

According to a further interpretation - perhaps a somewhat loose one in the
- the thoughts inspired by the guardian angel come with "tears without
measure", but those coming from Grace 'ïork wiûrout 1g¿¡'s".529 The charismatic,
supematural natu¡e of the tea¡s is emphasised by the notion that a mere nanral
inclination towa¡ds weeping does not deserve praise more than the actions of
discourse

irational beings.s3o
In this way the discourse on weeping has made tea¡s the subject of multiple
interpretation. The tears have also been related to Evagrius' tb¡eefold division (see
above, p. 122, and below, p. 16È16l), where they fi¡nction as a separator located
above the sphere of prnity but below the sphere of serenity.s3l

521

522

Sahdona: Oewres spirituelles

¡\or .\

¡(.i:¡:r

and

III,9:45.

r(¡-s.¡ h.íhtr <i>r¡

Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', l2b, p.210 (a.

Ee).

s23

Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', 155ap.273 (tr. 164).

52a Lib"rGoduum, t8:1.
525 Bed.¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,126,245-246; Wensi¡ck: Mystic Treatises,8s, ló5.
526 B"d¡an, Petfecrione Religiosa, 49;Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, 35.
52? 6-1,a' tt-:¡J <r-l:r rd:r i-:-m>¡ r(\
-rlri (=cr.¡.=r om Sahdona: Oerwes
spirinelles I I I, 9:,44, 9:,45, 9:81.

528 6'h ". ¡ r(sii:r r<¡¡:J¡o (ì>rr¡ Sahdo na: Oewres spirineltes I I I, 9:47.
"
529 Olinder I Lett* of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend,4O (29r).
530 B-h"bo" Lrrs: Ethikon 57 (t. 49);tsaac of Nineveh, Second Part, I 8: 4-l 7.
531 Beulay: Lettres,4g:8þp. 512-513). For Evagrian scheme, æe Kerubin silmin,2lT-22}.
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Spiritual joy (l.taddùtã) and happiness (bussãnã)s32 are considered as the aim
and sig¡533 of the ascetic life. Dadiðo' of Qatar defines the aim of solitary asceticism as experience ofthe joy caused by the presence ofthe Lord and the sweetness of his victory.53a Actual laughter, however, is not viewed in a favourable

light, mainly because of its frivolous connotations. It was noted already by St.
Ephrem that "Jesus did not laugh on ea¡th but
But on the other hand,
"¡"6r.s3s
there is a joyous aspect in the spirit of asceticism
as well. According to Isaac of
Nineve\ for example, the joyous tea¡s of grace cause joy to "diffuse over the
face'.536 It is difficult, however, to think of a joyous face except with a smile and
perhaps with moderate laughter! This produces a strarige conclusion: laughter as
an esoteric aspect of Oriental Christian mysticism. This does in fact find some
distinct support in Jobn Climacus, who states that a man who stands and recites
the Psalms may be moved "sometimes to laughter and sometimes 16 1g¿¡stt53?
because of vainglory. The remark is a most interesting one, since it indicates that
if laughter during prayer could grant honour and (vain) glory to a monk, it must
have been considered as a genuine spiritual effect by some at least.

The extemal manifestations of mystical experiences a¡e so interesting a topic
that their occasional mention in the texts usually raises more new questions thân it
provides satis$ing ans\ìrers. One of the basic problems is how to determine when
a phenomenon is mentioned because

it is typical, and when because of its excep-

tional nature?
One example of the problem is the duration of ecstatic experiences, on which
subject the sources offer very little information. The existing data refer to especially long or frequent experiences. Isaac of Nineveh mentions ecstasies that
lasted for th¡ee or four days;538 one lasting for hours does not seem at all excep-

532 Ming-u 1934/'Abdi5o', 155a, p. 273 (t. 164).
533 'Aim' and'sign'are expressed in Syriac by the same

s34

word (ni5ã).

Miogana 1934/DadiSo', l3a" p. 210 (tr. 89).

r(ho¡,r:r r(!rcu¡-¡o¡ ¡o .. rni>r:r l(soris, r(ho:t. è -\ .ff'cì
r(!rcr-:r*:r r<¡+¡ cL¡rDo r(-r-..u, L.a-m cr-¡,n . r¡-¡)rJr
Literally: "He is fully satiated by the joy of the face of his Lord and by the sweeùress of the
victory of His right (hand). This is a soliary GlúdayÐ, and this is the sigrr (aim) of eremitism
(!rîdryñ)." On spiritual joy, see also ibid,g3 (15b, p. 213) etc.

535 Y666ut 1960,27v286.
536 9.6¡-' Perfecrione Relígiosa,246;Wensinck: Wstic Trealises, 165.
53? John Climacus, Ladder 2l;7 (in some ranslations 22d Step), p. 202538 'fte refercnce to a case of ecstasy lasting four days is derived ftom

perhaps legendary

tradition conceming St. Anthony. (Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,26l; Wensinck: llystic
Treatises, 175.) The case of three days, on the other hand, seems to indicate personal
experience on the subject Brock: Second Part,6:4.
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tional.539 Rabban Hormizd also encountered an ecstatic vision of light which
lasted for three hours.540 The most exteme case is documented in A Letter Sent to
a Friend, which describes a case of an incredible thirty-two days:
And I was filled with unutt€rabl€ joy and gladness. And all my body together with my
soul was one strong light, which I cannot describe by my camal tongue, and for thirtytwo days I was in this joy and under the influence of this holy lighg so that neither at
nighq nor in the day time, did I repose on the soil, because I did riot know if I was in
this world or not, while I was standing like a drunkard.54l

Isaac of Nineveh also states that intervals between the experiences need not be
long, and they may even fade away in the mystical life. "When man has become
completely perfecL this power joins him inwardly and ounva¡dly, and not one
hour (íõ'a)

will he be without sighs and tears and other (phenomena)."542 This is
well in line with the total pursuit of strict asceticism. Nevertheless, when Isaac
describes eyes as "fountains of water for two yea¡s"543 it must be understood as
refening to a state of mind, a tearful attitude with the constant abilþ to weep.
We may conclude this chapter with a suggestive question as to whether it
might be possible to read certain passages as references to a kind of stigmation.
Dadi3o' of Qatar mentions "fighting with sin and for righteousness "till blood"
(adnã demã) and "the wounds (naþwAtQ they received on their faces".S& The
former case is, however, most probably only a hyperbolic idiom, and the latter
refers symbolically to martyrdom, since asceticism is generally understood as
constant ma¡lndom. But on the other hand, we may read in explicit temrs in I
Letter Sent to a Friend that the severity of the ascetic struggle led to painful

539 E.g. Brock: Secord Part 14:27 (ed.65, tr. 75).
540 Budge 1902, The Hisrories of Rabban Hormizd

541 É.-s,r

the Pe¡sian and Rabban

Bar:ldta, fol. 33b.

0il3 r(orn . \\>h) rdr r(roio r(hor, h-l>¡h<o
h-orno r(io::r ú:J.: ¡rno-ll>rr(:r r<-g, rt\:r orn. r(r-rr r(irncr-¡ r"
.r(¡-:r-o ¡(icncur omr mhoicrr-co¡o dhãr', rm3 . .^>cr. ..ìho ihJh
h-orn-rr- <h þr.rOr-:r-r(: rdo r<\ï! I* lu.om-:ùr- rûl.L: r(\¡
¡r(o r(rrm rúoi ra¡r(r= .rd or( Lorn ,\-r< r(>r!s. ú
-xí

Þr r\¡

.lu.ocn

Olinder: A Lener of Philoxems of Mabbug to a Friend,32 (24'). The account

.h-ocn
542 B"d¡-r Pedëctione Religiosa, 490491; Wensinck: tttystic Treatises,329.
543 Bed¡an: Perfectiorc Religios4 t26; Wensinck: tiystic Treatises, E6.
appears morc tustworthy due to the fact thar it is not for forty days.

s{

Mingana 1934/Dadi5o', 23a, p.220 (tr. 103), 3lb, p.229 (tr. I 15) This peculiar suggestion
may frnd some support in a saying of John Climacus: "I have s€en men who reached the
ultimare in mourning, with the blood of a suffering and wounded heart actually flowing out
of their mouths" (7:66, English fanslation: p. 144).
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physical reactions. "How many times have vomitings5as taken place after this
fìght and done damage to the brain!" The author describes the hour of such
demonic attacks as harder and more bitter than the fìre and tortr¡re that the martyrs
had to undergo. Extreme asceticism and rigorous fasting will surely produce painful physiological reactions of many kinds, but the fact that ordinary naturat sicknesses a¡e not meant here, is implied by the advice not to leave one's cell nor let
others come in during this kind of violent attack.5a6

2.4

2. Y erbù Manifestation

The Syriac mystical tradition places stess on the silent non-verbal cha¡acter of
the experience to the extent that there seems to be no room whatsoever for verbal
manifestation. On the contraq¡, the effects are quietening in nature. Isaac of
Nineveh, for example, mentions as a sign of 'enlightenment of the .io6'547 1¡"1
the "tongue stands still and his hea¡t becomes silent".548 Consequently, we find no
Syriac equivalents for the "ecstatic utterances" familiar from Sufism (if we do not
interpret the loose reference to the lifring up of the voice, mentioned in the
previous chapter, as such).

There is no ¡ule without an exception, however. The most interesting
anomaly is to be found in the writings of 'AbdiËo' the Seer. He mentions 'a burst
of spiritual speech' (ter't'íit mamlã rûlúnã) as a product of ecstasy (tahrã), but the
nature of this interesting phenomenon is, unfortunately, left unexplained in his
text.549 The safest explanation for the expression isthat mamlã rúhãnã refers to
the recitation of prayers that flow fluently when one knows a sufficient number of
prayers by heart so that one need not concentrate on the act ofreading or on the
wording in general, yet the mystical context favours a somewhat more extraordinary interpretation. The expression 'burst of spiritual speech' would be apt
with reference to glossolaliq but this possibility does not seem to be very likely,
since zuch a phenomenon would probably have required firrther explanation in the
context a¡rd further discussion elsewhere.
545

The meaning of 'vomiting' may perhaps seem quite unusual for the word ¡6-o-o>¡ , the
literal meaning of which in Syriac (and Talmudic Aramaic) is 'ascents' and thereby 'steps',
the usual word for vomiting being rú:cr-h. The verb -orot(, however, has the meaning of
'bring up, vomit'. Olinder: A Letter of Philoxenus ol Mabbug to a Friend,34 (25').

546 One is

instead encouraged to increase the recitation of the Psalms and the reading of the
sufferings of the marqns, and genutlexion before the Cross. Olinder: A Lelter of Philoxenus
of Mabbug to a Friend,34-35 Ql.26',).

547 r<lÁil ¡(hoLrn¡-one of the seldom used signs
548 Brock' Second Part, 6: 2, 4 (ed. 16, 17, tr. 20,21).
549 Miog-u 1934/'AMi5o', 1574p.275(tr. 167).

of mystical experience.
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And moreover, the reference is not the only one. In A Letter Sent to a Friend
the author adds to the experiences produced by the guardian angel "a swifr burst
of speech",55o and to those proceeding from Grace "a burst of speech without
intemrption",ssl images indicating a spontaneous or somehow uncontrolled verbal
flow. This latter gifr is permanent, valid day and night, and in it "secrets a¡e
revealed" in a way which cannot be leamt from books or from others.552 This
seems to refer to a form of prophecy, perhaps even to the gift of interpreøtion of
tongues.553

However, it is not an insignificant matter here that the letter in question as
well as the writings of 'AMiSo' quoted above, should both probably be attributed
to Joseph the Seer. But on the other hand, we know for certain that the phenomenon is not his private pursuit only, since we can also ñnd in another East Syrian
work from the same period, The History of Rabban Hormizd (approximately 7th
century), the following encounter:
After discussing an hour about the world of judgemcnt [Mar Sylvanus and Rabban
Hormizdl began to speak also with new tongues (lannallãlû be-leÉSãnê þaddetQ
concerning the new and glorious world. And in ac¡ordanc¿ with the Divine Providence
which investigates all, they both were suddenly clouded over (et'arpalw) in contemplation (të'oryã) of existing things, both corporeal and incorporeal. And they were gazing
at etlrereal (qa*înã) and spiritual (r¡l.tanal,a) intuitions (sakkãlQ, and secret things
(setîrãtõ) and hidden mysteries (rue genaQ which were revealed unto them there by
the mercy of Jesus. Then their thoughts senled (Je,tnãr) on them again, and their
understanding (åøwnã) retumed to its own character (lit. 'taste'¡.554

T\e Hístory of Rabban Hormizd" however, has so much imbedded material of a
legendary nature that the historicity of the event is not the most certain. But what
is interesting here, is that the existence ofthe story does in any case indicate that
speaking with new tongues was considered at least an ideal possibility in the
Syrian Orient shortly before the time of Joseph the Seer. Presumably the 'new
tongues' were taken as a biblical topos from Mk 16:17, but at any rate the rema¡k

is important since such references are rare in the history of the Church.S55 Never550

r<\l:ùr hcr-r-,ih. Olinder: A Lener of Philoxems of Mabbug to a Friend 40
(29*). The burst does not last long because "it is resrained by the fervour from the touch of

l-i¡

the guardian angel."

551 r<-o-o-E

r<\r r<Il¡o, hcr-g,ih

olinder: A Letter of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a

Friend,40 (30.).

552

Olinder: ,1 Leuer of Phitoxemts of Mabbug to a Friend,4O (29a-30r).

553 I Cor

12:10,28-31.

554 Budge l9O2,Tlp
3

Histories of Rabban Hormizd the Persian

and

Rabban

BarÍIdta, fol.

3Þ

lb.

555 pot ñrrther

discussion of charismatic phenomena in the Early Church, see McDonnell, K. &
Montague, G.T., Christian Initiation and Baplism in the Holy Spirit. Evidencefrom the First
Eight Centuries. (The Liturgical hess, Minnesota 1991.)
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if glossolalia did exist in the syrian orient c. 700, it must have been a
well-kept secret, a kind of esoteric feature in the tonely prayers of the most charistheless,

matic hermits.
Vy'e may conclude this chapter by noting the existence of a peculiar form

of

verbal manifestation that may be called "syntactic manifestation". John of
Dalyatha, likely the most enthusiastic author in our Syriac corpus, has a few
ecstatic features even in his syntax. Firstly, a good portion of the discourse of his
fervent letters is directed to Ch¡ist in the second peßon: "My understanding is
stupefied in the ecstasy in you".ssó Secondly, he uses interjections as if his
mystical experience were bursting from his pen: "How stupeffing (temlhã) is the
Love (rahmetã) fhat leads us to himt'r557 Or he may combine both stylistic
devices: "How stupefring is your clemency, our Godl'55E Sometimes the subject
is moaning as if his discourse was suffocating: "(My) ræd (qanyâ) is bumt up by

the force of your fìre, my right hand has ceased to write, and my eyes are
consumed by the rays of your Beauty.r559 1¡¡r enthusiasm is also shown by the
use of a series of exclamations: rãz 11, rãz h, rãz Il, uthe secret is mine" or "the
secret (is) fbr me".5ó0 This kind of parole would in fact well deserve to be
counted in the category of "ecstatic utterances", and it again shows John's literary
talent.
2.4.3. Visions

In the approach adopted in this study mystical experiences are treated as a single
mental phenomenon, the parts of which are constituted into separate entities on
the level of the verbal discourse, where the constituents are adopted as parts of
theoretical presentation, which may be more or less systematic in cha¡acter and
largely symbolic in nature. In this perspective the differences between the va¡ious
experiences in the mental dimension lie in the intensity of the experience.
Visions, however, constitute an exceptional category of their own. The
reason why I place them under the heading of manifestation is that hallucinatory
visions might be considered as a subjective maniîestation of the experience. The
difïiculty here, however, is in the differentiation of the symbolic descriptions of
mystical phenomena with visionary vocabulary from visions where there really is
something to "see", an object of the vision, whether illusory or not. As noted
556 Beulay: Lettres, 4:6(pp. 316-317).
557 Beul"yr Lertes, 4;5 (pp. 3l 6-3l ?).
558
,n¡r', Lcnùr r(> or(

{ilr<

Beulay:

Leures,2l:Z(pp.3S0-3Sl). The interjecr¡ons

in the 2m pehon may also be directed to the 'world' (iôrd). See also 40:4.

559 Beulay: Leures, 4:6(pp. 3l6-3l?).
560 Beulay: Lertres, 36:2(pp. 40G401).
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to the 'shapeless light' are to be
taken as symbolic expressions of non-visionary reality. Most references to
"visions and revelations" do not really seem to imply any object that is actually
seen, as the information is delivered in a more immaterial way. Especially the
imagery of light and brightness probably does include examples of non-symbolic
usages refening to the visionary experiences, but it is impossible to differentiate
between them if the context does not point this out explicitly.
above,

seems that the numerous references

Moreover, the difference between visionary and non-visionary sensing may
be difficult or even impossible to recognize even by the subject of the experience

in his conscious mental reality. "I know that I saw and heard, but about what I saw
or about what I heard, I do not know anything to tell yo¡."5ól
Nevertheless, there are a few indispuøble cases where monks claim to have
had visionary experiences in the basic sense ofthe word:
I saw as it were the paln ofa hand that took from my head what seemed a heavy stone,
and at the same moment that weight was lightened f9¡ ¡¡s.5ó2

Visionary seeing may be perceived with the physical eyes so that the sight is
likened to hallucinations or illusions, or it may take place as an inner vision in
"the eye of the mind", something like a dream seen while awake.
The whole problem, however, is de-emphasised in the discourse, because an
illusory character is frequently attributed to the visionary experiences due to their
possible origin as demonic deception, as the interpretation of such experiences

often suggests: apparitions in the likeness ofstars, an arch ofclouds (rainbow), a
throne, cha¡iots or fiery horses are considered as likely "deceit of the demons.'563
Genuine revelations and visions, according lo A Letler Sent to a Friend, come in
sensual form only as long as one is in a "psychic ståte" on one's path, as was the
case with Noah, Abratram, Isaac, Jacob and other righteous men before the Law
was given.5ó4

Since seeing, or beholding, God is a symbolic expression indicating mental
orientation towa¡ds God, 'vision' may consequently function as a general term for
this orienøtion. For example, John of Dalyatha addresses God with the words:
"Every moment You console with Your vtsion (hezâtã)."565 '¡1t" more interesting

561 h-r-r,

çr r{¡>¡:r . É¡r(-s-:r- }tri¡o çr }r-r.:r }rr:u
qprr.-o i>r(:r r(¡r(-.-:r- rd lrsJr¡ r{r:r or( Otinder: Al¿tterof
oJ'Mabbug, to a

562 Olind.rr
563 Beulay:

A Letter of Philoxenas ol Mabbug to a Friend,32 (Z4t).
Leures, 49:24 (pp.

5I

8-5 I 9; The author of this particular letter was possibly Joseph

the Seer.)

564
565

Olinde¡:

Philoxenus

Friend,2l (15*).

I

Letter

of

Philoxenas of Mabbug to a

Beulay: Lettres,5l.5 (pp.

a7aa7lil.

Friend,sl-52 (3Er).
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and illustrative point, however, is the way in which he continues his discourse,
giving an indirect definition of the constant vision:
When he is eating, in his food he sees You; when he is drinking, in his drink You are
sparkling; when he is crying in his tears You are shining. Everywhere he look, there
¡¡6 ss€s

Y.r.566

This shows that the concept of vision means a ceaseless intention to think of God,
to meditate on Him tbrough every particular concrete object. This is probably the
closest we can approach to a panentheistic experience in Syriac metatheology, but
the emphasis of the expression may be viewed either as active and subjective (i.e.
the transcendent God is introduced in the creation by the subject's meditative
effort) or as passive and objective (i.e. the omnipresent God is perceived in the

creation in the contemplative vision). The reading is open to both interpretations.
Vision in this broad sense is also identified with ecstasy by John, who
decla¡es: "Blessed is he who carries your ecstasy (tahraþ in his heart at all times,
for he sees (hazQyouin himself at every moment."56?

2.5. TI{E TTIEORETICAL CONTEXT

The discussion on experiences is very seldom an independent topic in the discourse, where personal experiences are usually presented in a more indirect way.
Usually the expressions and interpretations of mystical experiences occur in connection with topics of a more general nâture, the most important of which concem
the varying phases of man's progress on the spiritual patt¡ or more philosophical
issues that adapt the anthropological, cosmological and epistemological postulates
and premises of the discourse.

2.5.1. The Metatheological Context The Course of the Ascetic's Path

Ascetic life is not stagnant in nature, but strongly intentional: negligence is arnong
the hermits' most dangerous enemies - and not the least frequent, it might be
added, due to the monotonous character of their daily routine. For this reason the
Fathers urge discemment. One should not observe one's practices merely for the

sake

of tr"dition.s68 When this progress is described with at least a degree of

5óó Bculuy, Lettres,5l:5
þp. a7aa7\.
567 Beulay: Leures,47.8þp. a6Gaól).
568 B"rh"bra"us Ethikon l0S (tr. 93), quoting
466.)

Isaac of Nineveh @edjan: PerÍectione Religiosa,
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systematic thought, the result is a porhayal of an ideal way of spiritual progress
culminating in perfection. The schedule of this progress also functions as the
context of ecstatic experiences that becomes parsed into part of a chronological
axis. Due to their non-speculative approach, however, the ascetic authors were not
specialists in producing detailed systems.
The traditional pattern of spiritual life in th¡ee stages (corporeal, psychic,
spiritual) is usually taken for glanted, and it appears in most authors. It is in
harmony with the biblical anthropology of St. Paul, but seen in historical perspective it is in more agreement with Alexandrine than Antiochene though¡.569 In fact,
this division does not take us very far, since in the metatheological discourses the
psychic stage seems to be the basic state of a monk, the corporeal being his past,
and the spiritual, albeit the most interesting one, is more like an ideal goal. The

position is illustrated by the Letter Sent to a Friend, which is dedicated to the
subject of the th¡ee stages, but only 4.5o/o of its contents deals with the spiritual
stege, and the discourse dealing with it is quite apophatic. Already before the
spiritual stage there is to be differentiated a state of purity, beginning at the end of
the psychic stage, which according to the author ofthe letter can be recognised by
two signs: the first is that during the recitation (of the Psalms) 'ecstatic wonder'
(telzrã),'flames of fire' (Salhebltã de-níÌrã) and joy fall into the heart so that the
hermit has to stop reading. The second is that the remembrance of God dwells
constantly in the soul and the 'tongue of the mind stammerssTo a secret endless
prayer" in the heart.s?l The former phenomen4 however, oc¿ur outside the state
of purity as well.
John of Dalyatha observes the tripartite division with the following
emphases: the corporeal fpagrana) stage entails refusal or denial of corporeal
comfort. The psychic (nafiAní\ stage is characterised by penitence, the intention
to renew one's life with the help of both dimensions of asceticism, the outer and
the inner. The spiritual (rûþAnQ stage consists ofpurity (dabnTtã), a total liberation from passions, and limpidity (íafuúta), which is defined by Beulay as "une

569 Th¡s division is found in ahnost all Syriac

authors writing on spiritual topics, and it is in
accordance with St. Paul's tipartite anthropology. The Antiochene school, however, and
early Syriac authors like St. Ephrem prefer bipartite anthropology: corporal and spiritual (or:
material and immaterial; outer and inner; the first substance being that of animals, the latter
that of angels). See Seppälä 1999, I l5-l 16. Wallace-Hadrill 1982, 130; El-t(houry 1982,

t359-1363.

5?0 The nature of the prayer may be cla¡ified by the
57
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use

of the verb /agleg, obviously

onomatopoeic word.
This would be a pithy description of the aim of Byzantine hesychasm

as

well.
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sorte de trarisparence qui permet à l'esprit de I'homme de recevoi¡ les révélations
des mystères de Dieu et du monde nouu..ur.572

Simeon the Graceful presents the way of the ascetic as consisting of seven
phases, and the role of spiritual experience obviously grows towards ¡1s .r¿.573

l.

The noviciate (iarwAffñ)

-

obedience in ever¡hing one is ordered to

perform.

2.
3.

Change of habits, qualities, manners and ways of conduct.

Struggle against

the

passions through

the futfrtment of

the

commandments.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Laboun of discernment (pûrsãnã),understanding of hidden porilers.
Contemplation(te'orya) of the high and incorporeal beings.
Contemplation of and wonder (tã'ar) at the secrets of the Godhead.
Secret working of grace, occasional submersion in divine love.

'AbdiSo' the Seer portrays the ascetic's progress as th¡ee phases that are usually
called 'stages' (meíüþtã), 'orders' (taksã, from the Greek rcÍf rg), 'levels' (dargT)
or 'spheres' (at@. The concepts a¡e used quite inegularly and even interchangeably, or they may be omitted completely. 'Abdi5o' seems to avoid strict logic in the
terminology: his purpose is to help his reader forward, not to provide him with a
system - an aruroying fact for a schola¡.
Yet if they need to be arranged in relation to each other, I would suggest that
the contents of the phases in 'Abdi5o"s discourse be understood as a threefold
scheme expressed in two different series that interpenetrate and overlap each olher
as presented below. The series on the left is more on the background of the
discourse, functioning as a subtext for the series of 'sphg¡gs'.574

o

r(hcr-¡
of

r(hcrrrrr r(i

r(!rcr¡:-ur
ecstalicvisitation 0

of

o

r(hcr--srr r<i
o

Sphere of perfection

5?2

oi>-¡"r r(r

Beaulay 1990, 35. For the three stages in the discourse ofJoseph the Seer, see Brock 1987,

314-315, and my book Kerzbin silmin,237-23E.

513 Mingana 1934/Simon, l67b-168a, p.257 (t.17).
574 Ming*" 1934/'Abdiio', l45a-151a, pp.263-269 (tr.

150-158). The use of conceprs is not
ultimately logical. For example, 'corporeality' (fhcr-r\r) is described as both e(or\
(145b) and r(!u"cr-r:r (147a); the psychic stage as both r\:r:r (145b) and r(ihr(
(145a).
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The 'corporeal' is a basic stage, from which one rises to the stage of 'purification'
(daþøta¡.sts It includes prayers, ascetic exercises and good works in order to be
freed from passions. Pu¡ification leads to and culminates in the soul's 'natural
state' (talcsã keyãnã\

-

i.e. natu¡al in relation to God

-

where'þrayers resembling

fiery perfumes arise in the heart purifying and cleansing th€ soul",576 enabling it
to perceive a spiritual vtsion(hezãtã). The way forward proceeds through ecstasy ,
a'wondrous visitation' (sã' õríìtã temîhã).
From this opens a new 'sphere of serenity' (atrí de-íafyAñ), which includes
unceasing prayer, a vision of spiritual knowledge hidden in the creation, unending

joy, peace and certainty, that in turn produce love and compassion towa¡ds all.
The mental nesoruces reserved for the struggle against weakness and passions are
here idle and therefore prayer is no longer needed (which is in accordance with
the teachings of Isaac of Nineveh). For our theme it is interesting to note that the
ecstatic phenomena seem to belong to this middle stage. 'Serenity' itself may

grow into 'complete serenity', an expression approximately synonymous with'the
stage of true serenity' (meiûþtã de-iafyùtã iarrÍretã), in which there is a vision in
the shape of a heavenly 'crystal light' (núhrd da-qrustallos).s71
The highest possible stage is that of 'spirituality', a term employed by
'AbdiSo' interchangeably and quite synonymously with 'perfection'. In iæ vision
one carinot distinguish shapes and likenesses, "nor does the mind know OAda)
and distinguish (pãraf) its own self (qenõmeå) from the glory of that shapeless

lieht(iubûã de-núhrã hti de-lã

demû'¡".s7E

According to Barhebraeus, in the highest stages voices and words pass a\¡/ay,
and the mind deals only with spiritual meanings. While still moving upwards one
must enter the 'divine
The note on the 'divine cloud' seems to reflect a
"¡6u¿'.579
subtext from the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus, referring to the ascent towards the
Deity as described there.
The foremost Syriac source for speculations on mystical ascent is certainly
the Book of the Holy Hierotheos, whose discourse, however, operates on such an
abstract, timeless and ideal level that the individual experience does not take
shape in the midst of the stre¿m of dreamJike visions. (One could, of course,
consider the whole book as representing an outlook derived from mystical experience.) The main theme of the work, the cosmic rise of the mind (hawnã), is
translates (ho-¡,:r as 'purþ' according to the standard basic meaning of the
word. The sense of'purification', however, is evident from the context. The word is derived
from the basic stem, which also has the meaning of 'to become pure'.
576 Mingana 1934/'AbdiSo', l47b-148a, p.26ó (tr. 154).

575 Ming-"

577
578
579

Mingana 1934/'AMi5o', 1494p.267 (rr. 155-156).
Mingana 1934/'AMi5o', 149b, p.2ó8
Barhebtaeus: Ethikon

ó0-ól (F.52).

(r.

156).
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embedded in the vision of the cosmological stn¡ctue that consists of neo-Platonic
ideas on emanation combined with the biblical material, and the outcome is a very

charming context for any mystical experiences, open to many interprel¿1¡st6.580

2.5.2. Metatheological Anthropology

The anthropology of the Syrian metatheo¡ogians deserves a study of its own,

ofthe Syriac anthropological concepts, Syriac
rhat refer to the inner man. The large number of

based on a systematic analysisssl

being exceptionally rich in terms
words with simila¡ equivalents pose diffrculties for translators:
nafiA

soul, self

ruhã

madde'ã

mind, spiriq understanding

melletã

logos, intell€ct

havna

spirig mind, intellect

lirta

the innermos! consciousness

lat'itã

mind, intellecq thinking

qenõmã

self, substance, person

re'yãnã

mind, intellect, thought, consciousness

yãtã

substance,

SpiriÇ wind

self

It seems to me that it is most reasonable to regard these terms not as psychic
entities but as abstractions of mental fi¡nctions. Namely, the emotional or epistemological qualities of the subject's mental fi¡nctions are absFacted on the linguistic level into the "sub-subjects" given above, but since the mental operations
a¡e indefinite and lack exact criteria ofidentity, the identities ofthese sub-subjects
are co¡respondingly inexact, the result being a multitude of varying üanslations

for the above concepts.
Instead of a systematic anthropological survey, however, we shall here make
only a few rema¡ks relevant to our topic. The basis of metatheological anthropology could be taken from the following points in the writings of Simeon the
füaceñ¡I. Inside a man, according to him, there is a bright, ineffable and immate-

rial minor (maþîtã), a picture and dwelling-place of God wherein His Spirit
establishes Himself in baptism. Since the creation of the world mystical knowledge has been implanted in human nature; it can be activated by purification and
prayer, which make one conscious of the spiritual natu¡e of the world and know

5E0 ¡ ¡u". made a more detailed

58t

synopsis of ttre thought

of

the Book of the Holy Hierotheos in

Kerub in s ilmin, 221 -225.

Such systematic contextual analyses, howeve¡ will be feasible only after the editions of
Syriac literature have been made available in etectronic form, Ttris process has hardly begun
and will surely take at least a few decades, but once it is completed the comprehensive
results will be attainable with such moderate effort that at the moment it does not in fact
seem reasonable to carry out such projects. (Unfortunately, this is fue of the studies of
Syriac mystical vocabulary as well!)
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things of both the past and the future, those near-by as well as those far-away, and
secret mysteries become comprehensi6¡".582 Anyone who purifies this mirror

will

see all the spùitual powers which accompan:/ th€ natur€s and the affairs of this
world, whether they be far or near, through the sublime rays that emanate from it, as if
they were set in array before his eyes; and will contemplate them without any darkness,
by means of the inner powq (bøylã kãsyã) of the Holy Spirit, which dwells and works
¡n ¡r¿ 6.s¡1i6o.583

Where then does the mystical experience take place? John of Dalyatha states
precisely that the body (pagrã) and the soul (nqÊ¿) a¡e able to enjoy the mystical
experience equally (Éar'vyã'ít) but it is the høwnã (spirit, mind) alone that is the
recipient of the perception of the experience in question.s& This defrnition is
sufficiently holistic to exclude the dualistic implications, but it also preserves the
apophatic aspect of the experience by leaving the kemel of the process outside the
mere psychic (conscious) aspect of man.

The most frequently used "sub-subjects" of the mystical experience seem to
høwnã
and. madde'ã, which probably implies a certain influence of Greek subbe
text (mainly Evagrius), for both terms fi¡nction largely in a way corresponding to
the Greek uoÛg, since the most Semitic way of expressing the innermost part of

man, the very essence of one's personality, would be simply 'heart', which
appeaß frequently in the discourse. The authors may operate in various dimensions by activating varying (sets of) terms, thereby describing the same psychological reality in different ways.
Heart-cented anthropology is a common trend in Semitic thought and hence
a biblical pattem as well. The heart is the cenüe ofa person, a kind ofconnector
between the physiological and mental aspects, for it is seen to belong to the
former by iæ material and to the latter by its nature. Through the hea¡t the experiences perceived spread to the limbs and produce various manifestationr.sss
mystical experience may take place in the heart of man that may be "suddenly

1"

opened

b/

Gracs".5E6

"I know one brother, whose heart [...] was suddenly opened

582 Mingu t934lSimon,
583 Mingana I 934/Simon,

l95a-196a, pp.314-315 (tr.60-.6l).
195b, p.

3I

5 (tr.

60-ól). Mingana's translation'inner power'

(r<-ea <\-rl

could as well be t¡anslated'hidden power', 'secret power' or'mystical
power'; an alternative suggestion for "contemplate them without any darkness" is "observe

themwithoutveil"(¡ssrh

rd:r - gm: r<-G?!Þr).

584 Beulay: Letrres, 34:2(pp. 398-399).
585 B.d¡*, Perfectione Religiosa,2lg; Wensinck: Mystic Treatises, l4E.
586 Isaac ofNineveh. Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,547; Wensinck: Itlystic Treatßes,367,
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and filled with an unspeakable light.'srz The opening of the man's heart vividly
portrays the psychedelic character ofthe mystical experience.
When the discourse moves in more dynamic terms of function, the heart of
man is his free will, which is able to change 'passions into virtues and virn¡es into
passions'.s88 Freedom of the human will is a basic component of, and a central
theme in, Syriac theology, and it is also connected with purifïcation: the first goal

is that of impassibility, the second is freedom. The sinful passions, desires, are
defined outside real humanity, and the function and aim of the freedom of will is
to be liberated from them.
Probably the deepest and mosr original analyst of the human mind among the
Syrians was Isaac of Nineveh
and therefore occasionally the most diffrcult as

-

well. Often we may trace behind his, and other East Synan authors, parlance the
Platonic th¡ee-fold division of the activities of the soul, which has two different
series as its Syriac equivalents, although these do not dominate Isaac's anthropology entirely, for it frequently operates with the conc€pt of 'hea¡t' ¿s *s¡¡.589
either:
Reasonable

Àoyrorrxóg

Passionate

0uuoerôús

'.<hol*\:r

'ú\
r(h->¡-i

or:

r(l-b!

t'<\-.t

r<lÈ¡1

The rationalþ (melílûtã) of the human mind consists of two different capacities,
the intellectual capacity (lravlã melîlã),limited by nature, and the understanding
(yaddú'tõnã) capacity whereby natue may become perfect. The former seems to
be the discursive faculty which handles information, but the latl.er produces

itby

what Isaac would consider "inspiration", and where we would perhaps rather talk
about imagination and creativity. The latter is also the more experiential capacity,
and Isaac hints that it is the area where the joyous experiences occur. Isaac con-

sciously leaves something unsaid here, remarking only that this applies in a
mystical way (rãzã'lt) to a few men in the present time, but only in a state called
Sunnãyã, translated 'trance' by Wensinck but literally meaning any transformation
from one mode of being into another. This happened "to the primeval rational

58?

Presumabfy John the Seer is here speaking of himself. Olinder:
Mabbug to a Friend,Zl (15').

588 Mittg*u

A Leuer of Phitoxenus o/

1934/Simon, 199b, p. 319 (û. ó7). Perhaps the most sophisticated modet of willcenüed anthropology (and cosmology) is that ofA. Schopenhauer (1788-1860), an ascetic of
a kind, who identifred the Kantian 'das Ding an sich' with the Will in his classic work Di¿
I(ek als llille und Yorstellung(1819).

5E9 gro"¡'.ç""ond Part, l7:1,19:2 (ù. 91,

103).
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beings without trance", rsserts Isaac in a mysterious tone, "but for us
annihilation (bugãlã),because of the sickness of ou¡ ¡"t¡.r5e0

It must be admitted, and even

it is an

stressed, that a certain insecurity and obscurity

in the parlance belongs organically to the subject since ùere always remains an
apophatic dimension to the experience. John of Dalyatha, after describing what
has taken place during the experience in the angelic realm, states that those who
undergo the experience "a¡e unable to comprehend anything ofwhat operates in
¿r"-.-591 In admitting that not all knowledge of the nature of experience can be
derived from the experience itseli he implicitly admits that existing knowledge is
(at least to some extent) produced independently
that is: on the level ofinterpretation.

ofiS

expression and description,

2.5.3. Metatheological Cosmologr

The cosmological position of ow authors is, not surprisingly, God-centred, but the
discussion fi¡nctions in ¡,r'o directions and dimensions. The basic perspective
opens towards the immaterial kingdom of heaven, the 'world of light' ('ãlmã de'
níihrã),592 but on the other hand, the discourse also operates with the creative role

of God in the present cosmos, particularly emphasising the active creative process
by which the world is sustained. The latter leads to the assertion that God may be
seen beyond or through any natural phenomenon - a suitable definition for the
contemplative attitude. This does not reach a pantheistic extenq however, since
God in his Essence is all the time considered as being beyond his Creative Power,
although this is not always expressed explicitly.
The cosmological postulates of the discourse also include the position taken
on the classical question concerning the nature of the created world, whether it is
"good" or "evil". The answer must be read between the lines. Due to the lack of
abstract questioning in the discourse ofthe Syriac Fathers, their standpoint could
be understood as a kind of meliorist existentialism: the abstract 'world as such',
its goodness and evil nature, is an uninteresting and even unanswefable question
and therefore outside the discourse: the goodness and the evil exist in man and in
his perspectives only; they are attributes of man, not of the world. For this reason
withdrawal lïom the world means in the first place withdrawal from thoughts that
are not in accordance with the divine will, and this is reflected in outer withdrawal
from impulses that fr¡nction as stimuli for sin.
590 B.dj.n,

Perfectione Religiosa,20E; lilensinck Àlystic Treaises, 140.

591 el-r\o-rl
42U2s).
592

:r-=rhh:¡ oÍì¡:t >:u¡l

Beulay: Lenres, l5.2(pp. 34&-349).

r(}o

Belulay:

Icttres,40:5 (pp.
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For our topic, however, the most important observation is that it is the experience of ùe subject that deterrrines whether one's perspective is coloured with
good or evil.
when grace visits us, the lighr of love of our fellorr,-men which is shed on the minor of
our heaf is such that we do not see in the world any sinners or evil men; but when we
are under the influence of the demons we are so much in the darkness of wrath that we
do not see a single good and upright man in the world (Simeon tbe Grac€fu1).593

2.5.4. Metatheological Epistemologr
L€t no one think about reaching Knowledge by diligent inner working (hùJãto and
human thinking (renyã), for this happens by spiritual operat¡on so that he to whom the
revelation is imparted, at that time is not aware of any psychic thought (husíabã
naJianayQ nor of those things which are perceivable by the sensãs (saac of
Nin"ueú¡.5ea

Mystical knowledge (1da'tã), gnosis, is often presented as a consequence of
experience, which raises many questions. what is the content of gnosis and how
does it relate to ordinary knowledge? It has already become clear, at least implicitly, that the emphasis of gnosis is beyond words, and indeed it is not "knowledge"
in any usual epistemological sense: it may be without any actual discursive content. The problem is furttrer obscured by the fact that the ascetic authors usually
employ the vocabulary connected with rationality in quite a ca¡eless way: for
them 'reason' means 'thinking', and 'reasonability'correspondingly the'abilþ to
think'. For modem readers, however, 'reason' has more to do with logical re¿ìsoning, disctusiveness and argumentation. Nevertheless, since it is evident from the
majority of sources that mystical experiences do have a certain informative
quality and consequently instructive character, it is necessary to discuss the topic
from this perspective, too, yet bearing in mind that according to the metatheologians themselves, the contents of gnosis cannot be known by reading, i.e. their
reference is not attained by treatnent ofverbal entities.
The sources show that mystical knowledge, gnosis, is not a product of exercises in "angelic life" but a gift of Grace: even the pure angels are unable to stir
'divine revelation' (selyanã allahãyã) from themselves without divine Grace.s95
On the other hand, the gift is not separate from the ascetic struggle. According to
Sent to a Friend, the gifts of 'sight of itself (þezãtã da-qnõmeh) and
'intuitions of the natures of the created beings' (sukikûlë da-þãnã da-berydtã) arc

A Letter

593 Mingana 1934/Simon, l79ap.29S (tr.35).
594 Bedja¡r' Perfectione Religiosa,l55; cf. Wensin
595 B.d¡-, Perfectione Religios4 16 I Wensinck:
;

ck: Il,Iystic Treatises,

iñ),stic Treatßes,

lO5.

l}g.
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given to the mind when one has stood firrn against the physical attack of the
demons.5%

causa eficiens of mystical knowledge is essentially the same as that of
mystical experience: it may be God, perhaps iocused as the Holy Spirit, or an
angel. Isaac decla¡es that "the mind. (hawnã) will see hidden things (ft¿sydfa)
when the 'Holy Spirit' (ríÌþA deaudlã) begins to reveal to it heavenly things".se?
A wider episûemological context is provided in the writings of Simeon the
Graceful, who outlines a kind of mystical epistemology. He understands the
T1ne

difference between 'natural knowledge' and 'supemanral knowledge' with the
aid of ascetic practice, i.e. in relation to the purifrcation of various parts of the
mind: there is no "secret knowledge" without freedom from sin. A proper term for
this might be ascetic pragmat¡snt.S9r
One way to understand mystical knowledge is to view it as a static, enduring
form of what ecstasy represents dynamically, as a certain emotional peak. Isaac of
Nineveh urges one to stay in solitude and in silence, unaffected by sensual
impulses. Then
the intellect Qe'yan\ rises above the exislence, and the body ceases from tears and of
perception and movement, besides natural vitality fltayyút keyãnãyA). For that knowledge (îda'tã) does not submit to take the appe¿¡rances of the things of the sensible
world as its companion.sg9

Isaac

of Nineveh draws a connection between

ecstasy and mystical knowledge

which he gives an eschatological interpretatior¡ describing 'ecstasy in the divine
nâtuÍe' (temhã de-'al lreydnã allfuhãyã) as 'a revelation of the new *or¡¿'.600
Satrdona, too, makes an explicit connection between ecstatic experience and
mystical knowledge:

596

Olinderr A Letter of Philoxenus of Mabbug to a Friend, 35 Q6t), translates "nature of the
forms of creation".

597 ¡(¡:rcr-o:r

r(soi ..urn . r<lL.Õ3 r(rs¡r ¡rn: -. r(.rorn r<ìi5
r<h-lir->¡:. ¡rDe)rro <l¡ <i-r:r Bedjan: Perfectiorc Religiosa, 126-12'l'

Wensinck:

598

sry
600

llystic

Treatises, 86.

According to C. S. Peirce (1839-1914), the father ofpå itosophical pragmatism,the meaning
of abstr¿ct and intellectual conccpts is exhausted by the effecæ they exert, or are able to
exert, on human experience and actions. See W. B. Gzllie, Peirce and Pragmalism, Penguin
1952; A. J. Ayer, The Origits of Pragnatisnr, Macmillan l9óE.
Bed¡an: Perfectiote Religiosa, 49 Wensinck:

6'\u r(>¡\¡-:r om r<¡*\
8:4

(d.22,tr.27).

r<-m\r<

ilystic Treatises, 35.

r(r-¡ l¡-:r <m>lr

Brock: Second Part,
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And he mcditates in wondrous æ*asy (rane be-tahrã temîhã)on the Glory of God, and

he examines wondrously the great depth of his secra wisdom, and he is stunned
(tãmeh) manellously by the riches poured out by His Goo¿¡¡ss5.601

According to 'AbdiSo' the Seer, prolonged ecstasy introduces to the soul spiritual
conremplation (te'arya ríìhãnîtõ) conceming the vision (þzøQ and intuitions
(sukÌãlQ of the past and fu¡¡¡e worlds,602 operating with secrets of the future
(gestõ de-rãzë da-'ñdãtã'¡. The immaterial impulses during prayer are inwa¡d
spiritual knowledge hidden in the nature of creation, 'ecstatic intuitions' (suk:kãtê
tehlrQ of the incorporeal, and the sight of divine providence.603 'Ecstatic wonder
of the wisdom of God' (tahrã de-heloneteh d-allãhã) makes rhe intuirions (salclcõlë) of the judgement and providenc,e (ùneh da-mfarnesãnúteh\ of God shine in
the soul.60a Other epistemological consequences of ecstasy (temhõ) include
knowledge ofboth worlds, the one that has passed and the one that shall pass, and also
the consciousness of the secrets of future things, together with a holy smell and taste;
(the hearing of ) fine sounds of the spiritual minds (nadde'e: joy, jubitation. exulration, glorification, chants, praises, and hymns ofmagnifiç¿¡16¡.605

simeon the Gracefrrl describes spiritual knowledge as "a word of the Lord through

the revelation of the spirit";ó06 this prophetic intuition belongs to the stage after
sin has been abandoned and the comrnandments fi¡lfïlled. when purification has
been reached, one is able to "see in one's mind spiritually all the visible things
which a¡e seen by others materially."0oz In other words, one has a pr¡re perspective, an undefiled pure way of viewing.
He will survey all the present creat¡on and the worlds that have passed or are still
standing, rhe years of the world with all the events that occurred in it, and the men with
their wealth and their power, the revelations (Selyanq of the benefits ûãôrõ) which
were bestowed on the judgements of the Fathe6 ¿¡¡¿ q¡66¿.608

601
602

Sahdona: Oeuwes Spirituelles/, 3:151.

l\iorn

r(hu, \r rû¡r

hcg¡r-¡ r(h-r¡¡oi rúior(h r(¡-s-r:

r<¡!¡:r

Mingana 1934/'Abdi3o', 144b, p.263 (tr. 150). This spiritual contemplation is likened to a
'cloud' (r(r-rr). The use of this image may arise from the twofold meaning of the particle

Lr-'above','concerning'.

603 Ming*" 1934/'Abdi5o',

154b, p. 273

(tr. 164),275 (û.

167). For the term sn*&ã/ã, see below

note 619.

6ø Ming*a

1934/'Abdilo', 148a, p. 266 (tr. 154). Mingana üanslates as .,Ecstasy in the

Wisdom of God".

605 Mingana 1934/'Abdi!o', 157a,p.275(t¡. 167).
606 Mingana 1934/Simon, 165b, p.285 (tr. l4).
607 Ming-" 1934/Simon, 165b, p.285 (tr. l4).
608 Miog" 1934/Simon, 1664 p.2S5 (tr. l4).
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Here Simeon goes into greater detail than the authors in general. He tells us that
when the illuminated one sees a plant, he does not look at it as a product as an
agriculnrist does, nor as medicinal roots like a physician, but instead he pays
attention to the 'spiritual nan¡res' (keyãnë de-rîiþ) of the plants, and to the secret
power that is hidden in everything and works in everything-.609 1¡t¡5 power is
identified with 'the divine Providence' (betîlíitã d-allaha¡.erc Moreover, the mind
of man will be able to see
incorporeal beings who are above, and to looþ through its own theory and in an
immaterial way, at their hierarchies, their ranks, their faculties, and the unspeakable
modulations of their glorifications, and to imitaæ them by the help of God in the
measurË of its power.6l I

The contents of"gnosis", therefore, are not only spiritual visø but understanding
of the vitality and order of the whole Creation and of the causalities between the
Creator and the creature, and among the created. It seems correct, to sum up, that
what is called (mystical) knowledge is actually a ne\{¡ perspective into the old
reality, opened up by the mystical experience. Consequently, when such understanding of the causalities of creation has been achieved some knowledge or
understanding of the firture may be derived by a mere process of deduction.
The one who has obtained mystical knou{edge is usually called yaddu'tãnã;
the most usual meaning of this term is perhaps 'expert' and the literal meaning
parallel to the Arabic 'ãrtf as well as to the Finnish ríeüid, all three being

participles meaning c¡no*".t.612 Simeon the Graceñ¡l actually calls himself a
'gnostic' (fhldãyã gnõstlqa).6t3 The use of the word, however, does not imply
"gnosticism" as opposed to the Cbristian Church.6la
Transmission of knowledge is also an indefinite issue. It is covered by the
concept of gelyãnã, usually translated 'revelation' and thereby easily understood
as a fomr of vision. Revelation, however, is a wider concept than mere visual
experience: it may function as a general term for inner enlightefiment. "Revelation
(gelyãn\ is silence of intellect", says Isaac of Nineveh, the author with the most
profound approach to the subject.6l5 Isaac sharply differentiates higher forms of
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1934/Simon, l66a p.285 (tr. l4).
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1934/Simon, 166a" p' 285 (tr. l4-15).

Mingana t934/Simon, ló4ts166b, pp.2E4-2E6(t. 12-15).

612 Mingana translates it as 'llluminated man'. Mingana 1934/Simon, l?4b, p. 294 (a.27\.
613 Ming*o 1934/Simon.200b, p.320 (F.69).
614 Î¡is is evident since Simon was u'riting centuries after the heyday of the actuat Gnostic
movemenq and the Gnostic movement did not have a monopoly on the use of the Greek
word yvôorg,'knowledge'.

615 B"dj-,

Perfectione Religiosa,l55; Wensinck lúystic Treatises, 105.
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knowledge from visions and revelations. The phenomenon of revelation (geryãna)
is divided by Isaac ofNineveh into six basic types based on biblical examples:

l.
2.

Non-ecstatic revelation perceived with the senses:
a) material -the buming bush.
b) immaterial - Jacob's ladder, the light that blinded St. paul.
An ecstatic vision (lrezwã) perceived psychically Ezekiel's chariot,

3.
4.
5.
6.

-

6:L

Isaiah

The mental act of being ca¡ried away (hetíifyã re'yânãyã)
- St. Paul's jor¡rney to the 'thi¡d heaven'.
The rank ofprophecy (taksí nebíyätã)-Balaam.

Through understanding (mestaklãnätã) - Col. l:9, Eph. l:17-19.
In the likeness of a dream (ayk de-helm@

-

Joseph, Nebuchadnezza¡, Joseph the husband of Mary.6to

Isaac argues that by the biblical examples one may conclude that all the revelations that God has given for the guidance of mankind have come through images
(demwãtã), especially to those who are "of simple understanding and of small
insight". Nevertheless, divine comfort and instruction destined for individuals are
received without images, by intelligible apperception (margeídnûtã metyad'ãnlrã), which is the perfection of knowledge, the highest form of understanding.
Revelation, however, is inferior to knowledge for th¡ee reasons: it is dependent on
recipient, symbolic in nature (i.e. it only refers to the truth partially), and the inspiration provided by it is transient. This is why it should no! according to Isaac,
be called 'knowledge' but 'overshadowing' (maggenãnûtã\ Real 'knowledge' is
concerned with meøphysical issues such as God's foreknowledge, His incompre-

hensible nature, His various qualities, and understanding of the mysteries of His
will concerning mankind. These are attained by the 'intellect' (madde'ã) that

attains 'insights into the divine nature',617 whereas many

of those who

have

received a revelation have known God as children only.6l8
A single entity of "active" mystical knowledge is often

- especially by Isaac
called
suklûla,
the
most
literal
meaning
of
which
is 'understanding'
or 'intellect'. Yet in most contexts it is clearly something that is conveyed to man
from above, and the certain definiteness in the meaning of the concept is shown
of Nineveh

616 Bedjan, PerfectioneRetigiosa, 156-ló0;Wensinck:
WticTreatises,106-t08.
ó17 r<. ¡{ .nirtrr:¡ r<-mlr< r<ró \-s. rd-rcr¡q¡ r<rfi

\

Literally 'mysteries of understanding'. Bedjan: Perfectione Religiosa,l60; Wensinck: Mysrrc
Trearises,109.
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by its use in the plural (sukkÃlQ, which makes 'intuitions' a good rendering.6le
The ecstatic quality present in its accepønce is reflected in the use of the terms
tahrã dab-sukûúlã and nkÌdë tehîrë, and these offer many possibilities for translators: the former is Eanslated 'ecstatic understanding' by Wensinck, the literal
composition being 'ecstasy (wonder) that is in understanding', and for the latter
Wensinck gives 'wonderful intuitions', but in principle 'ecstatic intuitions' would
do as well.ó2o The sweet taste of mystical experience is reputed to stupefr
(matmehin) the soul with sukløl¿.62r
The many-dimensional essence of mystical knowledge gave rise to ftirther
interpretations. Simeon the Graceful presents a tipartite division of spiritual life
as "three intelligible altars" of mystical knowledge, corresponding to the mysteries of Friday, Saturday and Sunday (refening to Ch¡ist's Passion, descent to the
nether world and Resunection). The first altar is the mystical knowledge of works
(îda'td de-sú'rãnQ, corresponding to the mystery of Friday, signifuing the practical fi¡lfilment of the commandments. The second altar is the knowledge of contemplation (îda'tã de-të'õryã), illuminative in character, and described as "the key
to the mysteries of God that a¡e hidden in the natwes of the created beings". The
last altil is the mystical knowledge of hope (ída'tã de-sabrõ), the living alta¡ of
Christ, corresponding to the mystery of Sunday: the mind is united to Christ for
ever âs Ch¡ist is united to the Father.622
Simeon the Gracefirl also beautifully describes the consequences of the
experience of shapeless light by placing his stress on mystical knowledge, the
basic idea of which here is the awareness of the divine mysteries:
The (illuminated mind) desires to be drawn towards the shapeless etemal light (nuhra
îtyõyã de-lã demú) and towards the divine knowledge (îda'tã ltyãfA) which üanscends
all intelligence. Grace will then dwell in that impassibility, and (the mind) will be conscious (raargeí) of the sublime and endless mysteries which are poured out by the
Father and Source and all the lighs, which shine mercifllly on us in the secret likeness
(demûtã genízetã) of His hidden Goodness; and the mind will be impressed by them,
with the likeness (denútã) of the glory of goodness, as much as it can bear, according
to its expectation, its eager longing and the measure of its growth in spiritual exercise.

619

The term has been ranslated as 'intellections' (Beulay), 'Einsicht' (Bunge), 'understanding'
(Wensinck), 'ecstatic understanding' (Mingana) and 'intuition' (Teule). 'AMiSo' the Seer
uses the plwal suk:kãlë ('intuitions') in the same way as Isaac of Nineveh. In my project of
producing a Finnish tanslation oflsaac's works I have produced an apt equivalent ñom a
slightly poetical expression ymmärryksen söteily, 'ndiation of understanding', which
expresses well the supernatural, given and rather definite character of these intuitive understandings.

ó20 B"d¡-, Perfectione Retígiosa, 52,20;Wensinck: llystic Treatises, 37, 14.
621 Bedjan; Perfectione Religiosa,G?; Wensinck: liystic Treatises, 4.
622 Mingana 1934/Simon, 183b, p.303 (tr.4l-42).
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It will then avow immediately tha it

understands that everything

is vanity when

compared with one thing: the Highest Divinity.623

'Abdi5o' the seer, on the other hand, states explicitly that in the highest sphere of
spiritualþ there can be no vision or contemplation of either corporeal or incorporeal beings, nor any vision conceming divine judgement or providence; there is no
impulse or understanding whatsoever concerning anything that exists only the

-

vision of the Redeemer. The vision is completely 'spiritual' and has no forms
(eskèmë) or likeness (demütã).62a

Do Simeon and 'Abdi5o' disagree? Since they happen to employ quite
divergent vocabulary in treating the topic, there are no absolutely explicit disagreements, but implicitly there is an evident discord in emphasis. simeon receives

mystical 'knowledge', but for 'Abdi5o gnosis remains on a lower level, his aim
being to portray an experience of a more absolute kind. yet they may refer to the
same reality, simeon only from a wider perspective and therefore with a wider
reference for concepts such as Ída'tã. In other words, 'Abdi5o. may approach a
similar experience with a more focused perspective, while simeon adjoins to his
portrayal some of the þsychedelic) consequences of the experience. or they may
speak about experiences of divergent intensity, 'Abdi5o"s vision being more
concentrated. or the reason could be seen in the different use of the concept of
demútã ('likeness' or 'image'), which 'AbdiSo' seems to understand as an analytical concept, while Simeon treats it more as a symbolic one.

The different tones of the language of 'Abdi5o' and simeon illustrate how
any discourse on gnosis is inevitably bound to a subjective perspective, but also
how the reader of the texts has the keys of interpretation with which the meaning
can be modified in accordance with one's own paradigm.

2.5.5. Some Remarks on the Theological Context

2.5.5.1. On the Dogmatic Position
The emphasis we have placed on experiences raises many questions in relation to
the Ch¡istian theological framework. How are they related to dogmatic theology?

What is their role in Cluistian life? Why would a Christian actually need supernatural experiences?

623 Mingana 1934/Simon, 166b, p.286 (r. l5).
624 Mingan" 1934/'Abdiso', l50Fl5l4 p.269 (r. 158-t59).
rûior(h:r <\ . p:ur:r r(hu r*rcrr"oir r(ihr(= rúocn\ m\
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The imporønce of spiritual experiences for ascetics may be illustrated with
the opinion of Isaac of Nineveh, who declares that even the abilþ to perform
miracles and raise the dead would be nothing if one had lost the sense and reality
of the mystical experience.625 1¡tir is so simply because what we call "experience" is for Isaac no less than the active presence ofthe Divine.
'Abdi$o' the Seer interprets the effects of the Spirit in man as actualisation
of the potency existing in man: he defines the 'fiery impulse' (zaw'ã núrãnã) as a
"spiritual key (qelídã rúl.rãnõ), which opens before the minð. (hm+,nã) the inner
door (tar'ã gawwãyã) of the hea¡t (lebbã), and makes manifest to it the spiritual
abode (atrã\ in which dwells Christ our Lord within us.D626
How do these ecstatic readings relate to the ofñcial theology of the Syrian
churches? Since the sources of this study are not fa¡-removed in time from the
golden era of Christological schisms and dogmatic speculations, it is even a little
surprising that the metatheologians are free of practically all schismatic speculation. The discourse, both in its methods and aims, is quite removed from the
Christological questioning and dogmatic theology which had divided the Church
and had therefore been attached to all their members, including our sources. Consequently, no real disagreements on dogmatic matters arise, and neither do the
ascetics seem to have any need to justify their position as members of a particular
confession.62T

The same applies to the use of the texts during history. It is typical that the
'Tacobite" copyists adopted "Nestorian" metatheological works as such, changing
only a few names in the texts: the quotations of Theodoret of Mopsuestia, for
example, were allowed to remain in the text but under the name of St. Cyril of
Alexandria.62s The same tendency took place in the Greek tanslation of Isaac of
Nineveh.629 On the other hand, Ba¡hebraeus quotes ¡he Ladders of John Climacus
openly - the wounds perhaps already being healed by his time.ó3o

625

baac does not, of course, use the concept of"mystical experience" but discourses here about
"intimacy of the love of Christ with all is extraordina¡y consequences", a good definition of
Christian mystical experience. Bedjan: Perlectione Religios4 488; Wensinck: trþstic
Treatises, 327.

62ó Mingana 1934/'AbdiSo', 1444 p. 262(tr. 149).
627 y.¡ ¿r. leaders ofthe Church could usc theological

points as means tojusti$ their disfust of
cenain metatheologians (Sahdona" Joseph the Seer and Isaac ofNineveh; see above, pp. 19-

20,23).

628 Ming*u 1934,74-76. The

procedure is a good indication of the fact that the essence of the
disagreements wris not in the content but in the persons!

629
ó30

Se€ the introductions of rüensinck's
Saint Isaac the Syn'an (p. lxxviii).
E.C. Barhebraeus:

Mystic Treatises (p. xviii)

Ethikon,lll (tr.96).
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2.5.5.2. The Bíble

vy'e have already seen exrimples of how the description of experiences is
conditioned by biblical language. This happens both unconsciously and consciously; the subjects had read thei¡ Bibtes and therefore the biblical images are
amongst the most natural modes of expression, and this tendency is strengthened
by the fact that the more biblical a description is, the more tn¡stworthy it is
considered.

But in order to realise and understand the experiential nature ofthe language

it is essential to point out that the descriptions arc not actually derivedy'onr the
Bible. In fact the biblical justifications usually appeil in other contexts than in
descriptions of the highly mystical experiences. Many common terms like 'fire' or
'light' naturally do have parallels in the Bible, but it would be quite un¡easonable
to suggest "influences" - i.e. that the authors would not have been able to employ
these concepts if they were not to be found in Sacred Writ.

If we examine more closely the technique applied by the metatheologians to
the interpretation and quotation of the Bible, it seems that atl the authors quote it
quite freely (usually probably by heart); sometimes a quotation seems to be more
an exposition of the verse than an actual quotation. A few times even sayings of
unknown origin are introduced by the words "it is written", as if they are authoritative. Moreover, the biblical passages are picked up and used without concern as
to thefu context - in accordance with apostolic and Jewish exegetical traditions
(e.9. St. Paul himself).
As a historical note we may also remark here that when the ascetics quoted
the Bible in an approximately exact way, until the 5th century they often used the
harmonised Gospel, the Diatessa¡on (ewangelyõn damhalletë), when the more
official translation of the Church was already the Old Syriac version of the
Gospels (ewangelyõn da-mfarreíë), and accordingly, signs of the use of the Old
Syriac version may be found until the 8th century, while the Chnrch had long ago
adopted the Peshitta, the 'Yulgate of the East".63l 1;r phenomenon is largely
explained by the tendency to quote by heart, which enabled the old forms to
survive in the kerygmatic tradition.
The interpretation of the Old Testament, especially when the Scripnre is not
in line with the principles of the New Covenant, fi¡nctions in an allegorical way.
For instance, passages referring to warfa¡e and frghting are commonly taken as
indicators of the inner battle against sinful passions in order to gain spiritual
victories.632 A certain historical sense, on the other hand, is to be seen in the fact

631 vööbus 1951, 44, 97-98, lO2-106.
632 E.g.the use of Gen. 4E:22by lsaac of Nineveh

in Bedjan: Perfecrione Religiosa, g
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that the Bible is quoted as "the word of a prophet" or of an apostle (not by a
collective name like "the word of God').
The dynamic understanding of the Scriptures is also demonstated by Isaac

of

Nineveh's teaching on the Lord's hayer.
Our Lord did not teach us a particular sequenc€ of rvords here; rather the teaching He
provided in this prayer consists in showing us what we should be focusing our minds
on during thc entire course

o¡¡t¡t

¡¡¡a.633

In other words, it is the sense that is given, not the precise sequence ofwords for
recitation. (This aim in fact happens to have been confirmed by the textrral history
of the prayer itselt since the original Aramaic wording was, curiously enough, not
preserved in the early Chr¡rch.63a)

A certain independence of metatheological thinking from the biblical franework is reflected in the fact that the experiences are not made especially "biblical", and neither is the discor¡¡se categorically forced within the limits defined by
the biblical set of verses. 'Love of money',635 for example, is not considered as
'the root ofall evils', as St. Paul suggests, but the hierarchy ofpassions is based
rather on an exhaustive survey ofa person's own experience ofhis passions, and
consequently the love of money is seen more as a consequence than as a cause.636
It is even a liÍle strange that the apostles' ecstetic experiences or cha¡ismata are
quite seldom referred to.637 Isaac ofNineveh discusses the ecstasy ofPeter,638 and
also refers to the experience of the prophets in a general way:
Because the prophets were in €cstasy when revelatioos happened to them, they did not
perceive any of the usual things, not even necessary thoughs under the control of the
will, nor anything perceptible by ûe senses.639

The most famous biblical parallel, however, is St. Paul's heavenly journey (2 Cor.
12:24'¡ Isaac of Nineveh classifies Paul's experience as 'psychological rapture'

(het¡tfya re'yãnãyõ\, and concentrates on discussing the inexpressibility

633
634

of

the

Brock: Sec ond Part, 14:36 (ed. 6E, tr. 78).
'I'he existing Aramaic (=Syriac) versions are franslations from the Greek. The traces of the
original can be seen behind the differences between the two canonical versions, where the
double meaning of the Aramaic rhawbã is rendered'sin'by Luke (ll:4) and'debf by
Manhew (6:12).

635 I Tim. 6: l. The Greek original for 'love of money'
r<E-ca ùûrr¡i.

is QrÀapyupíc, the Peshita reads

636 For example, Mingana 1934/Dadilo',

34b, p.232 (tr. I l9). "Love of money [...] does not
fight against anyone who has conquered his belly and is endowed with generosity."

637 Acts2:24,13 and I Cor 12:1,6-l I and chapær 14.
638 B"d¡-, Perfectione Religios¿ 155, t73; Wensinck fulystic Trearises,l05, I 17; Acts 10:10.
639 B"d¡-, Perfectione Religiosa, 155; cf. Wensinck: hþstic Treatises, 105.
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experienoe recounted by Paul. Isaac argues that everything that it is possible to
hea¡ with one's ears can be expressed verbally 6 *"¡¡.640 And consequently,
Paul did not hear through sensible voices or tfuough materiat forms but in mental
impulses (zaw'ë de-tøVa), being snatched away (ba-hnfyã) from the body, his will
having no share with it

'Abdi5o' he Seer even claims that the actual function of the joumey was to show
that 'things revealed to the mind in the ståte of perfection cannot be constructed
linguistically".fi2 But A Letter Sent to a Friend goes even firther, albeit in a
different direction, by even revealing the very 'secret' that St. Paul left unexplained, and which has fo¡ that reason puzzled Ch¡istians in all ages - the secret is
that St. Paul had seen Jesus in his divinity.6a3
The use of the Old Testamenq according to the Eastem Cbristian tradition,
includes typological elements. The biblical scenes and stories are used as typo-

logical prefigures of the New Covenant. Accordingly, metatheological authors
sometimes use biblical figures to illustate va¡ious aspects of ascetic life. A
suitable example of the mystical experience is to be found in the life of Moses.
As the blessed Moses, when he stood in the cloud six days - which constitute the
number of days in whicb the world was made by the wise Creator - had no definite
ptayer (lelota gl¡f¿), but only spiritual vision and sight (hawra w*hzãtõ de-räþ) of úe
creatures of God the Lord of all together with communion (enyãnã) and conversation
(çewãdã) with the greatness of that high and sublime Being whose name is holy and
whose dwellingplace is holy ('Abdi5o' the Seer¡.ó44

The th¡ee stages of spiritual life are often connected with a biblical framework by
assigning them biblical parallels: the corporeal stage Qtagrãnitã) is symbolised by

the Exodus from Egypt and the joumey in the desert; the psychic stage
(naftãnûtã) is parallel to the crossing of Jordan, the fïght with the habitants
representing the fìght with demons; the spiritual stage (rùhãnr7tâ) conesponds to
the entry to the "glorious Zion".fl5

ffi Bed¡an: Perfectione Religiosa,50, l5E; Wensinck: MysticTreatises,3s,
&l Bedjan: P*fectione Religiosø 50; Wensinck: tltlystic Treatises, 35.
ftz Ming-" 1934/'AMiðo', l52a-152b, pp.27O-271(r. 160):
(r<r:.I:r

r(:¡oil

107.

ehr< r(\).

643 Oliod.r A Lener ofPhiloxenus ofMabbug

to a Friend,60 (44t). It ¡s interesting here that
both this letter and the previous reference attributed to'AMiSo' are considered to have been
written by the same author, Joseph the Seer. Yet the claims are not necessarily in contradiction, for 'Abdiþ"s comment refers to the æcount of the journey, and the Ze¡re¡ to its

ø
&5

actual course,

Mingan" 1934/'Abdi5o', 146b, p.265 (tr. 152).
Brock l9E?, 31,1-315.
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To sum up, the use of biblical images shows that the biblical cases are
employed more as additional illustrative material ofiering parallels than as a
starting-point to justifr the writer's position; they were not even arranged as
reconstructed starting-points to ñmction as the coulisse for spiritual doctrine. This
also shows us something about the understanding of Holy Scripture which differs
from the Islamic or Jewish conception of the nature of revelation, as well as from
the traditional Protestant understanding of Christianity as sola Scriptura.e6
Despite the extensive use of the Bible, there was evidently no theological need to
prove all the aspects of thought and practice as being mere derivatives from the
Holy Scriptures. Nevertheless, this does not indicate an arrogant attitude towards
the Bible, which was certainly considered as sacred 'boks',647 yet not so much as
an authority from outside but as an elementary part of the common tradition tradition inspired by God. For example, the writings of Sahdona contain biblical
allusions to the extent ttrat the discourse is like a biblical collage, yet he does not
aim to derive his teachings on prayer mdvigilfrom Holy Writ but explains them
with reference to the practices of the early Church: "This (vigil) is also what the
apostles used to do when they gathered together, spending the entire night in
praise, prayer a¡rd addresses to the faithfi¡I.'ú48 The biblical cha¡acters were
understood not only as objects of imitation but also as being "of us".
It is also to be noted that the symbolism of the biblical images often fits
excellently a¡rd fuses naturally with the metatheological discourse: for example,
John of Dalyatha makes an adaptation from Psalm 34:9: "Taste, my brother, see
the sweetr¡ess (haIyAtQ of our good Father."64e
The free approach to the use of the Bible is especially typical of monks and
hermits. When Philoxenus, the bishop of Mabbug, identifìes the precious jewels
mentioned by Paul in I Cor. 3:12, with vocabulary already familiar to us, as "pure
thoughts and holy ideas, a mind that stirs completely in the Spirit, which bears in
its impulses at all times the wonder of God (tahrî d-alldhfl and admiration
(fummõrõ) for the greatness of His Being, and a spirit (hswnù which preserves
silence trembling before the inexplicable and inexpressible mysteries of God",650
the approach of his interpretation here is slightly more "biblical" than that of the
other metatheologians, for his presentation is constructed in such a way that the
truths in question are to a grcater extent derived from the Bible.

646 This is worth pointing ou!

since üe East Syrian rradition has sometimes, in the spirit of
missionary romanticism, been considered a kind of forerunner of hotestantism, "an antipapal pro.scriptural Church ofthe East''.

ó¿7

r<¡\-r

'writings', e.g. Mingana 1934/Simon, 167a,2E6 (tr. 16).

ó4E S"hdon", Oewres spirituelles III,8:68.(Tr. Brock lgE7,22g)

650 Philo*"nus:

Discourses,S (tr. 6).
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Another interesting topic for a more detailed survey might be to analyse the
use of the concept of 'mercy' in metatheological texts. The words for mercy
(rahmã and reþmetã) mean 'love' and 'compassion' rather than mercy in the

juridical

sense, which is illustrated by the fact that the conesponding verb (reham)
may have God as its object, and usually the word is in the plural (raþn6) when the

"mercies" are described as proceeding from God, which already indicates that it
concems the particular influences of Grace. The problem of 'Juridical understanding" is caused by traditional Protestant thinking, where human acts of asceticism a¡e set in opposition to tue cb¡istianity based on "grace" in the juridical
sense. Nevertheless, oriental metatheology sees human purification as being at
the most another side of truth. According to the 9th-century East syrian monastic

author Thomas of Marg4 it is impossible for ascetic practices to possess any
intrinsic spiritual value or automatic merit deserving of reward for many poor
people actually undergo the same practices merely due to necessþ.
For the happiness ofthat world is not given for the sake of labours, but is bestowed
upon holy men by Divine Grace, for the wages which are laid up there are in proportion
to the righteousness of God, and the [merits of the] labours of holy men are completely
put out of sight by the Grace of God. So then, my beloved, let us not imagine that the
liule work which we do þerel can justi! u5 ¡"¡ot" 6o¿.ó51

2.5.5.3. Martyrdom

According to Simeon the Graceful God has implanted in all intelligible nanres
something of the divine Goodness so that they may all long for the love of God,
'Light above all liglrt'.652 The scheme is fi¡lfilled by connecting the notion with
the idea of incamation:
The one who loved us and came donn from the height of His goodness to the lowliness
of our humility, in order to raise us from earthiness to spirituality by nrixing the
divinity (helïtûtã d-allùhûã) that is in us with the Highest Divinity (rãat attahätã).653

The main point and central topic of Syriac metatheology seems to be the
s¿ìme as that of "ofücial" dogmatic theology: manhood and divinity. The perspectives, methods and aims differ fi¡ndamentally, however. In metatheology the aim
is not the production of ontological definitions of Cb¡ist by human means but the

65t
652

Thomas of Margat Book of Gøternors 6:14,377-378 (text), 6,14 (translation).

Mitrg"

1934/Simon, 167l-167b, pp. 286-287

(tr.

16). The expression may reflect a

Pseudo-Dionysian subtext.

653 Mingana 1934/Simon, 167a. p.2E6
'contemplation' for (icr-tt .

(t.
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of one's own

humanity by christ's means: the basis of ch¡istian
asceticism is in the fact that the glory of resurrection implies death and suffering.
In early christianity to follow ch¡ist meant to suffer, the possibility of actual
martyrdom being frequently present in a cultural context that was non-Christian
and sometimes anti-Christian. Persecutions ceased but the ideals did not change;
they only took different forms. since syrian ctnistianity is largely an outgrorÀ¡th
of the Antiochene tradition, it is appropriate to quote here Ignatius of Antioch,
who crystallised the ideal of ma¡tyrdom in his Letter to the Magnesians in the
solemn words: 'tnless we willingly choose to die through him in his passion
lncÍ0os), his life is not in us.'ú54 "The bishop of Syria", as he was wont to call
himsell prepared for his own martyrdom in Rome (c. I l0) by writing his Epistle
to the Romans, famous for its yeaming for death.
Suffer me to be food for the beåsts, througb whom I can atain God. I anr God's wheat,
and I am ground by the teeth ofthe wild beâsts that I may be found pure bread of
christ. Rather entice the wild beasts that tbey may become my tomb, and leave nothing
of my body, so that when I fall asleep, I may be not-curdensome to anyone. Then sha[
I truly be a disciple of Christ, when the world shall not even see my body.655

Now I am beginning to be a disciple, May nothing of things seen or unseen envy me
my attaining to Jesus Christ. L€t there come on me fue, and the cross, and sfuggles

with the wild beasts, cuning, and tearing asunder, rackings of bones, mangling of
limbs, crushing of my whole body, cruel tortures of rhe devil, may I but atrain to Jesus

ç¡tr¡r¡65ó

This ideal remained the primus motor of oriental christianity for centuries, and
metatheological thinking was based on this sa¡ne tradition. Among the sources of
this study it is especially The Book of the Holy HierotheosísT and Isaac of
Nineveh who describe the spiritual progr€ss as 'ascension on the cross' (massaqtã
la-zq{à), where the body goes through crucifixion and the mind rises to the sphere

ofhigher experiences.
The greaær the sufferings of Christ become in us, the greaær is our consolation
(búyã'õ) in Christ. Consolation meatrs contemplatioî (të'orya), which renders tbe sight
(heãtã) of the soul possible. lt is not possible rha¡ our soul produce spiritual fruits,
unless our heart becomes dead for the world. For the Father raises the soul that has died
the death of Christ, in contemptation of all the worlds (lsaac of Nineveh¡.658

Isaac of Nineveh notes that when the martyrs received a spiritual revelation
concerning the date of their execution, they ofren used to spend their last night
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standing in prayer praising God joyfully without tasting any food, in this way
preparing themselves to receive the crown. Isaac urges his brethren to keep this
preparatory state perpetually. He calls the ascetic pursuit 'invisible martyrdom'
(sãhdûA deJã methazyã) in order to receive the 'crown of holiness' (lælTlã deqadd'riútã).6se A Letter Sent to a Friend similarly promises the hermits who live in
solitude and watch their thoughts the crown of glory along with the martyrs.6@
And to complete the perspective on the reality common to both ways of marq¡rdom, Isaac also considers martyrs as having participated in the ecstatic experience
by being 'inebriated' (rãwên) with love for their'Beloved' (or Friend, rãþmã).661
2.5.5.4. Humility

We may conclude this section by paying attention to the factor thât is basic to
Synaq and all Eastem Christian, spirituality: that of humility (maklAlaZta). One
might even argue that the understanding of the concept of 'spirituality' in the
Eastern Christian tradition comes very close to that of humility. Real spiritual
growth is not measu¡ed in the quantity of visions nor in the quality of spiritual
comprehension but in one's conception of oneself and in one's attitude towa¡ds
others. After all, extraordinary experiences as such are not regarded as aims or
methods but rather as a kind of "sight" along the road that one is expected to
travel. Isaac ofNineveh considers constancy to be better than'trance' (lunnãyã),
but when transformations of the state of being must take place, he continues, they
shôuld be for the better.tr2
For this reason the position of all the mystical phenomena described above in
a sense belongs on the margins of the structure of metatheological discourse. Yet
for the same reason, humility can be seen as the background from which the
experiences arise, as Simeon the Graceful relates in the following:
The following is the sign that a monk is progressing in the Lord: his heart is contrite in
asceticism and humble in grief over small sins previously committed- Respect and
modesty even with rcgard to the lowly and the weak reign over him; his heart is artless
and simple, even when bearing the fruits of tl¡e Spirit. His face is illuminated and joyfirl
in his love toìr'ârds all, and he communes with everybody as if everybody were good,

659 Bed;an, Perþctione Religiosa,242: Wensinck:
þsric Treatises, 163.
ó60 Olindet' A Letter of Philoxenus ol Mabbug to a Friend,46 (34¡).
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M¡stic Treatises, 140. The context refers to angels and their immaterial motion towards the
Good, but the same position also applies to men, for whom the change in question may be
painful, because of the weakness oithe flesh.
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Do not, however, rely on your rigbteoumess, although the grace has come upon you
(Simeon the Graceful).63

This order of precedence is fi,uther cla¡ified by the fact that a visionary experience
of angelic beings is considered demonic it emanates from vainglory and

if

pride.ffi
ln A Letter Sent to a Friend the motion of humility working in the soul is the
first sign whereby one can distinguish true experience from the demonic. As long
as the motion of humility is preserved in the soul, "it burns like a flame of fire in
the heart

o¡-*'.665

The final chapter of Isaac of Nineveh's discourses forms a subtle tribute to
humility, which seems to be the \r¡ay to actualise the mystic's unification with
God. "And (the humble one) is reckoned by everyone as a God, though he is
simple in his words and of mean respect.'ú6 Moreover, in humility lies the
hidden power of God.

Hunilþ is a mysterious power (hrylã rtuãnãyã), which the perfect saints receive
when they have reached accomplishment ofbebaviour. And this power is not granted
except 10 those wbo, by the power of Grace (hqyl !aybûtã), have personally
accomplished the whole of excellence, in so far ¿u¡ nan¡¡e in its domain is able to do
this. For humitþ is all-comprchending excellençs.ó67
Accordingly, humility is for Barhebr'aeus one of the th¡ee main causes of weeping,
the other two being the power of pleasure (hannî'ùtd) present in the mystical
intuitions and the a¡dent love of God. Humility itself is caused by two factors:
knowledge of one's own sinfi.¡lness, and the remembrance of God's greatness.668
The charismatic character of humility is confirmed by Isaac when he makes a
clear distinction between man's natural humble cha¡acteristics and the mystical
degree of humility granted as a gift. '1.{ot every one who in his nature is peaceful

or quiet or discrete or without blame, has reached the rar¡k of humility (dargã demalckllaTtã)."669 p""¡ humility is a permanent state of mind, independent of any
car¡ses or circumstances.

Humilþ is also the reason behind the projective telling-technique of Syriac
metatheologians. Experiences are described in the third person singular yet the
subject is left unmentioned, which may leave the modem reader with an insecure
663
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feeling: whom is the author writing about? This way of telling, however, is not
unique or even infrequent in the Semitic languages, but in the discourse of
mystical experiences it serves the author to minimise his own role and to project

his own experiences onto an ideal self (and then perhaps to project the experiences of the ideal subject back into his own mental reality).

Isaac goes on to present permanent humility as a state necessary for reception

of revelations of divine mysteries that in turn deliver spiritual knowledge. So we

in chapter 2.1. presenting a constant stâte as an
enabling condition of a particular þeak) condition, i.e. mystical experience.
In the end, almost all of the metatheological discussion can be seen to take
place in some kind of relation to mystical experience. The symbols open various
possibilities for homiletic discoursing on all aspects of spiritual life. For example,
the symbol of fire is utilised by Jobn of Dalyatha to fulfil the exhortative function
of the discourse by urging his readers to "give material to the fire of Jesus" so that
its purity might catch the soul "if it is not overcome by alien q¡¿¡s¡5rr.670 This may
serve as an example of how the mystical experience peneûates the whole religious
are back where we started

-

discourse.

The components of the metatheological discourse that we have roughly
differentiated according to thei¡ logical ñrnctions, are ultimately combined and
mingled in the metatheological discourse, where vision, for instance, may be
presented as beauty and likened to food, and the revelation identified with ùink.
"My Lord, give me the beauty of your vision to nowishment, and the revelation of
the secrets hidden into the bosom of your Essence 6 ¿'¡¿.'671 In the mental
reality the various phenomena constitute a single whole, and accordingly, in
Syriac metatheology ever¡hing leads to everything, and the decisive category is
that of toølity.
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